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fy.1ADNESS,    LIBERTY   AND   THE   LAW
Is  the  Law  Justified  in  Using
Madness  to  Limit  Liberty?
by
CORDON   J.    KENDALL
ABSTRACT
We  are  in  an  era  of  self-conscious  minorities
forecfully  asserting  their  right  to  have  rights  in
accordance  with  the  Constitution  and  the  Bill  of
ttights  themselves.
This  paper  explores  the  rights  of  those  committed
to  psychiatric  treatment  for  disturbed  and  disturbing
behavior.     The  lar`ge  r.qdestion  is  -the  subtitles   Is  the
law  justified  in  using  madness  to  limit  liberty?
The  antagonist  is  Doctor  Thomas  Szasz.   psychia-
trist.    He  maintains  that  mental  illness  is  a  inyth  and
that  social  engineering  by  psychiatrists  is  subverting
the  law  and  perpetrating  injustice  on  those  labelled
mentally  ill  and  dangerous  to  self  or  others.
The  body  of  argument  is  built  on  the  skeletal
framework  provided  by  the  assertions  of  Dr.   Szasz.     Per-
sonal  experience  and  interpretation,   supporting  data  of
various  kinds,   interviews  and  conversations  and  the  views
of  various  authorities  are  marshalled  to  show  that,   in
the  opinion  of  this  writer,  Dr.   Szasz  is  fundamentally
mistaken  in  his  .oasic  position.
The  paper  concludes  with  several  recommendations
that.   it  is  believed,  will  improve  a  just  and  neces-
sary  North  Carolina  law.   the  intent  of  which  is  to
safeguard  the  liberty  of  individuals  an`i  of  society.
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PREFACE
"You'r.e  madl"   is  a  phr.ase   that  most  of  us  have
used  or  had  used  against  us.     Its  convenience   is  obvi-
ous!     it  dismisses  the  accused  as  "sick  in  the  head"   and
therefore,   to  be  tl`eated  as  an  irrational  antagonist.
This  allows  the  accuser  to.  proceed  without  regard  to  the
arguments  of  the  other.     Conscience  is  salved,   guilt
feelings  are  prevented,   prejudice  is  undeflected,   and  the
original  goal  can  be  pursued.
Institutions  and  professions  have  prospered  or
been  maintained  because   of  society's  need  to  have   some
of  its  members  proclaimed  mad  by  judge  or.   jury.     Is  this
good  or  bad.   right  or  wrong.   helpful  or  harmful?    More
specifically,   it  can  be  asked8
1)  Does  this  practice  benefit  the  accused?
2)   Is  liber.ty  extended  or  pr.eserved  for  the  ac-
cused?
3)   Does   the  Rule   of  Ijaw  give  way  to   the  Rule   of
Men  when  institutions  question  someone's
sanity?
4)  Do  nor.al,   ethical,   and  medical  values  replace
those   of  jur.isprudence  when  the  courts  enter
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the  realm  of  psychology?
5)  Are  philosopher`-kings  cr.eated  to  displace   juries
of  ordinary  men  and  women  who  listen  to   the
testimony  of  psychiatrists  and  other  mental
health  professionals?
6)  Do  mental  hospitals  become  prisons  after  a  declara-
tion  of  insanity  or.  incompetency?
7)   Is  madness  treatable  and  is  the  treatment  of
madness  an  enhancer  of  liberty?
We  need  to  take  a  fairly  long  journey  even  to  be  in
a  position  to  understand  the  questions.     As  the  questions
take  on  meaning,   the  answers  will  materialize,   not  in  objec-
tive  certainty,   but  within  one's  generaJ.  philosophy.     The
goal  of  the  author  is  hot  to  divert  or  convert  but  to  pro-
vide  the  matter  out  of  which  the  form  of  answers  can  take
shape.     Each  citizen  has  to  make  an  intelligent  decision
about  many  things,   two  of  the  most  important  of  which  are
liberty  and  mental  health.     Do  we  want  liberty  or  mental
health?     Can  we  have  both?    Do  we  want  one  at  the  price   of
the  other?    Is  legislation  creating  a  therapeutic  state?  or
are  individual  rights  being  preser.ved  at  the  expense  of
health  and  the  abil.ity  to  cope  with  complex  challenges?
One  question  generates  anotheri   answers  point  the
way  to  more  questions.     This  inquiry  about  madness.   liberty
and  the  law  will  aim  at  supplying  the  information  for  each
reader  to  answer.  intelligently  for  himself  whether  madness
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(mental/emotional  distress  or  disorder)   is  treatable  and
whether  the  treatment  is  a  destroyer  of  liberty.     If  that
position  is  gained.   the  reader  is  in  a  position  to  deal  more
effectively  with  the  many  other  questions  that  need  answer.ing.
Appendices  A--E  and  G  describe  the  present  resources
of  the  mental  health  establishment  in  North  Carolina  and  in
Forsyth  County,   in  particular.     They  reveal  the  capacity  of
the  mental  health  system  to  respond  to  the   legislative  man-
date  to  provide  expanding  forensic  services  at  the  local
level.     They  pr`ovide  foundational  and  background  material   (if
the  reader  need   to  become  acquainted  with  it),   so  one   can
analyze  case  studies  and  the  very  strong  and  long-standing
position   of  Thomas   Szasz,   M.D.     Dr.   Szasz,   like   and  Old  Testa-
ment  prophet,   has  been  tr.ying  for  nor.e  than  twenty  years  to
show  that  we  ar.e  building  a  therapeutic  state,   providing  mental
health  at  the  expense  of  liberty.     The  concluding  chapter  will
try  to  set  the  stage  for  unravelling  the  questions  and  knowing
whether  answers  ar.e  possible   or`  not.
This  paper  is  piimarily  concerned  with  the  commit-
ment  process  of  a  person  certified  by  a  physic.lan  as  mentally
ill  or  inebriate  and  imminently  dangerous  to  self  or  others,   but
who  is  charged  with  no   crime.     There  will  be  many  refer.ences
in  this  paper  to  the  cl`iminal  justice  system  and  its  defendants
charged  with  felony  or  misdemeanor  who  alwo  show  signs   of  mental
illness.     These  inclusions  will  provide  a  framework  of  refer-
ence  for  t)etter  assessing  the  commitment  process  in  which  a
legal  crime  is  not  charged,   but  may  de  facto  be  present.     As
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we  will  see,   some   pr`ominent  authorities  have   claimed  that   the
court  should  deal  only  with   those  who  have  broken  the  law  and
not  concern  itself  with  the  treat.ment  of  the  mentally  ill.
This  author  writes  from  a  perspective  of  ten  years  of
pastoral  ministry,   six  years  of  community  organization  among
the  economically  and  culturally  disadvantaged   (or  oppressed) ,
and  four  years  as  a  mental  health  center  counselor  and  program
director.
INirRODucTION
The  Community  Mental  Health  Center   (her.eafter  referred
to  as  CMHC)   is  the  usual  entry  point  for  the  psychiatl`ic
evaluation  of  commi+,ment   cases  which  come  before   the   judi-
ciary.     Besides   the  power  to  commit,   the   judiciary  has  the
power  of  subpoena  to  command  mental  health  pr.ofessionals
into  the  legal  drama  of  the  court.     The  state  legislature
ha.s  passed  laws  that  command  the  services  of  public  mental
health  professionals  for.  the  evaluation  and  tr`eatment  of  com-
mitted  patients.     The  link-up  of  the  mental  health,   the  ju-
dicial,   and  the  law  enforcement  agencies  of  the  state  is
complete  and  mutually  dependent.
In  his  book,   Law.   Liberty.   and  Psvchiatr.y,   Thomas
Szasz,  M.D..  writes  in  the  Prefacel     "Psychiatric  activity  is
medical  in  name  only.     For  the  most  part,   psychiatrists  are
engaged  in  attempts  to  change  the  behavior  and  values  of  in-
dividuals,   groups,   institutions,   and  sometimes  even  of  na-
tions.     Hence,   psychiatry  is  a  form  of  social  engineering.
It  should  be  recognized  as  such."
This  is  a  formidable  accusation.     It  casts  a  pre-
eminent  profession  in  the  role  of  a  manipulator.,   the  direct
1Thomas   S.   Szasz,   Ijaw,   Liberty.   and   Psvchiatrv   (New
Yorkl      the  Macmillan  Company,1963),   p.   vii.
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Opposite   of  its  avowed  pur.I)ose.   that   of  helping.   or.  serving
the  health  and  well-being  of  a  person.
He  states,   a.1so  in   the  Pr.eface,   that  his  book  has
two  aimsl     "...first,   to  present  a  critical  inquiry  into  the
curr.ent  social,   and  especially  legal,   uses  of  psychiatr`y;
second,   to  offer  a  reasoned  dissent  from  what   I   consider`  the
theory  and  practice  of  false  psychiatric  liber.alism."2    He
claims  that  in  mental  health  legislation,   "There  lur.ks  the
danger  of  tyranny  by  therapy."3    He  will  try  to  show  that
psychiatr.y  in  the  United  States  is  "All  too  often  used  to  sub-
ver.t  traditional  guarantees  of  individual  liberty.''4.
This  is  a  large  matter.  in  itself  and  of  special  im-
port  to  the  mental  health  pr.ofessio`n  of  which  this  writer  is
a  member.     Accusations  of  false  liberalism  are  one   thing:
accusations   of  "tyr.anny"   and   "despotism"   and   "subversion  of
liberty"   ar.e  another.
Thomas   Szasz  has  made   long,   loud  and   clear   objections
to  the  way  psychiatry  has  danced  to  the  legal  profession's
and  state  legislature's  tunes  in  which  he  feels  liberty  gets
lost  in  the  name  of  ther`apy  or  mental  health.
The  big  question  is  involuntary  commitment--~the
question  of  dangerousness  at  the  time  behavior  in  the  com-
munity  is  consider.ed  bizarre  and  thr.eatening  as  the  result
of  mental  illness  or.  inebriety.
We  are  now  ready  to   join  the   issue.     tack  will
be   to   consider   the   arguments   of  Thomas  Szasz,   M.D.,   on  in-
2|bid..   p.  vii         3|bid.,   p.  viii.         4|bid.,   p.  viii.
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voluntary  commitment  as  presented  in  his  book  referr.ed   to
above.     His  charges,   stated  positions.   reasonings  and  con-
clusions  will  be  consdiered  in  the  light  of  this  writer.'s
experience  and  basic  philosophy.     The  bases   for  this  writer's
evaluation  and  conclusions  will  be!     evidence   offered  by  ac-
tual  cases  in  the  files  of  the  mental  health  center;   on  the
arguments  of  author.s  referred  to  in  the  text;   on  his  own  ex-
per.ience  as  a  mental  health  counsellor  and  administrator;
and  on  his  personal  convictions   or  philosophy  about  public
policy  and  life   in  the  modern  community.
The  final  chapter  will  be  an  attempt  to  give  tenta-
tive  answers  and  directions  to  the  questions  presented  in  the
Pref`ace.
CHAPTER   I
MENTAL   ILLNESsi       IS   IT   A   MYTH?
Unless  one  heard  the  question  asked,   it  would  proba-
bly  never  occur  to  most  people.     All  the  mental  health  cen-
ters  and  associations.  with  their  voluminous  literature  and
public  relations.   indelibly  ingrain  us  with  the  existence  of
mental   illness  as  the  enemy  they  are  fighting.     Yet  Thomas
Szasz  asks  the  question.
In  Chapter  I.   "What  is  Mental  Illness?"   of  his
book,  Law.   Liberty.   and  Psychiatry,     Szasz  recapitulates  the
substance   of  his  former  book  entitled,   The  Myth  of  Mental
±±±±±±st.     It  is  necessary  to  appreciate  his  position  on
this  question  in  or.der  to  follow  and  assess  his  convictions
on  for.ensic  psychiatry.
Szasz  says  that  first,  we  must  realize  that  there  is
no  universally  acceptable  definition  of  mental  illness,   or
even  of  mental  health.    Mentall  illness  is  an  enigmatic  con-
dition  that  allows  each  age,   each  profession,   each  profes-
sional,   to  define  it,   for  one's  own  best  use.     Mental  ill-
ness  is  not  an  objective  thing.     It  does  not  exist  in  itself ,
apar.t  from  an  acting  subject.     What  is  called  mental  illness
is  an  overt  behavior  or  expression  existing  as  an  attitude
1P.S.   Szasz.   Ihe  Myth   0
of  a  Theory  of  Personal  Conduct
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or  a  relational  position  vis-a-vis  the  world  and  self  that
is  seen  by  others  as  inappropriate  and  unacceptable.
Szasz     goes  on  to  say  there  ar'e  diseases  of  the
brain,   like  that  which  derives  from  syphilis  or  severe  in-
toxication.     But  these  are  not  diseases  of  the  mind,   mental.
One  school  of  thought  maintains  that  all  mental  disorders  may
be  traced  to  pathology  of  the  brain  and  the  neurolot3ical  net-
work.     It  would  deny  that  people.s  troubles  can  derive   from
the  problems  of  living,   like  facing  conflicts  in  values,   opin-
ions,   social  aspirations.   personal  needs,   etc.     This  school
sees  bodily  disease.   with  its  symptoms,   as  directly  compar.able
to  mental  disease  and  its  own  symptomatic  manifestations.
Szasz  sees  two  fundamental  errors   in  this  school's
position.2    1`he  first  is  that  a  disease  of  the  brain  is  a
neurological  defect.   not  a  problem  in  living.     A  person  suf-
fering  from  severe,   long-term  memory  loss  or  epileptic  seizures
is  suffering  from  definite  lesions  in  the  brain  or  the  ner-
vous  system.     But  is  a  person  claims  belief  in  Communism  or
•hr.istianity,  or  says  that  his  internal  organs  are  rotting,
it  cannot  be  explained  by  a  defect  or  disease  of  the  nervous
system  or  brain.     Explanations  of  this  sor.t  or  occurence  must
be  sought  along  different  lines.
The  second  error  Szasz  finds  is  an  episteJnological
one.     There  is  a  failure  to  distinguish  the  ground  on  which
one  is  diagnosing.     Medical  illness   is   judged  or  diagnosed
25;c3;LS6:::.o±a#±nL:±eE_:I:_±t.£ng.I.E:¥:_:±=tT#6viA¥6.:EF
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on'objective.   scientific  facts.   observed  and  tested.     Mental
illness   is   judged  on  the  basis  of  one's  own  conceptions   of
values.   history,   happiness.   acceptable  behavior  patterns.
success,   goals,   means.   and   the   like.     Ther`e   is  no  analogy,
Szasz  maintains,   between  these   two  kinds   of  sym.otoms  and   their
sour.ce.   and   therefore,   he   says,   the   common  word.   "illness"
cannot  be  applied   to   both  cases   in  the   same  way.
Another  way  of  viewing  mental   illness,   says  Szasz,   is
as  a  deformity  of  the  per.sonality  and  the  cause  of  deviant
behavior  in  interpersonal  or.  social  relations.     This  is  ver`y
faulty  reasoning,   in  Szasz'   view:     it  makes  the  abstraction,
"mental  illness"   into  a  cause;   it  is  nominalism---making  a
thing  out  of  a  name.3
The  whole   concept  of  illness,   Szasz   continues4,
whether  bodily  or  mental,   points  to  a  departure  from  a  com-
monly  and  scientifically  accepted  norm  or  standar.d.     The  str.uc-
tural  and  functional  integrity  of  the  body  is  a  clearly  ac-
ceptable  physical  health  norm,   agreed  upon  by  most  people.
But  what  is  regarded  as  mental  illness?     The  norm  has   to  be   of
a  psychosocial  and  ethical  nature.     But  who  decides   the  mental
health  nor.ms  and  who  decides   the  mental   illness  deviations?
Why  is  it .that  psychosocial  and  ethical  concepts   of  deviation
from  a  subjective  norm  can  have  medical  remedies  prescr.ibed?
The   impor.t  of  this  confusion  over  what  mental  ill-
3|bid.      pages   13-14.
4Ibid.   p.   14.
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ness  is,   leads  to  many  pr`actical  and  philosophical  dif-
ficulties  that  according  to  Szasz.   produce  injustice  and
suffering.
Szasz  concludes  the  chapter  by  stating  that  the  con-
cept  of  mental  illness  has  outlived  any  useful  purpose  it
may  ever  have  had.     It   is  now  only  a  convenient  myth.     The
term  is  but  a  metaphor  mistaken  for  a  fact,   and  should  be
dropped  from  our  lexicon.
CHAPTER    11
THE   MYTH   MISSES   THE   POINT
This  writer  agrees  and  disagrees  with  Dr.   Szasz.
Agreed  that  mental   illness,   when  equated  with  bio-medical
illness,   is  a  myth  and  a  misuse  of  words.     There  are   organi-
cally  based  mental-emotional  disorders  which  would  qualify
under   the  disease  model  of  physical  medicine,   and  with
these,   apparently,   Szasz  has  no  quarrel.     But,   it  is  not
agreed  that  the  use  of  the  ter`m  ''mental  illness"   is  the
base  on  which  rests  all  the  miscarriages  of  justice  con-
cerning  the   citizen  who  becomes   immenently  danger.ous   to
self  and  others  and  is  mentally  ill  or  inebriate.
Thomas  Szasz  takes  the  radical  position  that  the
concept  of  mental  illness  is  a  pure  fabrication,   a  myth,
that  should  be  eliminated  and  that  involuntary  commitment.
which  is  based  on  the  use   of  the  concept,   should  go  with  it.
His  foundation  for  that  stand  is  the  ri.ght  of  any  human
being  to  make  his   own  decisions  about  the  short  and  long
range  course  of  his  life.     As  long  as  the  myth  is  curirent,
he  maintains,   the  excuse  for  depriving  people  of  their
liberty  remains  in  force.
I   join  Szasz  in  the  assertion  that  mental  illness.   as
a  technical  phrase  or  term,   should  be  abolished.   but  only
when  we  can  find  a  universally  acceptable  and  properly  under-
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stood  substitute,   I  do  not  agree  that.we  can  eliminate  the
concept  behind  the  term,   or  limit  concern  to  the  organically
based  mental  troubles  people  sLffer,   or.   finally,   that  we  can
eliminate  the  commitment  pr.actice  that  str.ives  to  protect  in-
dividuals  and  community  alike  from  the  danger  of  someone  who
is  out  of  control  of  his  behavior.
Ther.e  are  no  simplistic  explanations  of  the  origins
of  mental  and  emotional.  disorder  or  disequilibrium  or  incom-
petent  coping  or.  whatever  else  is  called.   "mental  illness."
More  often  than  not,   adolescent  and  adult  "problems"   have
their  roots  in  childhood  ego  development  difficulties.     A  com-
pelling  point  is  made  by  Joseph  Kaufer.  in  a  poem:     lack  of  love,
the  principal  energy  of  the  universe,   causes  one  young  person  to
be  hospitalizedl
I. am  in  a  straightjacket---you  think  that  frightful?
What  do  you  think  I  was   in
Before   I   came  here?
I,   a  Depressed  Case.   could   only  see   sadness.
The  doctor  urges  me   to  see   that  ther`e   is  happiness
in  life,
Miserable  as  he  is.
The  Elderly  Patient
Hurry.   Death,   Come   visit  me.
Do  not  wait  for  Visiting  Day.
My  children  will  not  visit  me;
I  know  you  will---Do  not  delay.
I  loved  my  parents.
Then  I  loved  the  boy  across  the  street,   not  wisely,
Then  I   loved  a  man   in  my  office,   married,
Then  I   loved  two  others,   unmarried,
Then  I   loved  my  doctor.   and  my  analyst
And  I  am  tr'ying  now  to  love   the  attendants.
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1'  wish   someone   would   love   me.1
What   ironyl     The  community,   out  of  "loving  concern"
condemns  this  person  to  seek  wholeness  and  wor.th  amont  the   in-
sane  when  it  was  not  possible  to  find  it  among  the  "sane".
Depression  causes  more  suffering  and  hospitalization  than  any
other  single  disease,  whether  psychic  or  physical.     It  is  a
reality.     It  cannot  t)e  legislated  away  or  semantically  mani-
pulated  away.     It  must  be  dealt  with.
Suicide  Attempts
Suicide  is  usually  the  result  of  helpless  hopeless-
ness.     It  follows,   genel.ally,   from  an  advanced  stage  of  de-
pression  when  the  first  and  second  lines   of  coping  mechanisms
don.t  work.     There   is  no  need  to  quibble  over  whether  the  per-
son  is  mentally  ill  in  anybody.s  definition.     The  question  is
whether  the  person .is  in  a  condition  to  assess  properly  whether
he  really  wants  to  make  a  truly  irretrievable  decision  to  end
life.     The  law  of  the  land  stands  unequivocally  against  al-
lowing  such  an  action  to  go  undeteired.     The  moral  conviction
of  people  moves   in  the  same  direction  and  is   the  source  of
the  enactment  of  the  law.     The  opportunity  for  suicide  is
present  to  everyone.    History  is  replete  with  instances  of
persons  in  full  command  of  their.  faculties  choosing  the  sui-
cideal  act  as  more  meaningful  and  noble  than  continued  life.
Insane  A:#:::ht#::±:::a;:n]:LS::::fh#c£::±:±:i i:oE=:nj83, .
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of  suicide  to  healthy  coping  with  life's  challenges.   and  with
gratitude  for  the  chance.
This  writer  has  counseled  many  clients  who  have  at-
tempted  suicide   two,   three,   and   four.  times.     .I'heir  presence
in  ther.apy  attests  to  their  being  unsuccessful.    And  many  of
forays   to  the  edge   of  life  were  kept  from  becoming  one-way
trips  by  concerned  others.     These  clients  went  through  therapy
and  re-established  living  and  growing  links  with  their  families
and   jobs.
Because   of  the  weight   of  numbers.   the  CMHC   provides
a  high  proportion  of  short-term  therapies  to  its  clients.    The
luxury  of  psychoanalysis.   a  notoriously  long-term  treatment
process.   is  denied  those  few  staff  members  trained  to  do  it.
Even  with  short-term  treatment,   therapists  invariably  find.  be-
hind  the  presenting  problem  or  complaint  and  its  symptoms,   ego
or  personality  deficiencies  that  are  traceable  to  childhood.
Ivtany  people  never  had  a  chance   to  prepare   I.or`  adult  decision-
making.   for  sorting  things  out,   for  standing  straight  amidst
life's  school  of  hard  knocks.    Many  of  these  will  voluntarily
seek  out  the  friend,   the  counselor,   the  therapist  who  will
help  them  help  themselves.     But  some  few  will  be  so  shattered
by  life's  experiences  that  a  friend  from  the  community  (clerk
of  court.   law  enforcement  officer,   psychiatrist,   judge,   or
family)   must  intervene  to  protect  from  danger  and  offer  the
means  to  build  ego  strength  and  self-control  that  poses  no
threat  to  others.
In  "Suicidel      The  Gamble  with  Death",   Gene  and  David
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Lester  make   some   pertinent   comments:
Most  suicidal  people  are  undecided  about
living  or  dyin,`::1,   and   they   "gain-ble  with  death"
leaving  it   to   others   to  save   them.     Almost  no
one   commits   suicide  without  letting  others  know
how  he   is  feeling.     Often  the  cry  for  help  is
given  in  code.     These  distress  signals  can  be
used   to  save  lives.2
Fortunately,   individuals  who  work  to  kill
themselves  ar`e   "suicidal"   only  for  a  limited
time.     11-  they  are
they  can  go   on  to |:::e:s::::  ::::::5struction
E.   S.   Schneidman,   this  country's  ranking  thana-
tologist,   has  distinguished  the  following  types  of  suicide:
Four  types  of  suicidal  crises  are:     1)   impul-
sive  suicidal  behavior
ment,   or  fr.ustration;   2
longer  be  worth  living
realize  will  eventually  ::e:::;;,w3
ollowing  anger,   disappoint-
the  feeling  that  life  may  no
ich   one   doesn't
)   very  serious
:::n:::ts4to":a:#::i:::±£:;  :::::::Sa::¥.8Ccur  When
The  analytic  studies  of  these  authors   (see  also.
Suicide   and  Mass   Suicide by  Joost   A.   M..Meerlo)   give   good
reason  for  the  valid  concern  of  people  in  general  about
Seeking  hospitalization  or. other  appl.opriate  treatment  for
friends  .or  neighbors  who  ar.e   seen  as  a  danger.  to   themselves.
2Gene  Lester  and  David  Lester.,
with  Death (pr.ent
Suicide:      The   Gamble
ice-Hall   Inc. ,   tlnglewood
•    p.    3.
3Ibid.   p.   4,.
4E.   S.   Schneidman,
and   Pr`eventi.on
D.C.I    19
(U.
•    p.    5.
Cliffs,   N.   J.I
Some   Facts   About   Suicide:      Cause
D.   Government   IJrinting  Office,   Washington,
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The  commitment  pr`ocess  that  deprives  a  person  of  liberty  is
seen  as  necessary  to  carry  him  through  his  suicidal  crisis.
What  we  call  mental  illness  is  simply  a  catch-all
term  fc>r.  a  person's  inability  to  effectively  cope  with  the
problems  of  life  from  inner-directed  motivation.     Acute  and
chronic  psychotic  and  neul`otic  conditions,   situational  dis-
tur`bances  that  result  in  emotional  and  mental  disorganization
are  affecting,   in  a  significant  way,   upwards  to  357o  of  the
population.5  A  r`elatively  small  percentage   of  that  357o  is
ever.  committed  to  mental  health  treatment  facilities.     For-
syth  County,   population  228,000,   has  an  average  of  ten  com-
mitment  cases  heard  each  week,   four  of  which  ar.e  determined
by  the   judge  to  need  in-or  outpatient  care.     The  State  steps
in  to  ensure  that  threatening  danger  is  inhibited  and  that  ap-
propriate  treatment  is  provided.
Szasz'   "myth  of  mental   illness"   stance  misses   the
point.     Perhaps  the  larger  question  of  who  is  sane  and  who  is
insane  has  to  be  faced.     The  sanity  of  the  sane  often,   very
often,   leads  to  decisions  that  can  orlly  be  termed  irrational,
self-destructive.   and  absurd.     Examples  abound  in  our  every-
day  "sane"  worlds     destroying  a  nation  in  or.der.  to  save   it
(vietnam);   fattening  cattle  on  hormone  injections  that  are
cal`cinogenici   incarcerating  people  for  sexual  and  violent  acts
which  they  ar`e  stimulated  to  perform  by  our  mass  media's  in flu-
5You  Have   a  Ri
Mental  Health  Association
( 1975) .
to   Know Pamphlet  published  by  the
of  Forsyth  County. North  Carolina
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ence;   etc.,   etc.
In  the  film, of  Hearts we  have  a  vivid  drama-
tization  of  man's  dilemma  about  whether  he  lives  in  a  sane
or  insane  worldi
As  World  War  I  nears   its   end,   a  `battalion
of  retreating  Ger`mans  ar.r.anges   for.  an  entire
Fr.ench  village   t,o  be  blown  up  by  placing  a
booby   trap   in   the   town   sa_uar`e.     The   tr`ap   is
triggered   to  explode  when  an  armored  knight   on
the  church  clock  strikes   the  hour  of  midnight
with  his  mace.     As  the  villager.s  evacuate   their
town,   one   of  them  gets  word   of  the  bomb  thr.eat
to  a  nearby  Scottish  regiment  although  he   is
unable   to  give  any  details.     Consequently,   a
mild-mannered   private  named  Charles  Plumpick  is
sent    to  investigate.     By  the   time  he  arrives
at  the  village,   he  discovers  that  the  only  in-
habitants  are   the  inmates  of  the  local  insane
asylum.     A  harmless  and   car.efree   lot,   they
crown  Plumpick   their`  King  of  Hearts,   move   into
the  homes   and   sriops   of   the   town,   and   assume   the
various  roles  of  barber,   bishop,   duke  and  duchess,
bordello  proprietess,   etc.     Ignoring  Plumpick's
frantic  but  futile  search  for  the  bomb,   they  de-
vote  their  energies   to  prepar.ing  for`  a  r`oyal  wed-
ding  between  their  newly-crowned  king  and   the
girl   they  have  selected   to  be  his  queen.
Eventually  a  chance  remar.k  by   the  queen  leads
Plumpick  to   the  village  clock  and  he  discovers  the
bomb's   detonator  a  few  minutes  before   midni£/:ht.     As
Plumpick's   r`egiment  marches   int'o   the   town   they   come
face  to  face  with  the  German  bat,talion  that  has  re-
turned  to   see  why  the  booby  tr`ap  failed  to  explode.
Both  sides  open  fire  and  ever.y  last  man  is  killed.
Witnessing  the  senseless   slaughter,   the   inmates
\'oluntarily  elect  to  return  to  the  relative  sanity
of  the   asylum.     Although  Plumpick   is  assigned   to
another  unit,   he  does  not  remain  with   it  for  inore
than  a  few  minutes.     Discarding  his  uniform  and
equipment,   he  r.eturns   to   t,he  asylum,   stands   com-
pletely  naked  before  az:pair  of.  star.tied  nuns,   and
waits   to  be   cominitted.
6phi||ippe  DeBroca,
1966) .
of  Hearts (Loper.t   F`ilms,
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Ronald  D.  J.aing,   a  psychiatrist  of  a  more  radical
mold  than  Thomas  Szasz,   can  very  well   identify  with  Plum-
pick  and  his  new found  fr.iends.     Laing  advocates  non-inter-
vention  in  a  schizophrenic's  delusions;   it   (the  non-inter-
vention)   springs  from  his  insistence  that  all  human  expel.i-
ence  is  potentially  valid  and  potentially  intelligible.   that
none  of  it  should  be  discarded  into  a  garbage  heap  for  in-
cineration  by  mental  health  sanitary  engineers.
In  The  Politics   of  Experience,   I.aing  descr`ibes   a
bomber  formation  that  is  of`f  course  with  one  of  its  own
planes  off  course  from  the  for.nation  itself .     He  concludes
the  description  with  this   comments
The  perfectly  adjusted  bomber  pilot  may  be  a  greater
thr.eat  to  species  survival  than  the  hospitalized
schizophrenic  deluded  that   the  Bomb  is   inside  him.
Our  society  may  itself  have  become  biologically  dys-
functional,   and  some  forms   of  schizophrenic  aliena-
tion  from  the  alienation  of  society  may  have  a
sociological  function  that  we  nave  not  r.ecognized.. .7
Even  in  an  insane  wol`1d,   people  have  a  right  to  be
protected  from  unreasonable.   unjust.   and  unlawful  harm.     This
basic  right  to  survive,  albeit  in  a  wor.ld  that  is  hypocriti-
cal  and  irr.ational,   must  exist  and  be  protected.
One  has  t)ut   to  read  Sydney  Lens'   "Doomsday  Strategy"
in  the  ProFTessive  magazine  to  appreciate  Laing's  position
about  the  deluded  schizophrenic.     Iiens'   article,   say  the  edi-
tors,   is   the  most  important  they  have  ever  printed.     It  shows
iantine,7R;:::£e:i,L:;Z;;,
The  Politics   of  Ex erience
p'    14,7
8Sydney  I,ens,   "Doomsday  Strategy"   ( he
(Bal-
ProRTe s s ive
Madison.   W-isc.-Febr.uar`y   1967)      Vol.    72,   Number   2,    p.   91
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how  present  American  and  world  policy  toward`nuclear  capa-
bility  for  war  and  industrial  uses  is  leading  us  inexor`ably
toward  Armageddon,   the  final  conflagr.ation.     It  makes  clear.
that  Ijaing's  seemingly  absurd  radical  statement,   quoted
above,   is  not  really  so  absurd.     It  is  quit,e  possible  that
deluded  schizophrenics  might  divert  us  from  the   "bomber  for-
mation"   cour.se  we  are  now  on,   under.  the   leader.ship  of  elected
officials  and  their  department  heads.
The  construction  of  a  bomb  that  can  destroy  the  would-
be  users  has  shocked  man  into  at  least  seeing  the  insanity  of
allowing  technological  progress   to  outpace  man's  wisdom  and  re-
straint.     Likewise.   the  ecological  sensitivity  of  modern  man.
prompted  by  ubiquitous  pollution  and  the  energy  crisis,   has
been  awakened  to  the  insanity  of  recklessly  exploiting  the
earth.     The  film, Catch-229 caught  this   theme  in  tragicomic
for.in.     Ther.e  was   only  one   catch  and   that  was   Catch-22,   which
specified  that  a  concern  for.  one's  own  safety  in  the  face  of
immediate  and  real  danger`s  was   the  process   of  a  rational  mind.
One   of  the  men  of  the   bo.mber  squadr.on   is   obviously  crazy.     He
could  be   grounded   if  the  doctor  diar;,nosed  him  as  such.     All  he
had  to  do  was  ask:   and  as   soon  as  he  did,   he  would  no   longer
be   consider.ed   cr.azy  and  would  have   to   fly  more  missions.     The
man  would  be  crazy  to  fly  more  missions  and  sane   if  he  didn't.
but  if  he  didn't  want  to  he  was  sane  and  had  to.     The  anti-
hero  of  the  film,   Yosarian,   was  moved  very  deeply  by  the  ab-
9Joseph  Heller,   Catch-22,   (New  York3     Dell  Publishing
Co.,1970),    p.    87.
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solute  simplicity  of  this  Catch-22  r.easoning  and  it  caused
him  to  let  out  a  very  respectful  whistle.
Rober.t  Lif ton  quotes  a  Japanese  scholar  as  saying
before  he  died   of  bomb  effects  at  Hiroshimal      "The  Americans
are  a  great  people  because  anyone  who  makes   such  a  ter.rible
weapon  must  have   greatness   in  them."10
Perhaps.   man.s  development  as   the   spearhead   of  evo-
1ution  on  earth  has  had  to  go  through  a  stage   (millions   of
years?)   of  living  on  the  brink  of  a  Catch-22  existence.     Per-
haps  every  age  could  look  at  itself  and  see  its  closeness  to
mass   insanity,   the  result  of  making  the  wrong  decisions   in
the   face   of  dilemmas   too   complex  or  demanding  for  easy  and
mutually  beneficial  rescilutions.
So  Szasz  maintains  that  mental  illness   is  a  myth;
Laing,   that  schizophrenia  (severe  for.in  of  mental   illness)   could
be  an  advanced  and  insightful  form  of  judging  human  experi-
ence;  Heller  and  Lens,   that  the  rationality  of  the  sane  is
acceler.ating  the  world  toward  its  self-destruction.     This  leaves
us   in  an  unenviable  position  of  not  knowing  whether  we  ar.e  like
dinosaurs  that  will  become  extinct  or  like   the  sharks  which
have  managed  to  survive  as  a  species  for  millions  of  year.s.
In  the  meantime,   we  must  live   in  the  world  we  ar.e   in  regard-
less  of  how  it  is  interpreted,   analyzed,   and   judged.     One  of  the
supl`eme  values  still  motivating  people  is  that  their  own  lives
and  the  lives  of  their  own  countrymen,   if  not  of  the  r`est  of
nanking,   should  be  preserved.     It  is  in  this  basic  context  that
1°Robert  J.   Iiifton,
Yor.ki   Random  House,    1968)
The   Survivors   of  tliroshima
p.    172.
(New
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commit,ment  laws  make   sense.     Society  has   opted   for  laws,   as
enshrined  in  various  for.ms  in  the  different  states,   that  pro-
tect   the  many  from  the   few  and   the   few  from  themselves.
The  citizenry  is  saying,   through  its  elected  law-
makers,   that  laws  are  needed,   at  this  stage  of  our  societal
development®     These  laws  enable  a  recognized   legal  authority
to  decide   that  a  person,   who  may  have  broken  no  law,   should  be
"treated."     This  treatment'  is  aimed,   simply,   at  enabling  the
individual  once  again  to  be  in  a  position  to  control  his  ac-
tions  responsibly  for  his  own  good  and  without  threatening  the
rights  of  others.
CHAPTER   Ill
COMMITMENT   AS   SZASZ    SEES    IT
This  chapter.  is  a  distillation  of  the  criticism  of
our  American  commitment  philosophy  and  procedure   as  DI`.   Tho-
mas  Szasz  pr.esents  it  in  Chapter
chiatr`y®
4  of  Law Libert and  Ps
Tvpes   of  Commitment
According  to  Szasz,   commitment  is  big  business.
Mol`e  than  250.000  patients  al`e   committed  to  mental   institu-
tions  each  year.     More  than  a  million  pa,tients  may  be  detained
and/or  treated  in  these  institutions  at  any  one  time®     By  far
tha  majority  of  patients  gain  entrance  to  public  mental  hos-
pitals  via  the   compulsor.y  or  commitment  route  as   compared  to
the  voluntary  way.
Szasz  makes   these  dinstinctions:     First,   commitments
are  either  voluntary  or  involuntar.y.     The  former.  is  a  decision.
not  coer`ced  by  judicial  action,   to  seek  treatment  for  a  mental/
emotional  disorder  or  difficulty  from  a  public  mental  health
resource.     This  resource  may  be  a  state  hospital  or  a  local
agency,   e.g.,   Department   of  Social  Services   or  a  CMHC.      I`he
latter`  is  a  judicial  act,   empowered  by  the  state   legislature;
secured,   ensured,   and   carried  out  by  law  enforcement;   and
supported  by  the  psychiatric  profession's  evaluation,   diag-
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nosis,   treatment.   detention.   and  management,   against   the  will
of  the  individual  r.espondent.
Secondly,   commitment   can  be   emel`gency  or   compulsor.y
commitment  for  observation  for  a  period  of  up  to  ninety  days!
or.   it  can  be  r.egular  or  indefinite  commitment,   which  entails
an  unspecified  time.
Finally,   commitment  may  be  civil  or  criminal.     Civil
commitment   involves   persons  who  have   broken  no   law  but  who
are  dangerous  to  self  or  others;   criminal  commitment  applies
to  persons  charged  with  crimes  who  ar`e  awaiting  trial.   and
to  defendants  acquitted  by  reason  of  insanity.
szasz   saysf
Truly  voluntary  hospil;alization  is  virtually
non-existent  in  public  mental  institutions   in  the
United  States.     In  some   jurisdictions  patients  may
be   admitted   on  a   "voluntary`    commitment,"   which  means
that  they  enter  the  hospital  voluntar.ily  rather  than
because   of  i.egal   coercion.     However.,   such  persons
are  not  free  to  leave  the  hospital,   and  their.  commit-
ment  is  readily  converted  into  an  "involuntary"   type.
®,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,®,,,,,,
The  committed  patient  suffers  a  ser.ious  loss   of
civil  rights.     In  many  jurisdictions  he  is  auto-
matically  considered  legally  incompetents     he   cannot
vote,   make  valid  contracts,   mar.ry,   divorce,   and  so
forth.     In  others,   incompetency  is  a  separate  rna.tter.
In  either  case,   the  Committed  person  is   incarcerated
against  his  will,   must  suffer  invasions  of  his  person
and  t)ody,   cannot  communicate   freely  with  the   outside
world,   usually  loses  his  license   to  oper`ate  a  motor
vehicle,   and  suffer.s  many  other  indignities  as  well.
®®,®,,,,®,,,,,,,,,,
Since  commitment  is  a  significant  social  fact  in
the  life  of  the  hospitalized  psychiatric  patient,   one
would  expect  that,   for  this  r`eason  aloFe,   it  would  be
of  great  inter`est  to  psychiatrists ....
1rhomas   Szas
i#|-i-¥ri-?-i:h-
th :.s:I;:;iae±-i±Psr::¥-;t#a:=fi-9B-±=:=:=r€¥E±?
e   MacMillan   Company,   19 pp'   40-4,1
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Ps.vchiatric  t'ositions
Szasz  then  procedes  to  illustrate  that  there  is
little  regard  among  psychiatrists  for  the  problem  of  com-
mitment.     For  example,   the  fourth  Edition  of  Modern  Clinical
Psychiatr.y2  makes  no  mention  of  commitment  proceedings   or  of
involuntary  hospitalization.     This  has  been  a  standard  Ameri-
can  textbook.   and  Noyes  was  for  several  decades  the  superin-
tendent   of  a  state  hospitall     Masserman,   in  _Th_e  Pra_c_!r,_ice   o_f
Dynamic  Psychiatry,3  also  completely  omits  the  subject.
Psychiatrists  may  be  interested  in  the  mental  state  of  their
patients,   contends  Szasz,  but  not  in  the  legal  pr.ocess  by
which  they  became   their  patients.     This  is  not  wholesome,   and
prevents  effectiveness  in  treatment  by  not  considering  the  whole
man  and  his  whole  histol`y.
Psychiatr`ists  claim,   as  do  Noyes  and  Kolb  in  the
Fifth  Edition  of  Modern  Clinical  Psychiatry,   that,  unlike
the  lawyer,   "The  psychiatr.ist  urges  that  the  dignity  of  the
patient  be  respected  and  that  the  obstacles  to  his  admission
be  no  greater  than  those  experienced  by  the  physically  ill."4
Szasz  asserts  that  this  is  patent  nonsense  and  pr.opagan-
distic.     "The  history  of  Anglo-American  law  is  one  of  unre-
mitting  striving  for  liberty  and  dignity  in  human  affair.s.
psvch±at::gis;u:th4£dLt::::nfp£;i:de¥SX:::
Modern  Clinical
Saunders,   1953
3Ibid.   p.   41.     Citing  J.   Masserman,   The  Pr`actice   of
Dynamic  Psvchiatrv.      (Philadelphis3      Saunder`s,1953   .
Modern  c:::i:;ipis%iia€:S:n8( Sii:ae¥3X:: , an§a:;d:is¥°±;;5L
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Can  organi7.ed  psychiatry  match  this  proud  legal  history?
Hardly."5
Psychiatry  as  an  organiz`ed  profession  has  certainly
not  received  the  pressure  fr.om  the  public    to  reform  itself
in  the  direction  of  human  liberty  as  has  the  law.     Some  of
the  reasons  for  this  ar.e  obvious,   e.g.,   psychiatry  is  a  very
esoteric  thing;   it  does  no.t  impinge   on  the  masses  as  does
the  law;   it  is  less  vulnerable  to  attack;   psychiatrists  work
in  the  background  when  their  services  are  required  by  judges
or  attorneys(   though  they  were  quite  prominent  in  the  Patty
Hearst  trial  of  1976).
I  do  not  believe  the  history  of  Anglo-American  law
deserves   the   encomium  that  Szasz   lays  upon  it.     American  In-
dians,   blacks,   women  and  the  poor  would  certainly  not  plaudit
its  "unremitting  strivings."     Tired  of  blood,   sweat  and  teal`s,
these  gI`oups  have  had  to  amass   themselves   into  campaigns  and
crusades  to  force  the  history  of  Anglo-American  law  to  move
in  the  direction  of  liberty  and  dignity.
Nevertheless,   the  point  is  well  taken  that  psychiatr`ists
are  not  renowned  for  their  efforts  to  incr.ease  the  chances  for
liberty  of  those  who  are   in  danger  of  commitment  nor  of
changing  the  conditions  in  state  facilities  that  would  en-
lar.ge  and  ensure  the  use  of  their  civil  rights.
Szasz   points  out  how  Linn,   in  his  book  on  hospital  psy-
5Ibid.   p.   42.
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.  chiatry,   justifies  the  loss  of  r.ights  a  hospital  pat;lent  in-
cur`s  upon  admission.     This  interpretation  of  a  court  decision
is  important,   and  will  be  quoted  in  full:
These  rights  are   taken  from  them  in  the  words
of  the   Iowa  Supreme  Court   "to  aid  and  assist   the
individual,   to   pr.ovide  means  whereby  the   state  may
protect  its  unfortunate  citizens,   to  fur.nish  hos-
pitalization  so  that  the  insane  will  have  an  op-
portunity  for  rehabilitation  and  readjustment  into
useful  and  happy  citizens.     It  is  not  a.  criminal
proceeding  in  any  way.     The  r.estraint  placed  upon
them  is  only  until   they  have  r.ecovered  so   that   they
may  again   take   their  places   in  the   communities
fl`om  which   they  came.     The   confinement   is   not   in-
tended  as  a  punishment  but  solely  and  only  to  pro-
vide  the  ment,ally  sick  with  that  environment
which  may  possibly  cure   the  disease  and  return
them  to  society  as  useful   citizens."     One  might  wish
to  add  that  we  also  take  into  consideration  the
dangers   to   society  which  sometimes   ensue   from   the
actions  of  the  ment,ally  sick,   although  admittedly
the  importance  of  this  factor  has  often  been  exag-
§:I:::dth:::h::.gay  Cer.tainly  be  given  second  pl.ace
What  I-inn.failed  to  do,   according  to  Szasz,   was  to
detect  the  pious  and  paternalistic  attitude  expressed  in  the
text.     The  assertion  that  commitment  is  not  intended  as  a
punishment  betrays  the  actual  function  it  serves.
The  real  point  of  Linn's  position,   says  Szasz,   is  that
the  psychiatrist  is  here   justifying  the  demands  of  the  holders
of  power   to  make   t,'ie  powerless  conform  on  the   grounds   of
serving  their.  best  interests.     This  was  the  attitude  of  the
slaveholder  toward  the  slaves.   of  the  evangelist  toward  the
6|t)id.   p®   4.2.      Citing  L.   Linn. A  Handbook   of  i{os
#.€.:i:±r'¥iiv:r¥::::C8.±e-8::d:-g;;)Therapy
New   York Inter-
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heathen,   of  the  colonialists  toward  the  natives.     Linn,
says  Szasz,   strives  mightily  to  reconcile  the  needs  of
the  individual  and  of  society,   but  fails  in  the  attempt.
Iiinn  is  admitting  to  the  necessity  of  social  control  of
the  citizenry  by  the  psychiatrist.  while  Szasz  holds  that  such
a  role  belongs  elsewhere.
George  Orwell,   in  1949,   wrote   of  "newspeak"   in
±2§±±.7    Newspeak  is  the  final  form  of  control  that  a  totali-
tarian  government  has  of  achieving  complete  management  of
the  mind   of  each  member  of  society.     Old  words  ar`e   given  new
meaning,   usually  the  opposite  of  the  original.     It  is  a
technique  of  brain-washing  that  is  employed  by  politicians.
authority  figures,   and,   even,   1over`s.     Szasz  asser.ts  that  psy-
chiatrists  also  resort  to  rhetorical  manipulation  in  an  ef-
for.t  to  relieve  their  guilt  as  they  play  their  dubious  roles
as  social  engineers  and  people-manipulators.     He  cites  aL  pro-
posal  by  the  Group  for  Advancement  of  Psychiatry!
The  Committee  believes  that  all  statutes
should  delete   the  term  "commitment"   in  place
of  which  should  be   substituted   the   tel`m..   "cer.-
tification";   "insanity"   and  "lunacy"   should
be  replaced  by  the  ter.in,   "Inental  illness",
and   the   terms   "feeble-minded"   or   "weak-minded"
should  be  abandoned.     The  Committee   believes
that   the   ter.in  "parole"   should  be  abandoned
:#:u±:  i:Ss:::::t:€:d?arm  "Convalescent  leaven
E9ff  (Nez]S::k3   Pria±36ur€±#:8e?e:;8;)?rwell.  Nineteen  Eighty
8|bid.   p.   43.     Citing  Group  for.  Advancement   of  Psy-
;5i3f?y.   C°mmitinent  Procedures,   Report  No.   4   (Topeka.   Kansas
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American  law,   on  the   other  hand,   has,   in  Szasz'
estimation,   a  laudable  heritage  of  concern  for  human  dig-
nity  that  far  outstrips  that  of  forensic  psychiatry:
In  the  I-aw's  appraisal.   a  blind  man  is  not
of  a  different  species  from  one  who  has  the  sight
of  his  eyes.     A  blind  man  is   simply  another  men-
ber  of  the  total  society;   he  must  take  suitable
and  reasonable  precautions  for  his  and  others'
safety.     So  must  a  man  who   is   too   short   or.  too
heavy.   or  whose  reflexes  are   slowing  with  the
yearsi   so  also  must   every  one  of  us .--- Persons
who  are  afflicted  and  disabled  must  not  be  cate-
gorized  even  by  themselves  as  an   inferior.  or.
pitiable  species.     They  are,   on  the   contrary,
men  in  all  essentials  like  their  neighbors---
::t:n±±:L¥:::§, ofu#:S:e£:gT3t±es,  and  singular
Szasz   says  a  good  contrast   can  be   found  between  two
poles  of  view  held  by  psychiatrists,   the  preponderant  number
being  on  the  negative,   coercive  and  medical  model  side.     There
is.   for  example,   the  view  in  Henderson  and  Gillespies's  text-
book,
Apart  from  the  medical  side,   the  social  and  eco-
nomical   cir.cumstances  are  often  deciding  fa.ctors  for
and  against  certification.     Certification  is  desil`able
where  no  adequate  accomodation  at  home   or  in  a  special
nursing  home   is  available   or  where  money  is  a  consid-
eration.     Certification  is  unnecessary  where  adequate
arrangements  for  treatment  can  be  made   outside   of  men-
tal  hospitals,   and  undesirable  where  the  patient  oc-
::p:e:o::a:;?o5::#e::::i:  ::::f5on,  e.g-  director
9Ibid.   p.   44.     Citing  E.   Cahn, The  Moral  Decision
J3loomington,
of  a  sta::]£:£tap.H::;±t:±t{#gw[{o:£tknfig6r=£mfi:I:=oE5;ms
pp.   220-221.
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This   can  be   compared   to  Davidson's  viewl
Hospitalization  proceedings  should  involve  a
maximum  reliance   on  medical   judgement.     'I'he   basic
question  in  deciding  whether  a  person  should  be
hospitalized   is  his  health  and  his  medical  needs.
The  model   law  follows  the  current  trend  of  placing
major   emphasis   in  any  admission   pr.ocedur.e   on   the
::¥£::S±£:Sp::i:#ified  physicians  who    have  ex-
This  writer  feels  a  large  question  has  to  be  raised
at  this  pointi     does  commitment  to  a  mental  institution  really
serve   the  psychotherapeutic  needs   of  the   individual  committed,
or  the  peace,   convenience  and  social  philosophy  of  the   com-
munity?    Regardless  of  the  personal  philosophy  of  the  psychia-
trist.   he  must  deal  with  the  implications  of  both  parts  of  the
question  if  he  is  to  function  successfully  in  the  public  agency.
Thus.   a  psychiatrist  who  commits  a  patient   to  a  mental  r`.ospi-
tal  is  acting  as  an  agent  of  the  community  as  well  as  to  the
individual's  personal  needs  for  well-being.
There   is  no  question  that  a  person  can  r.eceive  bene-
ficial  ther.apy  at  a  mental  institution  if  the  goal  is  to  con-
form  that  patient  to  society's  demands  or  norms.     Szasz'
question  is,   can  therapy  be  given  that  meets  the   individual.s
needs  for  autonomy  and  self-control.     Szasz  holds   that  the
commitment  process  does  .not  lent  itself  to  this  kind  of  self-
development.
11|bid.      p.   4.4.      Citing  H.   A.   Davidson,   Forensic   Psv-
_chiatry   (New  Yor.k:      Ronald   Press,1932)   p.181.
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Justification  for  Commitment
In  state  statutes,   the  justifications  for  commit-
ment   incl.'ude   one   or.  more   of  the   following:      1).the   person   is
psychotici   2).  he   is   dangerous  to  himself i   3)   he   is  dangerous
to  others;   4)   he   is  mentally  sick  but  does  not  seek  treatment.
Szasz  thinks  these  r`easons  are  quite  arbitrary.
Most  psychotics  are  not  committed.     Elderly  persons,   offen-
ders  and  addicts  are  committed,   but  not  usually  considered
psychotic.     The  danger  to  self  or  other`s  is   totally  unde-
fined.     Certainly,  heavily  drinking  drivers  are  a  serious
danger,   yet  are  not  committed.     Some   people  are  allowed   to
be  dangerous  to  others  with  impunity.     It  is  not  whether  a
person  is  dangeroiLis,   but   just  how  he   is  darigerous.
People   labelled   parari.old  are  r.eadily  commitable,
Szasz  says,   yet  they  kill  a  disproportionatley  few  people  com-
pared  to   the  drunken  driver.     "Some   kinds   of  dangerous  be-
havior  ar.e  even  rewarded.     Race-car  dr.ivers,   trapeze  artists,
and  astronauts  receive  admiration  and  applause.     In  contrast.
the  polysurgical  addict  and  the  would-be  suicide  receive  nothing
but  contempt  and  aggression.     The  latter  type  is  considered  good
ca.use   for  commitment."12     Szasz   is   thus   showing  the  double
standards  and  inconsistency  of  the  law  that  discriminates
against  the  mentally  ill.
12|bid.   p.   4.6.
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Commitment   as  a  Social  Restraint
From  a  psychosociological   point   of  view,   many  nor.e
inconsistencies  surface.     The  issue  of  social  disturbance   is
for.emost  among  the   social  or  community  factors.     Social  dis-
turbances  are   caused  by  old  people  who   cannot  car.e   for  them-
selves;   by  one  who   thr`eatens   to  kill  himself  or  herself ;   by
someone  who   claims  a  belief  that  threatens  society,   a  belief
which  is  the  r.esult  of  his  delusional  system  or  hallucina-
tions;   and  t>y  those  who  seek  sexual   gratification  in  bizarr`e
Ways .
There  are  similarities  between  the  off'enses  of  the
mentally  ill  and  the  criminal.     Both  "offend"   society  and
thus  are  restrained.     The  motives  for  this  are  different,
one  being  therapeutic,   the   other,   punitive.     Incarcer.ation,
Szasz  says,   in  a  mental  institution,   is  often  the  more  severe
form  of  punishment.
This  writer  feels  Szasz   is   justified  in  this  compari-
son  of  the  two   for.ms   of  incarceration.     There  wer.e  pr`esent   in
mental  institutions  conditions   that  even  prison  inmates  were
spar`ed.     A  mental  hospital  resident  was   on  an  indeterminate
sentence.   which,   in  itself,   is  an  unbearable  burdeni   but  he
was  also  aware  of  the  ultimate   indignity  to  his  humanity:
that  he  would  never  be   taken  seriously.     He   could  not  be-
come  an  advocate   for  his   own  r.elease.     He  had   to   live   in  an
envir.onment   of  madness   that   conditioned  his   thinking,   com-
municating,   and  acting  that  caused  him  to  recede   ever  fur.-
ther  from  the  world   outside.     He  would   sink  ever  deeper
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into  the  mire   that  or.iginally  entrapped  him.     (See  also
"The  Total   Institution"   in   the   sub-section   below).
Szasz   then  brings   in  another  ugly  problem:     who  an-
noys  whom?     1`he  rich  and   influential  are  rarely  the  victims
of  commitments   the   poor  and   power.less   are.
In  theory.   Anglo-Amer.ican  law  has   the   enviable   tradi-
tion  of  seeking  fairness  or  justice  toward  every  citizen
without  distinction  of  persons.     But  this  fairness,   says
Szasz,   does  not   enter   the   commitment   game.
This  is  true  enoughi   few  non-poor  are  ever.  peti-
tioned  for  commitment.     But   this   is   less  a  criticism  of  the
commitment  laws  per  se   than  of  the  very  str`ucture   of  our
whole  society.     The  well-to-do,   more  often,   have  alternative
means  to  deal  with  mental  illness,   inebriation,   and  dangerous-
ness.     Friends,   clergy,   private  therapy,   psychiatric  facili-
ties  and  retreats,   etc.,   can  be  called  into  play  to  resolve
emergencies,   rather   than  the  cler`k  of  court  and  the  sher.iff.
The  assistant  clerk  of  court  in  t'`orsyth  County  states   that,
in  his  estimation.   only  three  or  four  percent  of  those  peti-
tioning  f or  commitment   come   from  income   levels  above   the
poverty  categories.
Szasz   insists  that  when  the  law  introduces  the  psy-
chi.atric  pr`ofession  into  the  legal  process.   discrimination
also  enters  the  pictur.e.     It  is   the  main  contention  of  this
paper  that  it  is  the  law  and  the  general.contention  of  the
people  that  are  dominant  in  court-related  mental  health
matters,   not  the  I)sychiatric  profession.     The  psychiatr.ists'
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limitations  and  biases  are  not  causing  the  cc;mmitment  process
in  our  time   to  be  unfair.  and  prejudiced.
The  psychiatrist  enters  the  picture  upon  order  of
court.     He  fulfills  his  role  as  a  medically-oriented  person
diagnosing  a  person  with  regard  to  that  person's  mental/emo-
tional  condition  and  its  relation  to  "dangerousness".     It  is
those  who  petition  and  commit   (citizens  and   judges)   who  are
the  decision-makers   in  the  use   of  the  law.
The  Total  Instit,ution
Mental  hospitals,   by  their  very  nature.   are  "total"
institutions.     (Goffman  1957).     Goffman  lists  characteristics
of  total  institutions,   which  are  quoted  by  Szasz!     1)   all
aspects  of  life  ar.e  conducted  in  the  same  space  under  a  single
authorityi   2)   no  room  for  private  activity;   3)   a  strict  daily
activity  schedule  imposed  fr.om  above;   4)   the  enforced  activi-
ties  are  parts  of  a  single  overall  rational  plan  designed  to
fulfill  the  aims  of  the  institution.
Commitment,   as   Szasz   sees   it,   condemns   a   per.son   to   a
total  control  system.     An  atmosphere  pervades  ;uch  a.  place
which  quickly  inur.es  a  resident  from  thinking  and  planning  for
himself .     Conformity  to   the  mind  and  will   of  others   is  quickly
engendered  in  the  patient  as  the  way  to  health  and  final.re-
lease.     "Total"  applies.   finally,   to  discharge  tiriiing,  which
13|bid.   p.   54.     Citing  E.   joffman,
istics  of  Total  Instit,utions   in  As
On   the   Char`acter-
lums:     On   the  Social  Situ-
ation  of  lvlental   Patient,s   and  Other  Inmates
Doubleday,   19
Garden  City
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is  indeterminate  and  depends  upon  the   judgement  and  will  of
the  staff .
The  Role   of  Deceit
The  names  of  these  institutions  have  changed,   but
they  have  never  been  called  prisons,   which  Szasz  says  best
describes  what  they  al`e.   for  the  majority  of  their  I`esidents.
They  were   once   called  a.sylums,   places   of  refugei   then.   hos-
pitals,   places  for  healing.     The  name  disguised  what  was
taking  place  behind  the  facade.     In  Szasz.   opinion.   there
is  more  honesty  in  a  prison,   where  inmates  and  staff  are
clear  on  why  the   institution  exists,  what  the  goals  ar.e,   and
why  the  inmate  is  incarcerated.
A  lady.   Mrs.   Packard,   who  gained  release   from  a
mental  institution  after  a  false  commitment  about  which  she
wrote  years  later.  quotes  the  superintendent  of  that  insti-
tution  on  the  occasion  of  critiquing  her  manuscr.ipt3
I  should  like  to  remark  here.   that  I  don't  like
your  call-ing  this  place  a  prison,   so  much;   for   it
isn't  so.     And  as   I'm  to   superintend  there.manu-
scripts  for`  the  press,   I'm  not  willing  you  should
call  it  a  prison.     You  may  c`ill  it  a  place   of  con-
#n:x:n:ii:fn¥:?  s£::s:32.)O:±4not  a  Prison.     (italics
Szasz  maintains   that  commitm3nt  can  be   compared  to
t4|bid.      p.   55.     Citing  E.   P.   W.   Packard,
Women's  Liabilit.iessecuti.on.   or  iilarried
Wlodern . Per.-
3FE.i,A::t#h:f.Tri?;_a_:#::3:s5:g::i:::.Li5odYo:;dlEia::::::hed
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slavery3     `ooth  the  slave  and  the  mental  patient  are  disen-
franchised  and  forced  into  a  servitude,   euphemis`tically
called.   for  the  patient,   "tr.eatment".     I'here  is  a  strict
master-slave  relationship  glaringly  apparent  in  the  "hospi-
tal".     Patients  are  treated  as  if  they  didn't  know  how  to  be
anything  except  patients.     Like   slavery.   commitment  serves
the  public  interest.     The  "public  good"  requires   their  iso-
lation,   incarceration,   and  servitude.     Carrying  the  compari-
son  further,   Szasz  points  out  the  violence  in  mental  hospi-
tlas,     The  violence  is  not  only  physical  and  psychological,
it  is  "medical"i   it  is  done   in  the  guise  of  "treatment".
Lobotomy,   convulsions  induced  by  insulin  and  electroshock
therapy,   and  most  recently,   the  chemical  straightjackets.
The  patients  ar.e  rarely  helped,   says  Szasz.     These
great  warehouses  were  never  meant  to  help,   anyway.     Their
main  contr.ibution  to  their  char.ges  is   to   teach  them  to  accept
their  subservient,   oppressed  status  in  an  uncomplaining  man-
ner,
Szasz  concludes  that  the  whole  system  of  involuntary
commitment  simply  has   to  be  abolished;   it   is   iiredeemable.
He  sees  no  way  in  which   involuntary  commitment  can  serve   the
individual  or  society.     The  basis  for  this  despair.  of  the
system  is  his  deeply-rooted  conviction  that  law  and  psychiatry
cannot  mix;   that  mental  illness   is  a  myth  that  is  kept  only
because  it  eliminates  human  problems  that  cannot  be  solved
as  easily  in  other  waysi   and  that  we  are  not  fully  committed
to  due  process  of  law  for  all  citizens.     It  is  this  writer.'s
thesis  that  we  need  not  despair  of  the  system,   but  that
wholesale   improvement  is  feasible  and   in  pr`ocess.
CHAP`I`ER    IV
NORTH   CAROLINAi        COIviMITMENT   T0    COMMITMENT
Dr.   Thomas  Szasz  wants  to  eliminate  all  involuntary
commitment  procedures  from  the   fifty  states.     We  have  r.e-
viewed  his  reasons.     This  chapter  is  not  a  point-by-point
refutation  of  Szasz'   theory;   rather.,   it  is  an  evaluation  of
the   "commitment  situation"   in  North  Carolina,   as   seen  from  a
middle  point,   the  Community  Mental  Health  Center.,   standing
between  the  community  and  the  state  institutions.
The   Case   of  Mr..   Ness
A  physician  at  a  large  state  hospital  told  a  social
worker  at  the  community  mental  health  center  that  the  best
place   for  Mr.   M.   D.   Ness  was   "in  a  cemetery  plot."     Ness   had
been  treated  in  the  forensic  unit  of  the  state  hospital  for
assault  charges,   judged  to  be  in  a  state  of  mental  and  emo-
tional  dysfunction,   and  transferred  to  .the  ward  for  the  men-
tally  ill.    Apparently,   he  was  a  bit  disruptive  and  obnoxious
there.     A  physician  judged  him  as  untreatable;   i.e.,   no
treatment  regimen  was  calculated  to  benefit  his  condition.
He  was  returned  to   "the   community"   that  had  now  been   "man-
dated" to  care  for  him.
In'  "the   community",   he   fared  badly.     His   six-I`oot-
four  frame  bor`e   a  1920's  fur  coat   in  the   summer.     Landlor.ds
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of  the   inner  city  rooming  shacks  would  no  longer  accept  him
in  their  "inns".     Relatives  and  friends  had  disowned  this
28-yeal`-old  wrecker  of  their  domestic  peace.     Agency  people
cowered  in  their  offices  as  he  made  his  rounds  accumulating
magazines  and   pencils.     The   community  police  had   braced   them-
selves  for  a  trying  encounter  when  the  next  petition  for  his
commitment  would   be   signed.     He   had  had  many  stints   as   an
involuntary  patient.
He  made   the   television  news   one  night   in  August   197j
after  reporters  and  photogr.aphers  surrounded  him  in  his  en-
campment   on  the   lawn  of  the  Department   of  Social  Services   in
Forsyth  County.     He  had  spent  the   preceding  day  in  a  take-over
of  the  DSS  building,   his  bulky  presence   intimidating  the
workers.
A  policeman  signed  a  petition  for.  his   commitment.
Once  again,   the  state  hospital  received  this  in-again,   out-
again  resident.     A  call  was  made   to   the   same  doctor  who  had
tried  in  vain  to   "tr.eat"   him  so  many  times  before.     The  phy-
sician  vowed  he  would  not  recommend   keeping  Ness   in   the   hospi-
tal  after  the  commitment  from  District  Court..    Since   the  Gene-
ral  Assambly,   in  1974.   haLd  decreed  that   the  state  hospital
would  no  longer  be  a  custodial  car.e   institution.   the  ''com-
munity"  would  henceforth  have  to  bear.  the  burden  of  care   f or
"untreatable"  Ness.
This  threat  was  a  clear`  call   to  concerned  agency
people.     They  assembled.   with   this  writer  among  them.     We
honestly  sought  th.e  living  arrangements  Ness  needed  in  the
community  as  well  as   the  assurances   that  people  who   car.ed
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would  help  him  manage  his  life  without  stealing,   assaulting,
and   intimidating.     We   could  come  up  with  no  solutions,   no
answers I
We   called   the   doctor.     We   explained   the   community
situation.     He  relented  and   the  hearing  was  waived.     M.   D.
Ness  remained  at   the  hospital.     There  ar.e   between  90  and  180
days  for  the  community  either.  to  find  a  place  for  this  dis-
inherited  citizen,   or  request  will  be  filed  that  he  be  de-
clared  a  ward  of  the  state.
This  was  no  kangaroo  court.     This  was  no  snooty  dis-
dain  of  an  "idiot".     There  was  no  question  of  the  mental  ill-
ness.     The  medical  model  was  not  narrowly  at  work.     Social
workers,   nurses,   police,   agency  administrators---all  honestly
sought  a  way  to  care  for  a  brother.     Commitment  was  a  last
resort.
Were  we  falling  pr.ey  to  the  myths  and  faults  that
Thomas  Szasz  discusses   in  forensic -psychiatry?     All   the
questions  came   into  play  in  this  case:     Are  men  ruling  or  is
the  law  the  rule  for  decis®ions  about  a  man's  guilt  and  punish-
'
ment  and  commitability?     Is  this  man  s  behavior`  the   pr.oduct
of  mental  illness,   or  is  he  simply  living  up  the  the  label
he  has  been  tagged  with  ever  since  his  adolescent  yeal`s?
Is  society  guilty  of  such  neglect  and  maltreatment  that  his
condition  is  a  direct  result,   or  is  he  or.ganically  patho-
logical?    Were  the  evaluating  and  treating  psychiatrists
manipulating  the   person.   engineering  the  society,   and  ma}{ing
a  decision  based  on  cultural  bias?     Were   the  non-medical  pro-
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fessionals  victims  of  their.  awe  of  the  psychiatrist  when
they  confirmed   the  medical   decision?     ivere  we   so   cult.ur-
ally  biased   that  we   could  not   fa`thom  how  such  deviant
behavior   could   possibly  be   "managed"   in  the   community?
Mr.   Ness  I.eturned   to   Winston-Salem  after.   five
months  at   the   forensic  unit   in  JJorothea  Dix  Hospital.     He
had  been  "stabilized",   i.e„   in  a  structured  environment,
he  had  gotten  habituated  to  regular  medication  and  the
assur.ance  that  he  could  trust  others   to  help  him  meet  his
needs.     The  Department   of  Social   Ser.vices   found  him  an
apartment.     Right  now,   he's  doing  fine;   he  and   the   com-
munity  are   compatible.
What   '1`homas   Szasz   wrote   in   1961   about   commitment,   he
is  still  saying  on  the  lecture  circuit  and  in  magazines.     As
we  evaluate  his  positions,   let  the,  r.eader  be  cautioned  that
ther.e  ar`e  no  definitive,   objective  tr.ue-false  positions.
There   is  an  impelling  need  for  the  law  enforcement
system,   especially  the   courts.   and  the  .citizens,   to   take
quick  action   to  protect   themselves   or.  a  disturbed   per`son
when  dangerous  behavior   occurs.      Tr.ue,   t,he   pold!cy     and   pro-
cedure   for`  commitment   can  be   abused.     But  nothing  exists
that   cannot  be   abused.      I'he   question   is:      in  1976,   does
the  need   for  court-initiated   commitment  exist?
F`urther`   Exam
Let  us   consider.  some   examples.     The   first   four  ar.e
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taken  from  an  article  by  Carole  Offer  in  Ps.vaholog:\/.  Today:t
A  woman  insisted  on  leaving  a  mental  hospital  against
medical  advice.     She  had  not  been  eating,   but  she  was  not
overtly  psychotic.     Three  weeks  later  she  died  of  malnutri-
tion,
A  husband  tried  unsuccessfully  to  commit  his  wife.
Shortly  thereafter,   she  beheaded  her  infand  son  and  daughter.
A  released  patient,   after  a  shor.t  treatment.   mur.dered
his  wife  and  three  children  before  killing  himself .
A  policeman  failed   to  have   two  female  adults   com-
mitted  when  he  found  them  standing  on  a  corner  staring  into
space.     Iiater  that  day,   other  officers  were  called  into  an
apal`tment,   where   they  discovered   the   two   of  them  heaped   on
the  kitchen  floor  "smoulder.ing  in  the  middle  of  a  suicide
pyre . "
The  following  disguised   cases  are  dr.awn  from  the
files  of  a  community  mental  health  center!
Mrs.   X  r.oams   the  str.eets  at  night   in  the  nude.     John
Doe   inflicts  wounds  on  h.is  wife  with  abelt  when  upset  by
minor  provocations.     Ms.   Jones  hallucinates  frequently  and
as  a  dir.ect  consequence  denies  she   is   the  wife  of  her  husband
and  denies  him  bed  and  board,   asserting  he   is  only  a  renter.
Young  Hank,   married  for  a  few  years,   the  father  of  an  infant
son,   smothers   the  boy  with  heavy  blankets  to  drown  out  his
£Carole  Offer,   "Civil  Rights  and   the  lllentally  Ill:
Revolution   in  Bedlam"   (Ps
8,   No.   5.      pp.   60-61
cholo
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night  cries.     Frank,   a  r`etired  railroad  conductor,   shoots  a
rifle  at  motor.ists  passing  in  the  night..   Sudie  Smith,   mother
of  three  young  children,   wife  of  a  truck  driver.,   suffers
blackouts  from  excessive  drinking.     Alone,   fearful,   and  with-
out  food,   the  children  ar.e  develoi)ing  a  routine  of  staying
with  a  neighbor,   remaining  away  from  school,   and   showing  the
effects  of  the  strain  in  hostile  behavior.
Petitions   for  commitment  were  signed  for  each  of  these
per.sons  by  spouses,   neighbor.s,   or  the   police.     They  were
either  adjudged  mentally  ill  or  inebr.iate,   and  at  the  same
time,   dangerous  to  self  or  others.     They  received  either  in-
patient    or.  outpatient  treatment.     In  all  cases,   efforts  were
made   to  involve   the  family  members   in  the   treatment  process,
with  special  emphasis  on  post-discharge  planning.
Patients'   rights  is  a  hot  issue.     It  boils  on  the
burner  and  its  steam  has  caught  the  attention  of  the  citi-
zenry  and  the  legislators.
Articles   3  of  General  Statutes  122-55.1   and  122-55.2
are  devoted  to   this  matter;   they  wer.e  passed  and  codified
•into   law   in  1974.     See  Appendix  H.     There   is  no   loss   of
civil  rights  on  the  basis  of  being  a  committed  mentally  ill
or  inebr.late  person.     (One   exception  concerns   the   licen;e   to
oper.ate  a  motor  vehicle.     This   is   treated   in  Chapter     20  of
the  General  Statutes,   and  has  its  own  pertinent  r.easons  and
justifications) .
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i   The  Melital  Health  Association
The  Mental  Health  Association  chapters   in  the  various
communit.ies   of  Nor.th  Carolina  have  been  ardent  advocates  for
the  rights  of  the  mentally  ill.    As  lobbyists,   proposal-
makers,   articulator.s  of  the  mind  and  will  of  the  mentally  ill,
they  have  influenced  legislation  in  the  direction  of  these
patients'   freedom  and  dignity.     In  addition,   they  conduct
per.iodic  surveys  of  patients'   feelings  about  the  tl.eatment
they  received  in  mental  health  facilities.
During  1975,   Association  members  visited  mental
health  institutions  throughout  the  state,   in  company  with
North  Carolina  State  Department  off icials  from  the  highest
levels.     Their  visits  were  precisely  to  ascer`tain  the  kind
of  ther.apeutic  treatment  offered,   and  the  opportunity  for
the  exercise  of  patients'   rights.     The  results  have  not  yet
been  published,   brit  the  Executive  I)irector.  of  the  Forsyth
County  chapter  said  members  have   come  away  generally   impressed
with  the  progress  being  made  and  the   compliance  with  the   laws
on  commitment  procedures  and  the  6xer.cise   of  rights.     The
rights  of  citizens  for.cibly  or  freely  detained  and  tr'eated
in  psychiatric  hospitals  or  at  community  mental  health  centers,
`they  felt,   are  no  longer  grossly  denied  or  abrogated.     'I`heir
study  will   include  recommendations  to   impr.ove  both  the   com-
mitment  laws  and  the  living  conditions  at  the  state  facili-
ties,
In  the   Spr.ing  of  1975,   the  State  Depar`tment   of  Human
Resources  initiated  a  follow-up  survey  of  140  former  patients
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at  psychiatric   ihstitutions  and  community  mental  health  cen-
ters.     This  report  has  also  not  been  pu{]1ished,   `but   one   of
the  surveyors,   now  on  staff  at   the  mental  health  center,   com-
mented  as  follows  on  the  attitude  of  a  preponderant  majority
of  patients  toward  their  stay  at  John  Umstead  Hospital.
First,   the  patients  highly  praised  the  ward  nurses  and  aides
for  their  attitudes  and  for  care  giv.en.     Secondly,   the  pa-
tients  said  their'  stay  had  been  beneficial  to  them  therapeu-
tically,   i.   e.,   it  was  a  significant  or  major  factor  contr`ibu-
ting  to  their.  return  to  the   community.     Thirdly,   they  asser.ted,
understandably,   that  they  did  not  want  to  return.     Fourthly,
there  wer.e  few  complaints  about  the  physical  conditions   of
food.   privacy.   cleanliness,   recreation,   etc.     Fifthly,   many
complaints  were  registered  about   the  excessive  freedom  al-
lowed  fellow  patients  to  violate  their  own  privacy  of  person
or  possessions.     Lastly,   many  former  patients  expr`essed  regr`et
that  they  did  not  see  the  professional  staff  for.  tr.eatment  as
often  as  thepatient  felt  was  necessary..
Voluntar Commitment
North  Carolina,   among  an   incr.easing  number`   of  states,
has  defused  Thomas  Szasz'   statement  that   there   is  no   such
thing  as  truly  voluntar`y  hospitalization  in  this  countr.y.
General  Statute  122-56  clearly  grants  to  any  citizen  the
right  of  voluntarily  entering  a  mental  health  facility.2
2Appendix  I.
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The  only  qualification  to  this  guar.antee  is  that  the  "ill-
ness"  be  of  a  psychiatr`ic  nature,   that.  it  be  treatable  and
that  local  mental  health  resources  are   inadequate  for'  proper
treatment.
Shortly  after  the  enactment  and  promulgation  of  this
law,   the  state  hospitals  found  patients  leaving  the  hoLa,pital
within  hours  of  being  admitted;   other  patients,   within  days.
So  large  did  this  abuse  b;come   that  the  1974  I.egislature  had
to  amend  the  act  to  state  that     once  a  person  was  admitted  to
the  hospital  after  screening  and  evaluation,   which  had  to  be
done  within  24  hours,   he   could  not  be  r`eleased  before   72
hours  had  passed.     He   or  she  was   then  free   to  depart  even
against  medical  advice.
The  too-easy  permission  for.  leaving  the  hospital
over.taxed  the   clerical  and  clinical  staf`fs.     Needless  paper-
work  and  clinical  effor`t  were  being  expended.
Further.more,   patients  easily  experience  an  overL
reaction  to  their  initial  anxiety  after. entering  the  new
hospital  environment.     'I`hey  are  mor`e  r.eadily  inclined  to
leave  than  to  settle  down  and  give   themselves   time  to  test
and  evaluate  their  treatment.     Early  departure  can  often  only
increase  their  anxiety,   weaken  their  self-confidence,-and
aggravate   the  ver.y  problem  that  br.ought   them  to   the  hospital.
The   Ri ht   To   Freedom  From   Care
Szasz  devotes  Chapter  15  to  the  hospitalized  mental
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patient.s  fight  for  freedom.     fie  states3  that  patients
:eeking  release  are  denied  their  requests  and  that  patients
are  not  even  listened  to  because   they  are  psychotic  or  in-
sane  and  are.   thus,   incapable  of  defining  their  own  self-in-
terests,
North  Carolina  has  made   this   objection  obsolete.
Voluntary  patients  can  get  r`eleased  within  72  hours.     In-
voluntary  patients  must  receive  a  hearing  after`  90  days  be-
fore  the   judge  of  the  district  where  the  hospital   is.     At
this  hearing,   they  can  either  be  r`eleased  or  further  committed
for  180  days.     If  corm`itted,   there  is  yet  another  hearing  at
the  end  of  the  180  days.   in  which  the  entire  matter  of  their
stay  is  reconsidered.     Again.   they  must  be  adjudged   imminently
dangerous  to  self  or  others  in  order'  to  be  detained---or
they  must  be  released.     There   is   full  provision  for.  an  adver-
sary  pr.oceeding,   with  the  right  of  defense  counsel.   privately
retained  or  provided  by  the  state®
The   Money   Pr.oblem
Another  factor  is  at  wor.k  for  the  benefit  of  the
committed  patients     Fewer.  funds,   proportionately,   are  being
allocated  to  the  state  hospitals  as  more  is  being  poured  into
the   community  r.esources.     There   is  now  a  clearly  o`oservable
tendency  for.  the  state  institutions  to  limit  severely  the
patient  population.     The  clerks  of  court  and  the   judges  have
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gotten  the  message.     Petitions   for  commitment  are  now  more
close.1.y  screened.   and  assignment   to  outpatient  commitment   is
more  often  being  chosen  rather  than  send  patients  to  the
state  facility
People  complain  to  mental  health  staff  clinicians
that  the  clerk  of  court  or  the  magistrates  are  unwilling  to
accept  petitions   for  commitment.     This   is   forcing  the   community
to  work  extra  hal`d   to  find  solutions  that  were  formerly  taken
care   of  in  the   "easy"  way  of   judicial   commitment.     More  and
more,   it  is  the  patient's  family,   the  neighbors,   or  the  local
CMHC  staff  who  are  now  being  called  upon  to   "live"   with  the
Person.
The  Fcirsyth  County  Assistant  Clerk  of  Cour`t   in   charge
of  commitment,   stated  to  me  that  his  recor.ds   for  1975  show
about  4.20  commitments  were  decided  by  the  district   judges.
About   75  of  these  were   f or  alcohol  abuse  with  another  35  shov`..ing
an  accompanying  psychiatric  diagnosis.     This  is  a  reduction  of
some  230  over  previous  years,   due   to   the  1974  legislation
that  prohibits  jailing  alcoholics.
The   over.all  number   of  commitments  has  not  decreased
much,   in  spite   of  the  1-eduction  of  alcoholic   commitments.
because  of  the  growth  in  population.   the  1974-75  recession
and  the   increasing  knowledge  people  have  about   commitment
processes.
The  clerk  of  court  further  states  that  the  number  of
petitions  for  commitment  has  increased  significantly,   but
nor.e  of  them  than  for.merly  are  being  rejected  by  him  and  by
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magistrates  or  dismissed  by  the   judges.
It  is  now  more  difficult  to  retain  patients  in  a
state  facility,   just  as  it  is  more  difficult  to  obtain  a
a6mmitment   .     .There   is  a  broader,   more  definable,   and   in-
dividually  applicable  treatment  modality  available  for  the
patient   seeking  help.     `The   local   community  r.esour.ces   are
now  much  better  integrated  and  synchronized  with  the   state
resources.     There   is  less  chance   that  a  person  will  be  wailed
away  from  his  home  and  community  against  his  will,   or  without
the   concern  of  someone   in  the  home   community,   be   it  family,
friends,   or.  agency  personnel.
The  Wor.1d  Around   t`ne   Patient
Szasz   laments  the  poverty  of  concern  for.  the  dig-
nity,   freedom,   andper:onhood  of  the  patient  by  the  psychia-
trist  as  compared  to  the   lawyer,   and   the  psychiatr.ic  misuse
of  words  to  manipulate  patients  and  the  law  itself .     Further,
he  sees   the  p.sychiatrist  as  so   bound  by  the  medical  model
(concentration  on  an  identifiable  and  locatable  pathological
condition)   that  he   is  blind  to  the  social  and  economic  fac-
tors  of  the  patient's  condition.
Two  important  testimonials  belie   thsee  accusations
in  For.syth  County.     One   is   the   testimony  of  the   local  men-
tal  health  center's  forensic  social  workers;   the  other  is
that   of  numerous   pet;itioners   seeking  commitment   of  their
family  members,   relatives,   or  neighbors.
A  great  number  of  petitions  ar`e  rejected   out   of  hand
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by  the  clerk  of  court,   before  an  evaluation  is  ever  made  by
the  psychiatrist.     Exper.ience  with  tne   commitment  petitions.
knowledge  of  the  curr`ent  laws,   and  of  tne  histor.ical  factors
that  led  to  their  enactment:   awareness  of  the  climate  that
has  brought  the  "I.ights"   issue  to  prominence---all  these  con-
spire  to  make  the   clerk  of  cour.t  and  magistrates  stmsitive  to
the   issues   involved.     They  are   less   likely  than  in  pr`evious
years  to  accede   to  every  petitioner's  demand.     It  may  be  dis-
turbing  for  a  schizophrenic  to  be   intolerably  bothersome  to
the  family.   or  for  a  man  to  preach  each  day  at  the  passersby,
but  these  offenses  are  no   longer  gr.ounds   for   commitment.     The
evaluating  psychiatr.ist  knows  he  can  no  longer`  make  a  case  for
commitment  to  a  judge  and  distr.ict  attorney  on  the  basis  of
his  own  professional  status  alone.
In  times  past,   social  and  economic   factors  wer.e  over-
looked  in  assessing  the  reason  for  a  person's  actions.     Sta-
tistics  and  publicity  have  sharply  focussed  everyone's  at-
tention  on  the  power  of  social  and  economic  depr.ivations  to
influence  a  per`son's  behavior.     Szasz  says  that  psychiatric
professionals  do  not  take  this   into  account  as  they  declare
a  person  fit  for  psychiatric  treatment,   and  therefore,   com-
mitment.     Judicial  personnel  and  psychiatrists  know  as  well
or  better  than  anyone  when  the  social  and  exonomic  are  a  part
of  the  cause  of  a  person's  dysfunction,   as  well  as  a  part  of
its  r.esolution.
There  were   the  days  when  prosperity  appeared  to
reigni   when  the   "colored"   peoples  of  Amer.ica  were   still  un-
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seeni   when  the   "War   on  Poverty"   had  not  yet  been  conceived.
Ps}rchiatrists  could.   per.naps,   be  excused  an  insensitive  at-
titude  before  1960.     No  allowance  for  this  attitude  could  pre-
vail  today,   nor`,   indeed.   is   it  found  among  any  of  the  evalua-
ting  psychiatrists  this  wr`iter  has  encounter.ed.     Psychiatrists.
as  well  as  other  mental  health  professionals  are  aware  of  the
entangling  inter.play  betwen  one's  body  and  psyche,   and  the
surrounding  cultur`al  forces.
The   Individual  and  Societ
There  is  another  aspect  of  the  psychiatrist's  po-
sition  on  commitment  that  is  of  crucial  moment.     It  is  the
conflict  between  the  individual  patient's  needs  and  those   of
society.
Szasz  quotes  from   the  book,
Schwartz  and  Stanton:
The  Mental  Hos ital by
But,   however.  much  or.little  he   knew  about   the   commu-
nity,   the  psychiatrist  either  submitted  to  being.  a.n
agent  of  the  community  or  he  abandoned  work  with  the
really  seriously  ill.     He  had  no  other  choice.   The
community  has  strong  and  effective   techniques  of
maintaining  or`der;   it  might  be  stupid  or  enlight-
ened.  .br`utal   or  fr.iendly,   closely   integr`ated  with
the  hospital  or.  distant,   and  occasionally  it  was  all
of  these.     But  it  protected  itself .     The  license  for
the  hospital  to  oper.ate  was  granted  by  the   town  govern-
ment   and   had   to   be   retiewed   each  year`.      There  was  never`
any  serious  question  about  its  renewal,   but  the  license
dramatized  the  fact  that,   regardless  of  the  personal
values  of  the  psychiatrist,   protection  of  the   com-
munity  would   take  priority  over  the  therapeutic  pur-
pose   of  the  hospital,   if  there  was  an  obvious   con-
flict  between  the  two.     The  hospital  had  to  be   sue-
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cessful  in  this  pur.pose.   and   it  was.4    `
It  is  understandable  that  the  psychiatrist  in  the
early  fifties  would  consider  himself  an  agent  of  the  com-
munity  before  being  an  advocate   for  the  fullest  possible
freedom  for  the  patient.     It  was  the  day  of  herding  the   in-
sane  into  lar.ge  institutions  away  fr.om  the  perplexed  public
ashamed  of  the  people  in  its  midst  who  per for.ned  strange
antics.     It  was  the  age  before  the  discovery  and  successful
use  of  a  wide  r.ange   of  psychotropic   (mind/mood  altering)
drugs.     These  drugs  have   calmed  and   compensated  people,   pre-
vented  severely  disturbing  and  disor.ganized  psychotic  epi-
sodes,   and  giveri  hope  to  patients  and  collaterals  alike  that
commitment  or  hospitalization,   voluntar`ily  chosen,   are  not
necessary.     It  was  the  final  decade  be for.e  the  launching  of
the   colnprehensive   community  mental  health   system.
In  North  Carolina  and  in  ,'nany  other  states,   ther`e  is
positive  legislation  to  reduce  the  population  of  the  large-
scale  institutions  where  staffs  are  never  at  a  level  to  pro-
vide  the  best  standard  for  quality  care.     Likewise,   community
mental  health  center.s  have  more   than  a  full  share  of  the  work
without  r.eceiving  outpatient  commitm.ents  unnecessarily.     The
clerks  of  court  and  magistrates  who  sign  petitions  and  issue
orders  that  send  the   sheriff   to  pick  up  the  allegedly  dangel`-
ous  I.espondent.   guar.d  their  responsibility  over  the  law
4|bid.,   p.   45.      Citing  A.H.   Stanton   and   iv1.S.   Schwar.tz,
The  Mental.   HosTiit,all      A   Stud Institutional  Part,iciDation
inPs chiatric  Illness  and  Treat,ment.
Books.    1954
New  York:      Basic
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jealously.     They  ar.e   in  a  ver.y  strong  position   to  scr.een
petitions  at  their.  origin.     Whether  a  respondent  ever  gets
to  the  psychiatr.ist  for  evaluation  de|)ends  on  their  determin-
ation.     These   officials  are  strongly  urged,   by  t,he  laws  pr.e-
sently  in  effect,  not  to  admit  new  clients  into  the  judicial
system  without   comilelling  r`eason.     Court  dockets  are   crow-
ded:   the   sheriff's  manpower  is  likewise   limited,   forcing    he
clerk  of  court  to  put .as  few  burdens  on  that  department  as
possible.     Not  only  would   the  sheriff  or  his  deputies  have   to
Pick  up  the  respondent  wher.e   he   has  become   "a  problem",    but,
if  the  per.son  is  committed  to  inpatient  care  at  a  state  fa-
cility,   they  would  be  rea.uired  to  transport  the  patient  there,
and  then  back  again  for  a  hearing  within  ten  days.     Tnese
factors  conspire  toward  leniency  in  the  respondent's  favor
and  place  more   constr.aints  and   obligations  upon   the   community.
The  evaluating  psychiatrist  deals  with  the  clerk  and
the  sheriff  and  his  deputies  on  a  continuing  `oasis.     Though
a  minor  factor,   this  admittedly  distant  interface  serves  to
keep  the  psychiatrist  mindful  that  community  and  patient  are
affected  by  his  evaluation.   both  havin[/;  their.  respective
rights  and  duties.
Another.  factor  enters.     The  CM-rlc  has  been  designated
by  the  State  Legislature  as  the   "one  portal  of  entry"   for.
any  person  into   the  mental  health  system  whether  treatment
be  given  locally  or.  at  a  state  facility.     This  is  beaur6cracy
at  workl     At  least,   it  results   in  the  psychiatrist  at  t,he  CIVHC
knowing  he   is  working  on  a  standard   that   is  monitored  and   fur`-
ther`  evaluated  by  clinical  and  administrat,ive  personnel  at
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the  local  and  state   levels.     The  CivIHC   psychiatrist   is   thus
well-advised   to  act  professionally  and  accor`dint   1=o  current
laws  and  community  attitudes.     He   is  not  likely  to  succumb
to  the  various  temptations  that  Szasz  r.efers  to,   viz.,   so-
cial  engineer.ing,   denial  of  individual  r.ights,   subjegating
the  law  to  thel`apy,   serving  trie  needs   of  the   commJjinit,y  at
the  expense  of  the   individual.
The  Forsyth  County  CMHC   established   in  1975  an   out-
patient  commitment  coordinating  position.     This  staff  person
has  the  primary  task  of  providing  treatment,   personally  or
through  other  designated  professionals,   to  two  categories  of
committed  patients.     The  first  is   those  committed  to  out-
patient  treatment  by  the  judge  at  the  preliminar.y  hearing;
the  second  is   those  patients  who  had  been  fir.st  assigned  to
inpatient  care,   and  were  continued  on  an  outpatient  basis.
The  forehsic  social  worker.  not  only  provides  treat-
ment,   but  is  in  consultative  contact  with  the  lawyers,   jud-
ges,   and  clerks  to  aid  in  establishing  the  best  judicial
decisions  about  treatment.     This  person  is  probably  most   im-
mune  to  the  influences  of  legal  and  medical  factors,   keeping
him  or  her  freer  to  consider.  the  individual's  treatment  needs
and  the  possibilities  of  the   community  to  respond.
Finally,   there  is  explicit  in  the  reigning  law  of  the
State  of  North  Carolina,   the  mandate  for   judges   to  seek  out,
and  for'  mental  health  professionals  to  carry  oul;,   the  least   .
restrictive  form  of  treatment  pctssible.     This  means  that  out-
patient  treatment  would  be  chosen  over  inpat.lent  if  that  would
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suffice  a  patient  s  needs.     Likewise,   the  law  would  point
to  as  early  a  discharge  as  possible  from  an  inpatient  fa-
cility,   either  to  home  or  to  outpatient  care  at  the  local
CMHC .
Szasz  says3     "I  believe   that,   like  slavery,   the  entire
oppressive-coercive  pattern  inherent  in  present-day  involun-
tary  mental  hospitalization  is  an  evil  which  must  be  done
away  with.''3     I  reply  that  the   ''Emancipation  Proclamation"
on  mental   illness  has   been  declared   in  Nor`th  Carolina.
Ibid.'   p.   56.
CHAPPER   V
THE    COMMUNITY    EXPELill]N.CE
"Adequate  remedies  ar`e  not   likely  to  be   fashioned
by  those  who  are  not  hostile   to   evile   to  be  remedied."t
Dr.   Szasz   asks   at   the  beginning  of.  Chapter  3   of  ±a!±!,
Liber.t and  Ps chiatr how  we   should   judge  whether  a   commit-
ment  is   pr.oper  or  not,   and  whether  we   should  accept  the   legal
criteria  or  search  for  other  ones.
By  the   1830's,   ther.e  wer`e   a  number   of  state  mental
institutions  in  existence  where   there  were  either  no  commit-
ment  laws  or  they  were  so  lax  that  a  person  could  be  forcibly
admitted  for  treatment  on  the  recommendation  of  any  physician.
A  famous   case  of  railroading,   relates  Dr.   Szasz,   was
that   of  Mr.s.   E.   P.   W.   Packard.2     She  was   committed   on   the   I.e-
quest  of  her  husband  tothe  Illinois  State  Hospital  in  1860.
She  was  released  three  years  later,   claiming  she  was  sane
and  had  been  committed   only  for`  her  husband' 's   purpose   of
being  r.id   of  her.     The   statute  under  which   she  was   committed
read  as  follows!
Marr.led  women  and   infants  who,   in   the   judgement
of  the  medical  superintendent  of  the   state`-asylum.  at
Jacksonville  ar`e   evidently   insane   or  distracted,   may
be  entered   or  detained   in  the  hospital  at   the  request
of  the  husband  of  the  woman  or  the  guardian  of  the
1Ibid.,   p.   57.
3i.
2Ibid.,   p.   58.
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infant,   without  the  evidence  of  insanity  requir`ed  in
other  cases.3
Szasz   takes   to   task  the  modern  text.book  writers,   who
he  says,   glibly  condemn  the  likes  of  the  above  i:.iw,   and
flatly  state  that  our  present  laws  are  good:     "by  ascribing
Mrs.   Packard's   incar.ceration  to  bad   laws,   we   commit   the   error
of  ethnocentrism."   (p.   58)     Szasz  maini;aims   that,   barbarous
as  the  Illinois  law  of  1851  was,   ours  of  today  are  still  dis-
criminatory  and  harmful  to  patients'   best  inter.ests.
The   forensic   social  worker  at   the  Forsyth   County  CIVIHC
finds  no  occassion  of  indisputable   false  commitment   overt  the
past  few  years.     The  present  laws   governing  the   commitment
procedure  and  those  asserting  and  guarding  patients'   rights
give  precious   little  room  for.  the  gross  injustices  Szasz  has
been  railing  against.     In  this  regard,   Szasz  must  be   commeri-
ded.     He,   and  many  other  like-minded   persons  have  made   their
voices  heard.     Though  Szasz   is   still  unconvinced  we  have  made
adequate  progress   in  the   commitment  field,   he  would  have   to
admit  patients  are,   at  least,   less  harmed  than  formerly.     Men-
tal  patients  are  no  longer.  "at  the  mercy  of  their  loved  ones
and  of  psychiatrists."4    In  spite  of  the  care  given  by  cur-
rent  North  Car`olina  laws  to  protect  the   individual  respondent
from  false  commitment,   they  are  still  administered  by  fallible,
3Ibid"   p.   58
fylbid.,   p.   59
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biased  clerks,   judges,   and  psychiatrists  who  ar.e  neither
all-knovying  nor  all-good.
The   Pr`oblem   of   Im artial  Evaluation
The  word  '.dangel`"5  is  packed  with  a  lot  of  anxiety-
arousing  overtones  and  implications.     When  a  psychiatrist
evaluates  a  person  as  "dangerous"   to  self ,   or  especially.   to
others,  he  is  putting  up  a  red  flag  that  can  seal  out  all  other
considerations  by  a  judge.     Psychiatrists  have  no  corner.  on
the  market  of  more  accurate  predictions  of  future  violence
than  any  other`s.
Daniel  Oran,   a  young  advocate  lawyer,   writes  in  Es]±
cholo Toda "As  one  psychiatr.ist  puts  it,   their  attitude
is  often:   '1   suspect  he.s  dangerous,   and  I  know  he's  a  pain
in  the  ass.     But  I   cari't  pin  anything  on  him.."6    0ran  ex-
plains  that  this  over-pr.ediction  of  the  extend  of  danger
flows  from  two  tendencies  ingrained  in  the  psychiatrist's
training  and  experience.     One   is  the  training  he  recieves.
It  teaches  him  that  over.-diagnosis  is  less  risky  than  under`-
diagnosis..     Whether  .the  physician  deals  with  acute  appen-
dicitis  or  an  acute  psychotic  episode,   it  is  safer  to  tr`eat
than  not  to  treat,   to  pr`edict  more,   rather  than  less,   harm
from  the  condition.
5See  Chapter  5   "Is   the  Patient  Dangerous?"
Many  Peo:::#:e!s3:#io=u!g::v:nso::y,ti#;tfA:3:5tufg,39.
p.   22.
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A  second  reason  Oran  sees  for  psychiatrists'   over-
predicting,   is  his  double  duty  in  performing  forensic  evalu-
ations.     The  psychiatr`ist  is.   by  legal  presumption,   an  im-
parital  agent  of  both  the  patient  and  the  community.     Over-
prediction  of  illness  or  danger  causes  a  patient  to  be  hos-
pitalized  and  treated;   the  patient  loses  his  liber.ty  and  is
inflicted  with  a  label;   but  it  placates  the  community.
Under-prediction  may  spar.e  the  patient,   but  it  can  open  the
way  to  harm  to  other`s,   and  bring  anger.  and  distrust  upon
the  physician.
Psychiatric  evaluation  is  a  heavy  and  confusing  bur-
den.     Experience  at   the  CMHC   indicates   that  probably  93./;  of
all  cases  screened  by  the  clerk  of  court  are  within  the  easy
judgement  of  the  psychiatrist  to  certify  or  not  as  imminently
dangerous.     The   other  57o  taxes  his   judgement.     False   com-
mitments  can  and  do  occur  on  this  matter  of  evaluating  dan-
gerousness.     And,   of  course,   this   is  the  whole  crux  of  the
commitment  process.     A  person  must  not  .only  be  mentally  ill
or  inebriate,   but  imminently  danger`ous.     Szasz  and  Or.an  are
right  to  question  the  spychiatrist's  role  in  this.     They
both  see,   "psychiatrists  cast  in  the  roles  of  ther.apist,
warden,   and   judge.     If  you  give  an  honest  professional  these
conflicting  roles,   he  becomes   ineffectual;   if  you  g.ive   them
to  a  dishonest  professional,   he  becomes  a  despot."7
7Ibid.,   p.   27.
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False  Commitment
Szasz  and  Oran  are  both  concerned  about  preventive
detention.    Law  protects  citizens  from  protective  detention
against  future  possible  illegal  acts.    Admittedly,  mental
Patients  are  in  a  dif±.erent  category  from  "normal"  indivi-
duals.    Protective  detention  because  of  imminent  danger  is
built  into  the  commitment  laws  and,   in  I.act.   is  their  raison
a.etre.    Human  abuse  and  error  can  easily  enter  the  picture
to  disinherit  the  patient  ol.  his  rights.    I)ut  on  the  basis
of  the  respondent's  recent  past  acts.  the  testimony  of  wit-
nesses   (some  of  whom  nave  su±.fered  narm/,   the  evaluation  ol.
what  we  hope  aLre  enlightened  and  fair  psycliiatrists.  a  patient
is  given  the  benefit  of  the  doubt.     If  the  patient  is  com-
mitted.   it  is  the  result  o±.  applying  most  of  the  best  means
of  making  a  judgement.     True,   a  person  should  be  presumed
innocent  until  proven  otherwise.     In  commitment  cases.   the
clerk.s  signing  of  the  petition  and  the  physician's  certifi-
cation  of  danger  to  self  or  others  are  not  done  in  a  vaccuum.
Pro ff  of  present  illness  that  may  be  destructively  expressed
has  to  be  provided.   as  I.ar  as  human  judgement  can  ascertain,
from  past  acts  and  diagnostic  evaluation.
To  apply  the  burden-ol.-proof.  argument   uo  its  limit
in  commitment  cases  is  to  emasculate  the  law  completely.
Someone  has  to  be  trusted  to  help  the  community  protect  it-
self  as  well  as  the  patient.
I  asked  the  psychiatr.ic  nur.se,   a  worker  I.or  seven
years  on  the  Forsyth  County  Cm.ic  staff ,   if  she  know  of  any  of
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her  nearly  one  thousand  patients  who  Drought  suit  against
the  State  or  the  Department  of  -.-ental  health  for  false  com-
mitment  or  detention  without  cause.     She  knew  of  none.     She
followed  their  course  of  treatment  at  the  state  nospital  and
gave  aftercare  or  post-discharge  treatment  to  most  of  them.
She  knew  them  well.     She  did  encounter  occasions  with  many
of  these  patients  when  they  anxiously  wanted  to  be  released.
These  were  times  when  they  were  confused.   depressed.   delusional,
or  were  simply  expressing  the  natura.i.  rational  desire  to  go
hone.     It  is  a  big  exercise  of  the  imagination  to  maintain
that  the  false  commitment  accusation  can  be  appJ.lea  to  these
cases  because  they  willed  not  to  be  forcibly  detained.  Ano-
thor  confirmation  of  the  paucity  of  false  coinmitment  com-
plaints  is  the  testimony  of  the  county.s  assistant  clerk  of
court.     In  response  to  my  question  about  legal  suits  in  the
last  ten  years  by  anyone  committed  to  the  state  institution
at  J3utnel`,  he  flatly  stated  there  were  none.     He  ]mew  of  one  in
a  neighooring  county  and  of  a  current  class  suit  on  "due  pro-
cess"   `but  not  I.alse  c6mmitnent)   in  another  neighboring  county.
Recently,   a  daughter  brought  her  6£-year-old  I.ather
to  the  Cwulc  1.or  outpatient  treatment.     IIe  had  just  been  re-
turned  from  a  South  Carolina  mental  hospital  where  he  had
been  committed  for  al.iving  in  the  opposite  lane  of  a  major
highway.   over.  ZOO  miles  from  home  with  no  destination.
The  psychiatric  nurse  saw  the  signals  that  called  I.or
immediate  hospii;alization.    A  call  to  the  psychiatrist  at
the  state  hospital  brought  the  caution  that  if  tne  patient
was  admitted  voluntarily  he  would  most  likely  request  re-
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lease  within  a  matter  of  days.     'Tne  doctor  advised  that  the
patient  be  committed  involuntarily  so  adequate  treatment
could  be  provided.
The  father  didn.t  I.ight  the  decisiom    neither  aid
ne  rejoice.     Within  two  hours  he  was  on  his  way  to  the  state
hospital.    he  was  rational  and  lucid.   but  not  always  oriented
toward  time  and  place.    He  still  had  the  power  to  exercise
his  will.
Was  he  falsely  committed?    Wel`e  the  prospects  I.or
his  future  probable  ha.rm  to  self  and  others  adequately  or
wisely  assessed?    Was  he  the  victim  of  a  family  that  didn.t
want  to  be  inconvenienced  by  his  pl`esence?    Was  there  real
nope  for  bene±`itting  him  therapeutically?    Nothing  out  the
imminent  danger  to  himself  and  others  by  his  driving  a  car
or  setting  out  aimlessly  on  I.oot  consciously  motivated  our
decision.    The  time  he  is  in  treatment,   i.e..   fr.om  at  least
ten  days  to  three  months.   a.1lows  1.or  post-discharge  planning
by  institutional  staff  and  community  people.
On  the  same  day,   the  local  inpatient  unit  of  the  C[Ithc
discharged  a  patient  at  10300  a.n.     She  was  82  years  old.   had
no  family.   lived  a.lone  in.a  housing  project,   and  was  pro-
vided  "attendant  care"  by  the  Department  of  Social  Services.
Post-discharge  planning  had  begun  by  social  wol`kers  from  two
agencies  in  consultation  with  the  nurse  on  the  unit,   but  it
was  not  completed.     Her  inpatient  treatment  was  concluded.
the  doctor  terminated  her  hospital  stay.     Her  bed  had  to  be
made  available  for  a  possible  emergency  commitment  that  night.
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The  nurse  was  responsible  for  informing  me  at  the
CNIC  that  we  had  the  task  of  arr.anging  for  her  return  to
life  in  the  community.     AI.tei  about  twenty  phone  calls,
we  realized  we  could  in  no  way  make  provision  I'or  the  24-
nour  care   that  would  be  required.     .`1`he  nurse  had  to  be   told
that  the  patient  simply  must  remain  in  the  hospital  regard-
less  of  the  physician's  orders.     The  patient  remained.     1`he
follow-through  was  to-  place  her  under  the  care  of  the  Depart-
ment  of  Social  Services'   Protective  Care  Unit.
Phis  lady  had  been  i.ound  unconscious  in  her  apart-
ment  by  a  neighbor.     She  was  rushed  to  the  emergency  room
of  the  general  hospital.     She  was  placed  in  the  CMHC's  in-
patient  unit.     No  commitment  was  required.     She  went  volun-
tarily.     Had  she  not  given  consent.   the  commitment  law  pro-
vided  the  only  viable  alternative.     She  was  discharged  with-
out  a  place  to  go  because  she  refused  any  placement.   e.g.,
a  boaLrding  or  ±`amily  care  home,   that  the  DSS  social  worker
was  ready  1;o  set  up  for  her.     Whentime  I-or  discharge  came,
she  was  incapable  of  caring  I.or  herself  alone  in  her  apar.t-
ment.     On  the  day  after  remaining  the  extra  night  in  the
hospital,   she  gave  her  hesita.ting  consent  to  go  to  a  family
care  home.     Had  she  refused  tiiat,   either  the  commitment  law
or  the  protective  service  law  would  have  had  to  De  invoked.
This  writer  believes  these  case  histories  illus-
trate  that  the  quality  of  care  people  receive,  and  a  rea-
sonat)1eness  of  the  intel`pretation  of  the  "immenently  dan-
gerous"   clause.   dominate  the  commitment  scene.   contrary  to
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the  accusations  leveled  by  Szasz..
Social  Control?
Leil.er.  an  assistant  professor  of  psychiatry,   statesl
"We  ought  to  frankly  recognize  that  psychiatric  commitment
is  a  form  of  social  control  and  not  a  form  of  treatment  1.or
illness.     The  humanism  of  rule  of  law  is  based  on  procedural
restraints  on  the  arbitrary  exercise  of  state  poweri   ii;  is
only  diluted  if  that  power  is  smuggled  in  with  a  psychiatric
disguise.     If  there  is  a  social  mandate  for  the  control  o±.
certain  types  of  behavior,  let  it  be  openly  and  frankly
exercised  under  the  scrutiny  of  an  informed  citizenry,  rather
than  covertly  as  a  medical  practice.''8
Amen  to  the   idea  that  we  must  not  leave  commitment
to  the  clandestine  operation  of  the  medical  pr.ofession,   but
I  gainsay  that  we  can  leave  things  to  an  informed  citizenry.
qhe  substance  ol.  this  chapter  points  to  the  need  for  the  co-
opel.ation  of  the  various  professions.   legal.   psychiatric,
psychological.   social  viol.k,  nursing.   and  the  citizenry  of
patients,   family,  neighbors,   and  friends.     Together,  not  alone.
good  can  happen.
There  are  sufficient  examples  of  inter-agency  con-
sultation  efforts  in  cities  and  counties  across  the  state
to  make  this  kind  of  cooperation  no  pie-in-the-sky  vision.
Admittedly,   it  would  be  a  difficult  experiment.   Out  the  suc-
cess  of  Child  Abuse  and  Juvenile  Justice  Councils,   among
8Robert  Leifer,   Speech  to  American  Psychological  A-
soclation,   reported  in  Medical  lriDune,   (Octotier  1965),   p.1.
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others,   give  reason  to  hope  they  could  work.     Attorneys,
physic.ians,   people  from  the  helping  professions  and  laymen
meet:.in  these  groups  for  case  and  program  consultations.
False  commitment  is  a  tragic  mistake  tha,t  pro-
bably  can  never  be  totally  eradicated  from  the  realm  of
possibility  and  probability.     False  or  proper.   commitment
gives  one  a  "record"  that  can  be  more  debilitating,  harm-
ful  and  unjust  than  a  criminal  one.  The  1972  presidential
campaign  revealed  to  the  public  how  biased  it  really  is.
Having  visited  a  psychiatrist  a  few  times  was  enough  to  dump
Thomas  Eagleton.   the  vice-presidential  candidate,   from  the
ticket:    It  is  less  commitment,   false  or  not,  that  must  be
eradicated;   it  the  bias.   the  misunderstanding,  the  lack  of
understanding  that  must  be  screened  out.
ftMany  '.enlightened.'   and  ''unbiased"   people  feel  .;hat
this  removal  of  Eagleton  was  thoroughly  I.ational,   straight-
forward  and   justil-ied.     Who  wants  a  man  who  can't  handle"stress"   successfully  to  be  in  a  position  to  handle  nuclear
bomb  decisions?    Yet.   if  we  apply  the  stress  argument  to




At  the   cor.e   of  the   commitment  procedure   is  the
judgement  of  dangerousness  by  all  the  principals,   viz.,
petitioners,  magistrates,   psychiatrists,   judges.     The
word  "dangerousness"  deserves  special  consideration  with
emphasis  on  the  challenge  it  poses  to  the  physician.
The  law  traditionally  intervenes  after  the  fact,
particularly  when  deprivation  of  pel`sonal  freedom  is  in-
volved.     PI`eventive  interventions  are  repugnant  to  t`nLe
law,   unless  they  are  associated  with  what  an  attorney  would
call  "imminent  danger".     Involuntar.y  hospitalization  is
justified  by  the  legal  test  of  "dangerous  to  himself  and
others,"  which  is  an  obvious  reference  to  future  behavior.
This  test  fulfills  the  requirements  of  the  legal  model.
The  psychiatrist,   on  the  other.  hand,   utilizes  the  medical
model  which  concel`ns  itself  primarily  with  the  current
clinical  state  of  the  patient.
The  law  requires   that  the  psychiatric  recommendation
be  rephl`ased  into  a  "legal"   statement.     `I`he  medical  state-
mentl   "Mrs.   Jones   is  delusional.   depressed.   and  suicidal.
and  therefore   in  need  of  hospital  admission"   has   to  be  ex-
pressed  as,   "Mr.s.  Jones  is  dangerous  to  herself  by  virtue   of
the  fact  that  she  is  about  to  kill  herself .     She  has  made
statements,   '1  wish  I  were  dead'   etc."     Thus,   the  description
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of  an  illness  is  translated  into  a  statement  about  dan-
gerousness.     The  physician  is  placed  into  the  unaccus-
tomed  role  of  predicting  future  events.     Though  a  physician
must  make  prognoses,   and  sometimes  describe   the  normal
future  course  of  a  disease,  he  is,  nevertheless,  not  in
the  business  of  predicting,  and  is  ill-advised  ever  to  at-
tempt  it  with  his  patients.    This  is  certainly  more  appli-
cable  to  the  psychiatrist  than  to  the  physical  doctor.    Fu-
ture  acts,  motivated  by  the  will,   are  simply  not  the  arena
for  man  to  move  in  with  any  assurance  that  he  is  doing  any-
thing  much  more  than  inl.ormed  guessing.     Since   uiie  maiority
or  suiciual  and  noiniciclal  patients  do  not  kill.themselves
or.  others,   it  is  erroneously  assumed  tnat   ujiis  proves  that
they  were  lieitner  homiciclal  nor  suicidal  in  T,he  I.irst  place.
•1'ne  psychiatrist  is  tlien  charged  with  "overpreaicting
dangerousness . "
Imminent  danger  is  a  concept  which  does,   I.egally,
justify  preTv'e"ui-vc  tieuc.iu-Lon.      1i   one   views   involuntary
hospitalization  as  preventive  detention,   tnen  wl.ongj.ul
coililnitment  is,   inQeea,   one   or  tne  most  rampant  social
evils  prevalent  in  our  society.
Iiivoluiicary  hospitalization  is  not  identical  with
Preventive  Qetention,   altnougn  one  can  recognize  some  simi-
larities  between  them.     Uo  these  similarities  I.equire
treating  both  interventions  as  if  they  were  identicdl./
•1.here  is  an  ever-increasing  body  o±.  legal  opinion  to   the
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effect  tna.t  civil  and  criminal  commitments  require  the  same
due  process  sat.eguards.t    'i.nese   invoJ.ve  adversary  proceedings.
protection  I.ron  sell-incrimination.  appJ.ication  ol.  criminal
process.   evidentiary  rules,  representation  ny  Counsel,  and
uariy  a.cner  safeguarcis  enjoyea  Dy  those  wne  are  charged  with
crilninal  orl.enses.     '1'nere  are.   in  addition  to  similarities.
signil.icant  differe.rices  t)etween  preventive  imprisonment  and
lnvroluntary  psychiatric  hospitalization.
The  term  "preventive..   in  tne  phrase  "preventive  ae-
tention"  rel.ers  to  the  anticipatio"  ol.  some  oenavior  wnicn
is  to  be  prevented.    Is  involuntary  hospitalization    insti-
tuted  to  prevent  the  occurence  of  some  events,   or  more  spe-
cifically,  injury  to  self  or  others?
From  a  psychiatric  stnadpoint,   the  answer  to  this
question  has  to  be  an  eniphatic  no.   though  'Thomas  Szasz  main-
tains  the  psychiatrist  is  playing  prophet  or  predictor  of
future  acts.    Involuntary  hospitalization  is  not  primarily
instituted  for  the  purpose  of  forestalling  some  future  event.
Some  lawyers  and  courts  have  arrived  at  the  conclusion  that
involuntary  hospitalization  serves  preventive.  pur.poses.
This  assumption  lacks  empirical  evidence.     Prevention  of
injury  never  was  a  significant  reason  for  involuntary  hos-
pitalization.    Specifically.  prevention  of  injury  refers  to
three  classes  of  behavior.  namely.   suicidal,  homicidal.  and
assaultive.    Involuntary  hospitalization  is  used  for  the
care  of  certain  psychotics  who  aLre  unable  to  function  in  the
]See  Appendix  H,   General  Statute  122.
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community.
Conversation  with  staff  at  the  local  inpatient  unit,,
at  John  Umstead  Hospital  and  at  the  local  Crmc  corroborates
scientific  literature's  claims  that  psychotics  who  have  re-
quired  hospitalization  are  not  in  significant  numbers  sui-
cidal.  homic.idal.   or  assaultive.     To  the  question,   is  there
any  evidence  that  those  who  attempt  to  complete  suicide  are
in  significant  numbers  psychotic?  the  answer  is.  no.   although
there  is  a  slightly  greater  proportion  of  the  "mentally  ill"
who  do  succeed.      (See  Iiester  and  Lester,
With  Death
Suicidel   the  Gamble
)     1`he  majority  of  homicide  perpetrators  are  not
psychotic  and  do  not  require  involuntary  commitmi3nt  to  any
mental  institution.
If  the  criterion  for  valid  involuntary  hospitali-
zation  is  prevention  of  homicide  and  suicide,   then  the  over-
whelming  majority  of  patients  so  hospitalized  in  the  past
have  t)een  committed  for  wrongful, reasons.     r.urthermore,   if
involuntary  hospitalization  is  viewed  as  a  means  of  con-
tributing  to  the  prevention  of  homicide  and  suicide,   it  is
a  highly  ineffective  approach.     If  every  psychotic  who  by
psychiatr.ic  criteria  requires  hospitalization  were  institu-
tionalized,   the  homicide  and  suicide  rate  would  not  be  sig-
nificantly  affected.
Journal  :¥.p:L%£¥£t:;:y:;g;:ri25?;?dy  of Homicide , "
American
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Danffer`ousness  and  the  Psychiatric  Profession
The  term  "dangerousness"  has  been  appearing  promi-
nently  in  legal  literature  in  conjunction  with  psychiatry.
The  Arizone  J.aw  Review special  project  on  commitment  foctissed
upon  the  issue  of  dangerousness  and  committability.     The
authors  "prove"  by  quoting  legal  scholars  that  "psychiatrists
are  rather  inaccurate  predictors...and  even  less  accurate
when  compared  with  other  professionals,   such  as  psycholo-
gists,  social  workers  and  correctional  officials,  and  when
compared  to  actual  devices.   such  as  prediction  or  experience
tables . " 3
Psychiatric  literature  has  made  little  use  of  the
concept  of  dangerousness.     In  fact.   one  is  at  a  loss  to  fine
a  psychiatric  definition  of  this  tern.    A  survey  of  psychia-
tric  handbooks,   encyclopedias,  and  co.ntents  of  forensic
books  provides  few  referenc.es  and  little  light  on  the  sub-
ject.     Thomas  Szasz  does  refer  to    it,   saying.   "Despite  the
fact  that  there  is  no  evidence  that  ment.al  patients  are  a
greater  source  of  danger  to  society  than  non-mental  patients,
the  myth  of  the   'dangerous  mental  patient'   dies  hard...4
Legal  writers  assume  that  dangerousness  is  one  of  the
primary  criteria  utilized  by  psychiatrists  in  arriving  at  a
recommendation  that  an  individual  requires  hospital  care.    A
3Arizona  Law  Reviewl      133      96,1971.
4Szasz  _Law.__ I.ibert_y, __and   Ps.vQhi_at_rl£.   p.144.
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legal  study  of  Livermore.  Malmquist.   and  Ivleehl  on  the  "justi-
fications  for  Civil  Counitment"3  arrives  at  the  conclusion
that  since  we  cannot  predict  future  homicidal  acts  of  men-
tal  patients  With  a  significant  degree  of  accuracy  over  non-
mental  patients.   that  it  is  therefore  better  that  no  one  be
incarcerated.   lest  one  suspected  person  be  deprived  of  liverty.
This  and  like  conclusions.  are  arrived  at  without  reference
to  clinical  reality.    These  legal  scholars  approach  commit-
ment  in  terms  of  involuntary  hospitalization  from  the  view-
point  to  legal  tests,  and  fail  to  recognize  that  recommenda-
tions  for  hospitalization  are  not  based  ubon  lega.i  tests.
The  Supreme  Court  has  held  that  "the  due  process
clause  protects  the  accused  against  conviction  except  upon
proof  beyond  a  reasonable  doubt  of  every  fact  necessary  to
constitute  the  crime  viith  which  he  is  charged."6    If  mathe-
matical  criteria  were  applied.   it  would  be  impossible  to  con-
vict  anyone  of  crime  since  mathematical  proof  would  always
leave  some  margin  of  doubt.    Expert  witnesses,   particularly
psychiatrists.  are  not  a  special  class  of  witnesses  required
to  give  testimony  which  is  mathematically  free  of  the  proba-
bility  of  error.
The  U.   S.   Supreme  Court  held  in  Johnson  vs.   I.ouisiana
thatl     "...less  than  unanimous  verdicts  in  certain  cases  are
valid  under  the  Due  Process  and  Equal  Protection  Clauses  of
51,ivermore,  Malmquist,  Meehl,   "Justifications  for
Civil  Commitment"   (U.P.A.L.   rev.   731      84.1968),   p.   99.
6Winship',1970,   397  US   358.   364   (1960).
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the  Fourteenth  Amendment."7    Johnson  pleaded  not  guilty.
was  tried  by  a  twelve-man  jury,   and  was  convicted  by  a  nine-
to-three  verdict  as  provided  by  the  Louisiana  Code  of  Crimi-
nal  Procedime.     "Reasonable  Doubt"   is  a  technical  legal  term
and  is  not  to  be  confused  with  scientific  doubts  and  differ-
ences  of  opinion.
Judicial  decisions  have  innumerable  references  to
the  imperfect  state  of  psychiatry,   the  inabilil;y  of  psychia-
try  to  predict.   to  diagnose  consistently,  etc.    Psychiatrists
should  not  assume  that  their  field  is  particularly  cursed
with  these  imperfections.    A  closer  look.at  any  applied
science  revelaLs  that  psychiatry  is  not  unique  in  this  res-
pect.    Science,   particularly  in  its  applied  form,   can  never
achieve  the  perfection  and  certainty  of  the  law.     Science
l8ks  the  device  necessary  for  perfection  which  is  utilized
in  the  law.  namely,   legal  fiction.     Such  concepts  as  reason-
able  man,  ability  to  distinguish  right  from  wrong,  reasonable
doubt.   dangerous  to  hims31f  and  others,   are  examples  of  such
devices  utilized  in  the  law.     These  concepts  are  accepted  as
"givens"  used  with  iprpunity  unless  legally  challenged.
The  term,   "dangerous  to  himself  or  others"   is  a  legal
test  and  not  a  clinical  entity.    It  does  not  reflect  psy-
chiatric  thinking,  but  represents  a  legal  constl`uct  devised
for  legal  purposes.    For  the  psychiatrist.  it  points  to  an
existential  state  that  requires  treatmenti   for  the  judges
7Johnson  vs.  Iiouisiana 1962,   406  US   336   (1962).
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or  jury,   it  represents  a  future  ac.t.    It  is  a  legal  cri-
terion  for  the  legal  fact-finder  (judge  or  jury)  who  takes
the  psychiatric  data  and  determines  whether  they  fulfill
in  this  case  the  requirements  of  the  law.     It  is  not  a  psy-
chiatrist  who  determines  the  presence  or  absence  of  a  legal
criterion.  but  the  legal  fact-finder.    The  psychiatrist.
during  the  proceedings,   is  merely  a  witness.    Psychiatry
need  not  feel  compelled  to  endow  every  legal  term  with
clinical  meaning.     Involuntary  hos|5italization  has  never  been
viewed  by  psychiatry  as  a  from  of  preventive  detention,   but
as  a  therapeutic  intervention.    Though  the  therapeutic
aspect  is  the  primary  substantive  factor  in  the  spychia-
trist.s  evaLluation  and  recommendation  for  involuntary  treat-
ment.   it  is  not  to  say  that  the  concept  of  future  dangerous
acts  are  far  from  his  mind  as  he  moves  toward  his  determina-
tion.
Iiegal  writers  have  expressed  considerable  disappoint-
ment  with  psychiatry  about  its  inability  to  predict  danger-
ousness.     The  legal  profession  would  even  have  the  psychia-
trist  state  with  certainty  who  is  or  is  not  dangerous,  as
well  as  when  the  dangerous  act  will  occur  and  that  it  will
be  associated  with  "substantial  injury".    Not  even  physics
could  satisfy  such  expectations.   to  say  nothing  of  biology
or  psychiatry.    Norbert  Wiener  pointed  out  that  modern  phy-
socs  is  based  on  uncertainty  and  ''the  contingency  of  events."
"Physics  now  no  longer  claims  to  deal  with  what  will  always
happen,   t>ut  rather  with  what  will  happen  with  on  overwhelming
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probability.8    The  expectation  that  the  psychiatrist  can
come  up  with  infallible  predictions  is  reminiscent  of  the
writings  of  the  Eighteenth  Century  mathematician  Pierr`e-
Simon  de  I.aplace,   whose  theories  dominated  the  field  of
probat>ility  in  the  Nineteenth  Century.     Iiaplace  held  the
view  that  omniscient  intelligence  could  predict  the  coul.se
of  naLture  in  minute  deta,il  with  perfect  accuracy.     The  law
often  expects  the  psychiatrist  to  descritte  phenomena  in  terms
of  Newtonian  physics  "which  described  a  universe  in  which
everything  happened  precisely  according  to  law.   a  compact.
highly  organized  universe  in  which  the  whole  future  depends
Strictly  upon  the  whole  past."9
The  quality  of  "dangerousness".   even  if  capable  of
definition.  could  only  be  analogized  with  some  aribtrarily
agreed-upon  standard.    Being  suicidal  or  homicidal  is  not  a
characteristic  with  an  all-or-none  quality  like  pregnancy;
it  is  rather  comparable  to  obesity.     Therefor.e,  quantitative
assessments  of"dangerousness"   cannot  by  the  very  nature  of
things  be  made  on  a  yes-and-no  basis.     Dangerou.sness,   as
referring  to  the  likelihood  that  a  person  will  not  care  for
himself  to  the  extent  that  grievous  harm  will  occur  phy-
sically.   is  also  an  event.uality  that  cannot  t)e  predicted
with  mathematical  accur`acy.     But  it  is  an  aspect  of  the  total
concept  of  ''dangerousness"  within  the  commitment  process  .
8Norbert  Wiener,   The  Human  use   of  Human  Beings---
Cybernetics  and  Society,   (New  York!     Avon  t3ooks,   1967)   pp.   18,   9o.
9Ibid.I   p.15.
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that  generally  allows  for  much  closer  predictability.
Dangerous  ig  an  adjective  describing  a  person  as
harmful  from  a  frame  of  reference  of  the  classifier.    Dan-
gerousness  is  not  a  clinical  state  in  itself .     Who  is  danger-
ous?    A  senile  pat,lent  who  walks  across  the  street  and
causes  an  accident  leading  to  death  and  injuries?    Is  a
child  who  runs  aLcross  the  street  and  causes  an  ac.cident  dan-
gerous?    How  about  the  alcoholic  who  drives  recklessly?    How
about  the  niedical  charlatan  who  gives  useless  medication.
promising  cure  and  delaying  realistic  tr.eatr.isnt?
Danger  is  an  appraisal  of  a  prospective  rela.tion-
ship  between  two  or  more  entities.     It  is  not  inherent
property  of  a  thing  itself.    The  clinician.  not  being
personally  involved  with  the  patient  as  a  real  object.  views
the  patient  in  terms  of  the  patient's  own  state  of  being.
The  patient  is  neither  a  source  of  gratification  nor  does  he
represent  a  real  threat  to  the  physician.    The  question  con-
fronting  the  clincian  is  not  what  will  the  patient  do  to
himself,   to  the  clinician.   or  whomever.   but  what  is  his
state  of  being?    It  is  this  kind  of  soncem  that  promtps
and  motiva.tes  the  action  of  the  psychiatrist  in  his  evalu-
ation  and  treatment  of  the  committed  patient.     Szasz  has
difficulty  with  this  on  many  counts.  but  I  would  submit
that  it  is  a  ral.e  psychiatrist  who  evades  this    basic  chal-
lenge  for  which  his  whole  training  prepared  him.     Not  the  law,
but  the  patient  must  prevail.
Relatives  and  patients  frequently  quote  physicians
as  sayingi     "Igive  him  six  lnonths  to  live,"   or  "She  will  be
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dead  in  three  months."     Few  physicians  make  such  statements.
and  none  should.    Psychiatrists  are  quoted  at  times  as  saying!  .
I"If  you  don:`t  commit  her  today  she  will  kill  herself  tomor-
r.ow."   or  "The .doctor  said  if  i  don't  sigri  my  husband  in,   he
will  kill  me  and  the  children."    Few  psychiatrists  make  such
statements,  and  none  should.
Prediction  and  Psychiatry
JL,t  has  been  assumed  by  some  that  psychiatry  is  an-
volved  with  prediction  of  future  events.    Neither  psychiatric
literature  nor  daily  practice  or  psychiatry  justifies  such
an  assumption.    Psychiatric  opinion  that  a  patient  is  in
need  of  involuntary  hospitalization  is  confused  by  some  as
prediction  of  dangerousness.
The  concept  of  prediction  needs  some  elucidation
and  definition.     .The  description  of  a  behavior  tendency  does
not  constitute  a  prophecy  of  an  event.    A  tendency  is  a
readiness  to  engage  in  specified  behavior  which  is  inferred
from  observational  or  historical  data  about  the  patient.
Bowlby  writesl   "nether  the  behavior  occurs  in  animal  or
man,   the  main  reason  for  inferring  the  presence  of  a  hidden
tendency  is  that  the  tendency  reveals  itself  in  occasional
and  incomplete  sequences  of  behavior."t°    The  description
of  a  tendency  is  frequently  confused  with  prediction  of  a
10].   Bowlby.
Books.   Inc.,1969)
Attachment  and  Loss
vO|.1,   p.   93.
(New  York:     Basic
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future  event  like  homicide  or  suicide.     Prediction  is  defined
asl     "To  state  that  there  will.bei   foretell."[t    A  special-`
ized  dictionary  hasl     `'A  statement  about  an  event  with  re-
spect  to  its  future  outcome.     Predictions  are  usually  cast
into  quantitative  form  as  probabilities  with  a  certain  de-
gree  of  certainty.wl2
The  tern.   "progriosis"   in  psychiatry  makes  refer.ence
to  the  future  course    of  an  illness  either  in  terms  of  the
illness  itself  or  the  particular  patient.    The  term.  "predic-
tion  has  no  technical  standing  in  psychiatry,  although  it  is
a  technical  term  in  various  other  applied  sciences  like  sta-
tistics.   survey  research  and  experimental  psychology.     The
medical  model  does  not  concern  itself  with  statistical  proba-
bilities  when  dealing  with  individual  patients.    A  computer
prediction  based  upon  trends  in  horse-driven  traffic  in  the
1870.s  would  have  indicated  that  by  1970  the  surface  of  the
globe  would  be  covered  t>y  six  feet  of  manure.13
Psychiatry  is  concerned  with  the  presence  of  clinical
States  and  not  the  prediction  of  some  futul.e  events.     Hos-
pitali8ation  of  a  paLtient  is  recommended  because  the  patient
is  described  as  being  depressed.   delusional.   suicidal,  here
and  now.     The  psychiatris.t  does  not  offer  his  recommendation
(Chicago:t'vy8£:t::':i¥e¥u'::::£±::C8:::=n¥:   :;5±jFe.  ]3d.Hl.OLB.
12].   F.   Chaplini Dictionar. of  Ps cholo
Dell  Publishing  Co.,1966
13H.   Miller. liledicine  and  Societ
Univel`sity  Press,   1973 p.    1t+.
(New  York!
(I,ondonl     Oxford
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pr.imarily  upon  the  claim  that  some  future  event,   like  suicide
or  homicide  will  occur.     The  statements  "suiciiJtal"  or  "homi-
cidal"  or."unable  to  care  for  self"  are  not  predictions  tha.t
an  event  will  take  place.  but  a  description  of  a  clinical
state  in  the  patient  here  and  now.    The  description  deals
with  the  present,   and  not  with  any  knowledge  of  the  future.
`.Jhether  a  patient  will  die  by  his  own  hand  often  depends  upon
factors  which  may  have  nothing  to  do  with  his  state  of  mind.
For  example.   the  patient  might  make  a  suicide  attempt  and
survive  because  his  city  has  an  effective  emergency  care  ser-
vice.    The  effectiveness  of  medical  care  in  a  given  locality
is  not  a  function  of  the  psyche  and  should  not  be  made  a  cri-
terion  of  validity  of  the  psychiatric  statement  about  the  men-
tal  state  of  the  patient.    In  fact,  a  psychiatrist  will  find
a  confirmetion  of  the  fact  that  the  patient  was  suicidal  when
through  his  efforts.  the  suicidal  state  is  resolved  a.nd  t}-ie  |ja-
tient  lives  happily  ever  after.
The  concept  of  dangerousness   is  too  broad  to  be  psy-
chiatrically  based.    It  counote§  a.qualitative  certainty
to  non-mental  health  people  that  results  in  a  false  rea.ding
of  psychiatric  evaluations.    It  simply  is  not  a  part  of
the  medical/psychitric  usage.     The  term  is  vague  and  adds
nothing  to  the  accepted  categories  of  being  suicidal  and
homicidal.     As  long  as  a  judge  does  not  contaminate  his  own
legal  terminology  with  concepts  or  meanings  falsely  attributed  .
to  other  profes:-;ions,   t-mere  may  be  no  trouble.     A  respondent
certainly  deserves  to  h8.ve  his  judge  clear  on  definitions  of
words  that  sound  like  a  bell  of  liberty  or  a  turn  of  a  key.
CHAPTER  VII
CONCLUSION
Our  vital,  all-embracing  question  is:     Is  liberty  ad-
vanced  or  retarded  by  our  North  Carolina  laws  and  practices
regarding  the  commitinent  of  the  mentally  ill  or  inebriate?
The  Appendix  pl.ovides  a  survey  of  the  resources  of
our  local  Forsyth  County  Community  and  or  our  region  within
the  state.    We  have  travelled  through  the  labyrinthine  ways
of  the  legal  and  psychiatric  processes  involved  in  ''serving"
the  citizens  who  are  disturbed  and  disturbing.     We  are  now
ready  to  conclude  this  study  with  some  recolnmendations  that  I
believe  would  improve  the  North  Carolina  practice  of  involun-
tarily  committing  mentally  ill  and  inebr`iate  persons  who  pose
imminent  d,anger  to  self  or  others.
1.  The  state  insti.tutions  should  be  gradually  phased
out  of  existence.     The  General  Assembly  and  tne  State  Depart-
ment  of  Human  Resources  should   continue.  an  active   campaign
to  encourage  loc`al  alternatives  to  the  large  state  I.acili-
ties.     An  admirable  start  has  been  made.     We  find  concrete
evidence  in  community  programmin8  effortsi   in  the  last  ten
years.  Forsyth  County  has  added  the  following  facilities  .
and  programs  to  its  growing  list  of  alternative  community-
based  servicesl     A  RehaLbilitation  House   for  Women   (Depart-
ment  of  Vocational  Rehabilitation)i   serving  nine  residents
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at  a  time  for  an  average  of  six  non.ths'   stayi  Sheltered
Workshop  (Department  of  Mental  Health).   serving  37  clients
(in  1976)i   Halfway  House  for  model   inmates  from  Wonen's
Prison  (Department  of  Cori`ections) ,   serving  6  personsi  Home
for  Emotionally  Disturbed  Youth  (Department  of  Socia.1  Ser-
vices) ,   serving  8  young  people;  Iiighthouse   (church-sponsored)
serving  40  temporarily  homeless  men  and  women  in  separate
residences;   Parents  Anonymous   (begun  in  1976)   for  parents
who  complusively  beat  th3ir  own  childreni  Recovery.   Inc..
(begun  in  1973)   for  forlner  psychiatl`ic  patients  who  meet
weekly  to  provide  mutual  support.   serving  a`Dout  17  people;
Family  Life  Council,  Juvenile  Justice  Council,   and  the  Child
Abuse  Council  (all  begun  in  1975),   inter-agency  umbrella
organizations  of  coordination.   facilitation.   and  advocacyi
Creative  I.ife  Center,   Inc. ,  non-profit,   Serving  20  eldel`1y
in  day  care  activity|  Friendship  Club  (lvlental  Health  Associ-
ation)   serves  about  15  people  who  have  returned  from  mental
hospitals  and  need  a  weekly  social  activity  program  to  help
iriadjusting  to  community  life;  Residense  for  al.coholics
(Department  of  Mental  Health) ,   provides  about  30  men  with
room.   board,   and  a  daily  treatment  programi   Council  on  Drug
Abuse   (Foundations  and  Department  of  lllental  Health).   offer.s
24-hour  counseling.   outreach,   and  day  treatment  to  hundreds
of  people  annuallyi   partial  (day)  hospital  (Departm-3nt  of
Mental  Health)  serves  20  patients  as  an  alternative  to  full
hospitalization.
Though  continued  expansion,   refinement  and  coordin-
ation  are  needed,   the  above  pr.ograms  are  affording  the  means
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to  reduce  needless  and  unjustified  commitments  to  a  minimum.
The  scope  of  actual  liberty  is  being  increased.    but  the
county  does  not  posess  mea.ns  of  restriction  and  management
for  violent  patients  or  for  those  who  cannot  care  for  them-
selves.     'rhe  regional  faLcility  a.t  Butner  is  so  equipped,   as
is  the  State  forensic  unit  in  Raleigh.    Many  a  year  will
probably  pass  before  local  coriimunities  will  be  equipped  to
duplicate  their  treatment  and  management  capabilities.
In  October  1975,   Forsyth  County  had  93  of  its  residents
under  care  at  John  Umstead  Hospital,  not  counting  alcoholics.
Over  757o  were  committed  involuntarily.     These  patients  cane
from  situations  wher`e  neither  th;Sir  home  arrangements  nor
the  local  inpatient  units  could  together  serve  their  needs.
For  some  few  of  these  93.   John  Umstead  Hospital  has  become
home;   they  do  not  want  to  leave.     This  is  mostly  due  to  their
not  lmowing  the  more  homey  arrangements  of  the  small  group
home¢    Already.   the  North  Carolina  psychiatric  facilities
have  been  ordered  to  refuse  admission  to  any  person  for  whom
only  maintenance  and  support  can  be  given;  yet  funding  has
been  so  limited  that  staff  cannot  provide  the  .'luxury"  of
psychotherapy  for  those  who  would  benefit  from  it,   thus
leaving  chemotherapy  as  the  only  available  treatment.
So  the  move  is  onl     .The  planning  process  for  the  final
demise  of  the  large  institutions  should  continue  and  the
funds  and  personnel  should  be  dispersed  to  the  communities
for  smaller  living  arrangements.
2.  No  one  should  be  committed,   with  subsequent  loss  of
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liberty.  without  a  multi-disciplinary  team  of  professionals
and  laymen  making  the  evaluation.     It  should  not  be  left  to
the  medical  and  legal  pr.ofessions  alone.
Human  vision  is  too  often  limited  by  education  and  pro-
fession.    Human  liberty  is  too  precious  to  be  left  in  the
hands  of  those  who  are  subject  to  normal  human  prejudices
and  other  culturally  created  defects.     The  best  of  physicians
and  judges  simply  cannot  deal  with  the  broad.   diverse,   com-
plex  human  needs  and  the  equally  complex  networks  of  colnmunity
resources  that  might  respond  to  or  satisfy  those  needs.     Im-
mediate  action  is  indeed  needed  to  come  into  play  when  ob-
vious  danger  is  present  and  harm  would  result  without  inter-
vention.     Petition  sicm>fming,   pick-up  b}'  law  enforcement.   im-
mediate  psychiatric  evaluation,  detention  in .a  non-jail
holding  facility,  and  the  beginning  of  a  treatment  process
should  take  place.  as  it  now  does.     It  is  during  this  holding
period,  before  the  hearing  before  the  judge,   that  the  committed
patients  should  have  the  law's  mandate  of  a  multi-disciplinary
team  of  experts  consulting  together  to  seek  alternatives  to
co"iiitment  to  a  state  facility.     Social  workers,  nurses.
clergy,   collmunity  workers  would  be  called  to  consider  the. al-
ternatives  availa.Die  in  the  local  community.     Outpatient  com
-mitment  is  one  such  alternative  now,   fortunately,   in  more
common  use  in  this  state.     At  present.   the  judge  is  limited
to  dislnissing  the `cas.e  at  the  hearing,   or  committing  to  out-
pa.tient  or  inpatie.rit  treatment.     Other  forms  of  treatment  are
possible,  but  require  the  insight  and  knowledge  that  can  only
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be  posessed'by  a  community-oriented  and  knowledgeable  team.
The  least  restrictive  form  of  treatment  that  truly  meets  the
olients'   health  needs  should  t>e  the  guiding  pl`inciple  for
maximizing  liberty  in  the  face  of  necessary  limita.tion.
3.  There  should  be  a  clear  indication  of  the  nature
and  scope  of  the  danger  involved  in  the  commitment  and  ex-
pressly  stated  in  tie  court  ol`der.
Currently,   the  court  order  merely  provides  space  for
a  declaration  by  the  evaluating  psychiatrist  that  the  respon-
dent  is  mentally  ill  or  inebriate  and  is  dangerous  to  self
or  others.     The  physician  should  not  be  placed  in  the  position
of  trying  to  predict  dangel`ous  acts.     That  should  be  the  pro-
vince  of  the  combined  community  teaml     to  determine  as  pre-
cisely  as  possible  the  nature  and  extent  of  the  possibilities
of  danger.     The  kind  of  danger  needs  to  `oe  distinguished  in
terms  of  homicide,   suicide,  assaultive  behavior,   criminal  acts,
inability  to  care  for  one's  person  in  terms  of  food,   lodging.
following  medical  orders,   etc.     The  physician  should  be  left
in  the  position  of  determining  that  danger  exists  as  a  factor
of  treatment,  not  prediction.     When  the  non-medical  team  pre-
sents  the  judge  with  its.positive  assessment  of  danger..   the
judge  has  the  best  information  for  his  own  decision  regarding
commitment.     This  relieves  the  judge  of  depriving  citizens  of
liberty  t)ased  on  two  areas  of  decision-making  in  which  he  has
no  special  competence,   viz.,  medical  treatment  and  behavior-
prediction.
4.  An  outpatient  commitment  coordinator  should  be  as-
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signed  to  every  court  handling  commitments.
In  North  Carolina,  a  hearing  must  be  held  within  ten
da,ys  of  an  order  to  pick  up  a  respondent  for  whom  a  petition
has  been  signed  by  a  concerned  person,   an  order  issued  by
the  clerk  of  court  or  magistrate.  and  psychiatric  evaluation
has  been  made.    Between  that  initial  series  of  acts  and  the
hearing,   a  great  deal  of  profitaLble  work  can  be  performed  by
a  social  worker  that  can  prevent  injustice  and  set  the  stage
for  the  most  suitaLble  treatment  plan.     The  social  worker  can
perform  invafuable  casework  investigation .with  the  family  and
relatives  of  the  respondent  as  well  as  with  the  respondent.
This  worker  can  coordinate  the  efforts  of  the  community  evalu-
ation  team,   serve  as  consriltant  to  the  judge  at  the  hearing
and  to  the  attorneys  preparing  their  cases,  and  seek  out
community  alternatives  to  institutional  commitment.
5.  The  full  array  of  constitutional  rights,  save  trial
by  jury,   should  be  afforded  respondents  in  the  commitment
process.
A  considel`able  degree  of  due  process  has  been  intro-
duced  into  the  judicial  procedure  for  committed  patients  by
the  General  Assembly.     Counsel  is  now  provided  the  respon-
dent  along  with  the  right  of  habeas  corpus.   judicial  review,
the  testimony  of  witnesses.   cross-examination  and  hearings.
But  there  are  subtle  aspects  of  the  law  which  need  finer
tuning  to  fully  guarantee  the  implementation  of  these  fights.
Former  Repr.esentative  Howard  Twiggs,   who  introduced  the  pre-
sent  legislation  into  the  19731egislature,  has  stated  at
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several  public  gatherings  that  the  law  does  not  fully  insure
constitutional  rights.    He  opines  that  a  case  testing  of  the
law.  rather  than  a  legislative  reqr.iting  of  it.  fill  fill  in
the  constitutional  lacunae.
The  assistant  clerk  of  court  in  Forsyth  County  feels
that  judges  would  gladly  opt  for  jury  trial  of  commitment
cases.    He  states  that  the  judges  think  it  is  either  a  medi-
cal  matter  that  should  be  left  to  physicians  or  one  that  the
citizenry,   formin8`  a  jury.   could  handle  better  than  them-
selves.
Obstacles  to  due  process  (jur.y  trial)   are  time  and
money.     The  current  process  and  lack  of  adequate  court  person-
nel  would  make   the  purpose  of  commitment   (immediate  action
toward  treatment)   unattainable.
6.  A  post-hearing  treatment  plan  should  be  ela.borated
by  the  treatment  team  at  -'jhe  inpatient  or  outpatient  fa-
cility  to  which  the  patient  has  been  committed  and  given,   in
writing.   to  the  patient,the  judge,   the  family  (or  signifi-
cant  others)   and  to  the  defense  counsel.
North  Carolina  law  now  pr.otects  a  committed  patient
from  being  forgotten  by  all  the  parties  of  the  commitment
process.     There  is  a  compulsory  90-days-later  hearing,  at
the  place  o.f  tr.eatment.  at  which  time  the  facility  treatment
team  considers  the  progress  of  the  patient  and  the  appro-
priateness  of  either  discharge  or  continued  treatment  for  a
maximum  of  a  further  180  days.     The  patient  has  the  right,
again,   of  defense  counsel  and  other  benefits  of  due  process,
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minus  the  right  of  trial  by  jury,  at  this  second.  and  any
subsequent  hearings.
It  is  imperative  that  all  the  parties  to  a  commitment
know  the  goal`s  and  basic  methodology  of  the  treatment  plan.
This  can  be  a  guarantee  that  liberty  will  be  gained  at  the
earliest  possible  moment.     It  can  tend  to  focus  attention
on  the  site  and  plight  of  the  patient.    There  is  always  the
danger  that  ''out  of  sight"  may  mean  "out  of  nine".     A
treatment  plan.  with  the  presenting  problem  clearly  de-
fined  and  delineated.   the  goal(s)  well-defined,  and  an    est-
imated  target  date  for  echievement  would  serve  several  pur-
poses.     It  would  keep  the  family  and  judge  and  others  apprised
of  the  meaning.  of  their  involvement  and  that  the  case  is  not
finished  simply  because  daLnger  has  been  averted  or  treatment
begun .
Final  Statement
In  November  1975,   Georgetown  University  sponsored  a
conference  on  the  medical  model  of  mental  illness  and  its
role  in  the  involuntary  commitment  process.     Dr.   Thomas  S.
Szasz  held  firmly  to  the  position  he  took  20  years  pre-
viously.     The  passage  of  years  has  not  changed  any  of  his
fundamental  positions.    He  still  manitains  that  involuntary
commitment  if  "the  greatest  threat  to  individual  dignity  irn
Amel`ica."1     The  Clinical  Psychiatry  News  report  of  the  con-
1
bated.   Cl'inical  rsycliiatry  News.   Rock+ille,   I..ld.,   (l`-ov,1975),   p.1.
"Medical  Side   of  Involuntary  Commitm3nt  Issue  De-
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ference  indicates  that  Szasz  sees  mental  illness  as  simply
a  defarliation  disguised  as  diagnosis.    He  still  mdintains  that
persons  said  to  be  suffering  from  mental  illness  may  be
socially  deviant  or  in  conflict  with  individuals,  groups
or  institutions.  ttut  that  they  do  not  suffer  from  disease.
He  sees  commitment  of  these  patients  as  serving  moral  and
social  purposes.  rather  than  therapeutic  ones.     Since  mental
illness  is  not  a  contagious  disease,   there  is  not  medical  jus-
tification  for  isolating  such  patients.    He  holds  that  in-
voluntary  commitment  to  protect  society  from  "dangerous"
mental  patients  is  actually  a  means  of  isolating  annoying  per-
sons  who  have  not  violated  laws.     Commitment  may  also  be  mis-
used  to  confine  lawbreakers  who  mifjht  be  freed  or  given  light
sentences  if  tried  in  a  criminal  court.    He  feels  that  psychia-
trists  sometimes  diagnose  the  same  patient  as  being  either
sane  or  insane,   depending  on  the  social  demand  at  the  moment.
"The  vocabula.ry  of  psychiatry  is  inquisitor.ial,  used  to  stig-
matize  and  vindict."  he  said.2    The  fact  that  the  American
Psychiatric  Association's  decision  no  longer  to  consider
homosexuality  a  disorder  is  an  example  of  voting  to  define
English.     "People  vyho  dislike  one  another  call  each  other
mentally  ill."3
In  many  states  there  has  beef-i  little  progress  in
lit)eralizing  and  humanizing  the  commitment  laws.     Not  so  in
North  Carolina.     The  Appendix  contains  the  latest  laws  of
2Ibid.,   p.   25. 3Ibid.,   p.   25.
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North  Carolina  which  show  that,   for  the  most  part,   the  citi-
zens  of  the  sta,te  are  protected  from  arbitrary  action  by  in-
dividual  citizens,   public  agencies.   or  judges  themselves.     We
are  still  left  with  human  beings  who  must  implement  the  law.
and  histor.y  gives  testimony  that  unscrupulous,   ignorand  or
prejudiced  individuals  can  distort  and  misapply  the  law.     But
safeguards  are  built  into  the  legislation,  due  pr.ocess  is  ap-
plicable  and  appeal  and  advocacy  are  availa.ble  to  protect
the  committed  person  from  injustices.
Justice  William  0.  Douglas,  who  retired  from  the  Supreme
Court  of  the  United  States  in  November  1975,   built  his  phil-
sohpy  and  pl.actice  of  law  on  the  supreme  value  of  freedom.     A
very  apt  statement  from  a  very  different  context  (Wunderlich'
in  1931)   can  be  applied  to  our  concern  about  liberty  being  en-
hanced  or  inhibited  .by  commitment  procedures!
I.aw  has  reached  its  f inest  moments  when  it  has
freed  from  the  unlimited  discretion  of  some  ruler.
some  civil  or  military  official,   some  t)ureaucrat.
Where  discretion  is  absolute  man  has  always  suffered.
At  times  it  has  been  his  property  that  has  been  in-
vadedi  at  times,  his  privacyi  at  times  his  liberty
of  movement;   at  times  his  freedom  of  thoughti   at  times
his  life.    Absolute  discretion  is  a  ruthless  master.
::h::  ¥£::n€::::?,?five  Of  freedom  than  any  of  man.s
Freedom  is  usurped  when  one  is  unjustly  committed  to
a  mental  institution.     Freedom  is  in  precar.ious  balance  when
one  cannot  move  about  for  fear.  of  unjust  harm  from  a  person
Free,H::aB::yen::g§:,"#£%,°rio?°¥f]£guarpy¥±¥97g:5?V?.
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who  lacks  control  of  his/her  impulses  or  is. rationally  dis-
oriented  to  time,   place,  and  person.     Maintaining  freedom  s
A
balance  will  always  be  difficult  among  imperfect  human
beings.     Though  we  should-`err  on  the  side  of  freedom,   for
the  individual,   if  err  we  must,   law  must  always  taks  into
account  the  many,   as  well  as  the  one.
Ramsey  Clark,   committed  to  liberty  in  public  and
private  life,  as  recent  history  testifies,  offers  a  master-
ful  paragraph  at  the  conclusion  of  the  just-quoted  ar.ticle.
I  take  it  as  a  fitting  conclusion  to  the  concern  of  this
Paperl
In  Of  Men  and  Mountains   he   (William  0.   Douglas)
wrote,   "'W'e  can  keep  our  freedom  througn  the   increasing
crises  of  history  only  if  we  are  self-reliant  enough
to  be  free...We  need  a  faith  that  dedicates  us  to
something  bigger  and  more  important  than  ourselves."
In  a  1957  speech  at   trie  Colum`oia  Law  Review  banquet
he  said,   "Faith  in  America  is  faith  in  her  free  in-
stitutions  or  it  is  nothing."     In  Being  an  American
he  wl`ote,   "We  may  never  reacn  perfection  in  our  prac-
tice  of  the  ideals  of  the  Bill  of  Rights.    But  there
is  no  earthly  reason  why...it  cannot  become  an  in-
cr.easingly  potent  force...The  extent  of  a  community's
respect  of  the  human  rights  of  all...is...the  measure
of  its  progress  in  civilization..."    He  predicted
America's  future  achievements   "will  be  a  monument  to
i::e::#50f  man  in  man  and  in  the  principles  of
5Ibid.,   p.   7.
APPENDIX   A
The  Local  Resource  for  Evaluation  and
Treatment  of  Forensic  Patients
An  °Verx±:: 13:n:a:  a:::#h£::g;k:: a County
It  was  back  in  1962  that  Congress  appropl`iated
funds  to  assist  states  in  studying  their  needs  and  re-
sources  as  a  basis  for  developing  comprehensive  plans
for  mental  health  programs.     In  1963,   it  authorized  a
sut)stantial  Federal  contribution  toward  the  cost  of  con-
structing  community  mental  health  centers  proposed  within
the  framework  of  state  mental  health  plans.
States  and  commur`.ities  readied  tlemselves  to
try  the  "bold  new  approach"  called  for  by  President  John
F.  Kennedy  to  help  the  mentally  ill  and,  hopefully,   to
reduce  frequency  of  mental  disorders.     The  core  of  the
plan  was  to  move  the  care  and  treat'ment  of  the  mentally
ill  back  into  the  community  so  as  to  avoid  the  needless
a.isruption  of  normal  patterns  of  living,  and  the  estrange-
ment  from.these  patterns,   that  often  come  from  distant
and  prolonged  hospitalization;   to  make  the  full  range  of
help  that  the  community  has  to  offer  readily  available  to
the  person  in  troublei. to  increase  the  likelihood  that
trouble  can  be  spotted  and  help  provided  early  when  it  can
do  the  most  goods   and  to  strengthen  the  resources  of  the  com-
munity  for  the  prevention  of  mental  disorder.
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The  community-t>ased  approach  to  mental  illness
and  health  attracted  national  attention  as  a  result  of  the
findings  of  the  Joint  Commission  on  iviental  Illness  and
Health  that  was  established  by  Congres  under  the  ltlental
Health  Study Act  of  1955.    After  five  years  of  careful
study  of  the  nation.s  problems  of  mental  illness.   the  Com-
mission  I`ecommended  that  an  end  be  put  to  the  construction
of  large  mental  hospitals  and  that  a  flexible  ar.ray  of  ser-
vices  be  provided  for  the  mentally  ill  in  settings  that  ids-
rupt  as  little  as  I.ossibJ.e  the  pat,ient`s  social  relations
in  his  community.     The  idea  of  the  comprehensive  community
mental  health  center  was  a  logical  sequel.
Forensic  services  have  been  a  smf.1l  part  of  the  total
offered  the  citizens  of  North  Carolina  through CMHCS.a    Re-
gional  facilities.  viz.,  Dorothea  Dix  And  Cherry  Hospitals,
located  in  Raleigh  and  Goldsboro,  respectively.   have  performed
the  I)ulk  of  psychiatric  evaluations.   diagriosis.   treatment  and
detention.
The  1975  Assembly  of  North  Carolina  Legislature  has
mandated  that  the  locus  of  sel`vices  be  changed  from  near  total
dependence  for  f orensic  services  on  the  Regional  and  State
facilities  to  the  local  community.     `rhis  mandate  on  forensic
services  is  finally  catching  up  with  the  original  concept-
that  motivated  Congress  in  1963  to  pass  the  Community  Mental
Health  Center  bill.
*Crmlc  is  the  abbreviation  to  be  used  throughout  this  text  to
replace  "Community  Mental  Health  Center."
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A  description  of  these  local  UlyHe  resources  follows.
It  will  provide  the  base  for  better  understanding  the  issues
involved  in  terms  of  constraints,   expertize  and  capacity  for
carrying  out  mental  health  services  worthy  of  the  forensic
patient,  defendent  or  respondent.
The  local  AI`ea  Mental  Health  Program  encompasses  For-
syth  and  Stokes  counties. which  are  located  in  the  Northern
Piedinont  section  of  North  Carolina.    Aside  from  this  geographi-
cal  fact,   the  two  counties  are  quite  dissimilar,   yet  each  has
something  to  offer  the  other.
Fors}.th  County,  which  includes  the  rna.of  tnariufacturing
city  of  Winston-Salem,   had  a  population  in  1975  estimated  at
227.000.     APproximately  141.ooo  of  this  total  are  residents  of
Winston-Salem.     Whereas  a-oout  35%  of  the  city's  residents  are
non-white,   only  about  3%  of  those  living  outside  the  city  are
non-white.     Population  projections  indicate  that  there  will  be
more  than  240,000  county  residents  in  1980.     Manufacturing  pre-
sently  accounts  for  roughly  407o  of  the  annual  payroll  of
$1,000.000,000.     With  the  Greensboro  and  High  Point  area.   it
forms  the  largest  Metropolitan  Statistical  Area  between  Wash-
ington.   D.C. ,   and  Atlanta,   Georgia.
Stokes  County  lies  directly  to  the  north  of  Forsyth
County,   and  forms  part  of  the  southern  boundary  of  Virginia.
It  is  somewhat  larger  in  area  than  Forsyth  County,  has  a  popu-
lation  approaching  25,000  and  is  primarily  agricultural.     I'l[any
Stokes  residents  work  in  Virginia  and  Winston-Salem.
In  April  of  1972.   these  two  counties   combined  to  fol`m
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an  Area  Mental  Health  Program.   the  North  Central  Region's
ninth  Area  Program.     Currently  the  Stokes  and  Forsyth  County
Departments  of  Mental  Health  pl`ovide  a  full  range  of  ser-
vices  to  their  residents  in  and  through  one  Area  Program.
There  are  63  staff  positions,  at  present,  with  an  annual
budget   just  exceeding  $1.6  mi.llion.     L`he  Area  Progr`am  pro-
vides  services  in  the  areas  of  Adult,  Adolescent,  Children.
Alcoholism.  Drug  Abuse  and  Mental  Retardation  categories.
The  Comi)rehensive  Alcoholism  Program
Federal  funds,   under  the  Hughes  Bill,   were  made
available  to  communities  in  1970  for  the  establishment  of
comprehensive  alcoholism  programs  across  the  nation.     The
total  appr.opriation  was  large  because  over  nine  million  Ameri-
cans  are  addicted  to  alcohol  and  over  fifteen  million  people
are  heavy  drinkers.     The  accident  and  crime  rate  owe  much  to
the  power  of  alcohol  on  human  behavior.
Forsyth  County  received  an  initial  grant  of  $342.587.00
in  1971   to  be  used  for  sta.ffing  purposes  only.     `.The  grant  was
to  continue  for.  eight  years  on  a  decreasing  oasis.  matched  by
state  and  local  funds  on  an  increasing  allocation.
Federal  requirements  for  the  funding  of  comprehensive
alcoholism  programs  call  for  the  provision  of  five  essential
services  to  patients  within  the  local  community.     .There  are
other  services  which  can  be  provided  but  the  following  ar6
necessary.
1)  Outpatient.     The  outpatient  clinic  serves  as  the  coordi-
nating  agent  with  all  affiliate  agencies  to  assure  that  federal,
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sta.te  and  local  requirements  are  met  in  the  provision  of
services.    Further,   it  provides  medical  and  counseling  ser-
vices  for  the  alcoholic  and  his  family.
2)   Inpatient.     The  Alcoholic  Rehabilitation  Unit  consists
of  sixteen  beds  located  on  the  fourth  floor  of  Reynolds  Family
Health  Center.    A  full  range  of  hospital  services  are  available
to  the  patient.   including  detoxification.    Patients  may  t)e  ad-
mitted  directly  to  the  unit  through  the  resident  physician.   or,
in  case  of  evening  emergency  and  weekend  emergency,   through
one  of  the  local  hospital  emergency  rooms.     This  unit  is  the
primary  holding  unit  for  I`espondents  evaluated  as  dangerous  to
self  or  others  and  awaiting  hearing.
Patients  may  remain  on  the  unit  for  approximately  ten
days,   the  average  time  being  five  days.    Mental  patients  and
drug  addicts  may  be  held  on  the  unit  pending  transfers  to
other  fa.cilities.
3)   Emergency  Services.     The  emergency  room  was  used  at  Rey-
nolds  Hospital  until  Janual`y,   1973.   when  the  emergency  services
were  moved  to  Forsyth  and  North  Carolina  J3aptist  Hospitals
and  referrals  for  follow-up  care  are  received  from  the  two
facilities  as  well.     The  Area  Mental  Health  Program  contracts
with  Triad  Neuropsychiatric  Associates  to  provide  emergency
psychiatric  coverage.
4)  Residential  Car.e.     Residential  care  for  men  is  provided
by  the  Alcoholic  Residential  Care  Authority  located  at  Buxton
and  Eighth  Str'eets.     The  facility  has  fifty-two  beds  and  serves
an  average  of  90--loo  men  each  month.     A  varied  program  is
available  to  the  men  including  attendance  at  religious  ser-
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vices.  A.A. ,  recreational  activities.   counseling,   job  place-
ment.   linkage  with  other  medical  and  counseling  services
within  the  comprehensive  system.     There  is  no  equivalent  fa-
cility  for  female  patients.    Referrals  are  made  to  existing
homes  locally  and  in  other  counties.
5)  Consultation/Education.     .Three  full-time  health  educators
are  employed  to  provide. consultation/education  services.     In
addition,  all  professionaLl  staff  members  participate  in  this
endeavor  so  that  from  four'  to  six  thousand  people  per  month
are  exposed  to  some  aspects  of  the  AreaL  Alcoholism  Program.
These  services  extend  to  medical,   social,   and  professional
agencies.   schools,   PTAs.   chul.ches,   etc.
In  addition  to  the  five  components,  an  arts  and  crafts
unit  is  located  on  the  fourth  floor  at  Reynolds,  and  serves
patients  on  the  Alcoholic  Rehabilitation  Unit.    A  second  arts
and  crafts  unit  is  located  in  the  annex  of  the  Mental  Health
Center  and  serves  outpatients  from  the  different  divisions  of
the  Department  of  Mental  Health.
The  Forsyth  County  Mental  Health  Center  for  outpa,tient
treatment  of  adults  and  adolescents  follows  the  principle  that
people  can  have  mental  and  emotional  conflicts  and  disorders
best  treated  in  their  own  community  setting.
A  full  range  of  services  is  provided  under  the  fol-
lowing  categoriesl






Psychological  testing  and  evaluation
Inpatient  referral
Jimergency  services
Consultation,   case  and  program  to  community  agencies,   institu-
tions ,
Education  to  the  public  and  professionals
Training  of  community  workers
8#S:€!e:€e::;:i::::%n:o::::::€§on/treatment
Pre-  and  after-care
Liaison  with  John  lJmstead  Hospital
Liaison  with  the  Court,  Police.   Correctional  System.
Durg  abuse  Services  provide  individual  and  group  treat-
ment  of  persons  of  all  ages  with  drug  problems.     Preventive  edu-
cation  is  a  major  effort  of  trie  Drug  Abuse  staff  centered  manily
in  the  junior  and  senior  high  schools.
The  Forsyth  County  Sheltered  -W.'orkshop  is  a  "work  acti-
vities  center"  operating  as  the  Division  of  Mental  Retardation
for  the  Department  of  Mental  Health.
Vocational  evaluation,  work  adjustment  and  work  acti-
vities  are  the  major  operating  progralns.    Personal  and  social
adjustment  is  available  as  a  workshop  service  to  any  client  who
would  like  to  participate.     Clients  include  thos.e  persons,  age
18  and  ovel`.  who  have  a  primary  diagnosis  of  mental  retardation
and/or  are  in  need  of  the  services  of  the  program.    Currently,
there  are  eight  full-time  staff  positions  f illed  and  a  client
roster  of  60.
Vocational  evaluation  is  a  thirty-day  structured  pro-
gram  consisting  of  vocational  testing,  behavioral  observation.
and  individual  counseling.     Work  adjustment  is  a  program  of
training  lasting  from  two  to  eighteen  months.    Ordinarily.
work  adjustment  is  available  to  those  clients  whose  goal  is
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competitive  employment.     A  behavior  modification  program
with  a  "token  economy"   is  one   of  the  methods  of  positive
reinforcement  used  in  the  program.     Vocational  training
occurs  when  a  specific  job  has  been  identified  for  a  client
inwork  adjustment.
Work  activities  consists  of  covered  work  on  a  sub-
contracting  basis  and  is  available  for  those  clients  not
presently  in  a  diagnostic  or  training  progl`am.     These  clients
are  re-evaluated  periodically.
Personal  and  social  adjustment  is  directed  toward
social  and  community  integration  of  the  client  population.
'fhr.ough  recreation,   educational  tours,   and  similar  programs
the  clients  may  learn  to  function  in  the  non-vocational  seg-
ments  of  society.     As  an  adjunct  to  the  program,   an  adult
basic  education  curriculum  is  being  incor.porated  for  those
clients  la.eking  such  basic  skills  as  telling  time.  making
change,   identification  of  safety  signs,   etc.    Any  client  may
participate  in  these  programs.
By  contractual  agreement.   the  Workshop  has   employed
the  services  of  a  speech  therapist  to  diagnose,   screen,   and
in  individual  cases,  work  on  a  tone-to-one  basis  with. any
clierit  in  need  of  speech  and  hearing  therapy  services.
Group  Homes   of  For`syth,   Inc.,   has   contracted  with   the
Area  Mental  Health  Program  to  establish  the  first  group  home
for  the  developmentally  disabled  adults.
APPENDIX   a
The  Staff  of  the  Community  Mental  Health  Center
and  the  Treatment  Capabilities
Many  disciplines  are  represented  on  a  comprehensive
CMHC  staff.     'lr`he  core  person  is  the  psychiatrist,   the  psy-
chiatric  physician.     At   the  Forsyth  County  CIVIHC.   the  Psy-
chiatrist  is  on  duty  full  time.    Outside  the  regular  busi-
ness  hours.  psychiatric  consultants  are  contracted  to  t)e  on
call  with  the  emergency  room  of  the  County  hospital.     During
off-hours.   the  Clerk  of  Court  is  obliged  to  seek  psychiatric
evaluations  for  respondents  with  petitions  for  their  com-
mitment  from  the  nan-Cl`.mc  psychiatrists.
Most  closely  aligned  with  the  psychiatrist  from   .,he
medical  side  are  the  Mental  Health  or  Psychiatric  Nurses.
They  are  registered  nurses  who  have  had  academic  course  work
in  psychiatr.ic  illnesses  and  on-the-job  exper.ience  in  a
treatment  environment.     Most  often.   this  exper.ience  was
gained  on  an  inpatient  unit  of  a  psychiatric  ward.     Two
Mental  llealth  Nurses  ar.e  employed  at  the  Forsyth  County  CMHC.
The  special  importance  of  their  presence  on  a  Crmc  staff  de-
rives  from  the  widespread  use  of  psychotropic  drugs  in  the
treatment  of  so  many  symptoms.
The  psychologist  is  the  only  mental  health  professional
who  is  trained  to  give  a  variety  of  psychological  tests.   evalu-
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ate  them  and  provide  a  diagnostic  profile  for  use  by  the
therapist.    Their  training.  as  is  true  of  all  mental  health
professionals,   enables  them  to  give  individual  and  gI`oup
therapy.     The  psychologist  is  not  medically  oriented  either
in  training  or  in  treatment.    One  psychologist  is  on  staff
at  the  Forsyth  County  CMHC.
The  fourth  major  discipline  on  a  mental  health  staff
is  the  psychiatric  social  worker.    Their  training  varies  fr.om
social  case  work  emphasis   to  a  more  general  counseling  ancl
guidance  background.     They  provide  the  main  source  of  psycho-
therapy  at  mental  health  centers.     They  require  the  close
supervision  and  back-up  pf  psychiatrists  because  medication
has  come  to  pla.y  such  an  important  part  of  mental  and  emotional
disorders.     Five  social  worker.s  are  on  the  staff  of  the  Adult
Service  Unit  of  the  Forsyth  County  CMHC.
Before  dealing  in  a  later  chapter  with  forensic  ser-
vices  in  particular  it.will  be  helpful  to  describe  the  referral
and   treatment  process  at  the  r`ol`syth  County  CMHC.     See   page
for  a  flow-char.t  showing  the  referral/treatment  process.
The  initiation  of  treatment  can  be  a  phone  call,   a.
letter  or  a  walk-in  t)y  anyone,  whether  client.   interested
party.   agency,   or  court.     In  forensic  cases.   the  process  be-
gins  with  a  court  order  froma  judge.   initiated  by  himself ,   the
clerk  of  court.   or  the  prosecuting  or  defending  attorneys.
Generally.   the  receptionist  receives  this  request
for  service.   insures  that  the  request  is  appropriate  for  the
Adult  Services  Unit  and  makes  an  appointlnent  with  a  secretary
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of  the  Central  Admission  Team.     Basic  demographic  data  and
financial  information  is  taken  to  admit  the  person  formally
as  a  client  (patient)   of  the  Mental  Health  Center.     The  pa-
tient  is  then  .interviewed  by  the  Central  Intake  Social  Wor-
ker.     This  meeting  generally  lasts  an  hour  during  which  de-
tailed  social.   family.   and  medical  history  is  noted.     The
special  object  of  this  intake  interview  is  to  obtain  from  the
client  a  description  of  the  problem  as  now  seen  by  the  client
and  the  goal  he  or.  she  is  seeking  to  attain  to  cope  with  that
problem,     When  client  and  therapist  arrive  at  a  mutual  un-
derstanding  of  problem  and  goal,   the  therapist,   either  at
that  first  interview  or  a  subsequent  one,  devises  a  treat-
ment  plan  that  the  client  can  accept  and  follow.     It  amounts
to  a  non-binding  contract  between  two  people  mutually  con-
cerned  about  the  same  problem,   but  with  different  talents
and  experience  for  solving  it.     There  is  present  an  inter-
play  of  professional  expertize,   human  need.   obligations
and  liberty.
Following  the  intake  intel`view  is  a  staffing  session
at  which  all  the  sta.ff  disciplines  are  represented.     The  new
case  is  briefly  presented,   discussed  and  disposition  or
assignment  of  the  case  made  to  one  of  the  staff  who  then  be-
comes  the  primary  therapist  of  the  patient.    Later,   during
treatment,   the  ther`apist  may  bring  consideration  of  the  case
to  another  staff  conference   (case  conference)   to  seek  help
in  conducting  the  therapy.    Also,   this  primary  therapist
may  consult  individually  with  any  one  of  his/her  colleagues.
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It  is  most  generally  the  psychiatrist  who  is  consulted.
After  staffing,  a  primary  ther.apist  may,  and
usually  does,   schedule  the  new  patient  with  the  psychia-
trist  for  evaluation.    This  interview  provides  the  thera-
pist  with  a  more  accurate  diagnosis  plus  the  medical  prac-
titioner's  insight  into  the  physical  and  psychiatric  medi-
cal  aspects  of  the  person's  total  problem.    This  is  vital
because  only  the  psychiatrist  can  prescribe  medication
which  is  needed  for  so  many  patients,   especially  in  the  early
stage  of  treatment.
A  therapist  may  also  request  psychological  tests  and
evaluation.    Often,  a  psychiatrist  will  order  certain  tests
to  ascertain  organicity  from  organic  brain  damage  and  other
neurological  disorders.     The  problem  is  presented  to  the
psychologist  who  determines  the  kind  and  number  of  tests  to
be  given.    The  evaluation  results  are  written  up  and  given
to  the  therapist  who  may  then  consult  with  the  psychologist
or  psychiatrist  to  t>etter  refine  the  treatment  plan  and  form
of  therapy.
There  are  a  myr.lad  of  therapeutic  techniques  .deriving
from  individuals  and   'schools.'     .They  range  from  the  psycho-
analytic  school.   fathered  by  Dr.   Sigmund  Fraud.   through  the
very  objective  Behavior  Wlodification  school  to  the  more   in-
dividualistic  therapies  that  bear  the  names  of  Transactional
Analysis,  Reality  Therapy,  Rational-Emotive  Therapy.   Conjoint
Family  Therapy,   etc.     Most   therapists  at  CTVIHCs  are   eclectici
they.are  familiar  with  the  theoretic  frameworks  of  many
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psychotherapies,   are  committed  to  no  one  of  them  totally,
and  adapt  to  their  own  individual  preferences  and  talents
the  appropriate  aspects  of  several.
Time-limited  psychotherapy  is  a  treatment  modality
for  people  in  crisis  situations  requiring  only  the  briefest
of  support  and  counseling.     It  is  given  to  people  who  need
only  short-ter.in  counselihg  to  overcome  a  problem  that  is  not
too  deeply  ingrained  and  complex.     Finally.   some  people  need
either  long-term  psychotherapy  that  may  last  f or  years  or  a
therapy  that  is  gear.ed  to  maintaining  a  per.son  on  medication
and  which  requires  a  minimum  of  talking  or  counseling.
The  JJiagnostic  Manual  on  Mental  Disorders  classifies
emotional  and  mental  illnesses  and  disorders  under  the  fol-
lowing  broad  categories!     lllental  Retardation,   Organic  Brain
Syndromes,   Psychoses,   Neuroses,   Personality  Disorders,   Psycho-
physiologic  Disorders.  Transient  Situational  Disturbances,
Behavior  Disorders  of  Childhood  and  Adolescence.     Forensic
patients,  as  with  the  population  as  a  whole.   can  be  labelled
with  any  one  or  mol.e  of  these  diagnoses.
It  is  almost  always  a  devastating  and  demeaning  thing
to  be  labelled  in:.any  category  of  human  behavior  and  status.
This  is  always  the  case  with  regard  to  mental  and  emotional
functioning.     The  medical  model  of  practice,   under  which
mental  health  treatment  is  subsumed.   calls  for  diagno.Sing  a
patient's  mental  or  emotional  condition  and  fixing  a  label
on  it.     F`ederal  and  State  regulations,   as  v.Jell  as  insurance
companies'   policies,   demand  labelling  patients  according  to
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the  syndromes  they  exhibit.     There  is  valid  reason  for  thisl
it  provides  easier  inter-communication  among  professional
personnel;   it  provides  a  manageable  mode  of  statistical  in-
formation:   it  provides  for  a  system  of  accountability  and
monitoring.    No  self-respecting  and  respectful  clinician
would  employ  the  label  with  the  patient  or  his/her  relatives.
But  the  other  side  of  the  question  is  an  issue  ver.y  much  in
contention.     It  says,   in  effect.   that  the  medical  (physical)
model  cannot  be  applied  to  the  mental,   emotional  aspects  of
a  person.    Values  and  criteria  of  personality  judgement  are
not  capable  of  fully,  validly  assessing  a  person's  constitu-
tion  and  lifestyle.    The  practice  of  lat)elling  falsifies  the
truth  about  who  a  per.son  is.    Finally,   labelling  causes  a  pre-
judice  in  the  labelle;  that  blinds  him/her  to  the  full  range
of  possibilities  the  labelled  person  possesses.    All  this  is
especially  applicable  to  the  criminal  defendant  and  the  com-
mitted  patient.    Like  a  reputation,  a  label  tends  to  stick
to  a  person  as  surely  as  his  shadow  follows.     Treatment  is
often  totally  countered  and  made  ineffective  if  a  label  be-
comes  an  issue  of  consequence  with  a  patient.
APPENDIX   a
State  Resourcesl     I)orothea  Dix  Hospital
One  evening  in  the  Fall  of  1973  a  young  North  Caro-
lina  State  student  and  his  girlfriend  were  studying  at  a
kitchen  table  in  a  house  located  in  Cary.     Suddenly  a  bul-
let  pierced  the  window  and  the  young  man  was  dead.
Within  several  days  another  male  North  Carolina  State
student  was  ar.rested  and  charged  with  murder.
A  few  weeks  later  the  student  was  sent  to  the  foren-
sic  unit  at  Dorothea  Dix  Hospital  as  recommended  by  the  court
to  determine  if  he  was  competent  to  stand  trial  for  the  crime,
The  forensic  unit  is  presently  admitting  such  patients
at  the  rate  of  850  per  year  from  across  North  Carolina.
When  a  person  is  sent  to  the  Dix  forensic  unit.   three
questions  must  be  answel`ed  in  order  to  make  a  recommendation
concerning  the  person's  competency  to  stand  trials
1.  Does  the  individual  understand  the  charges  against
him?
::.2.  Does  he  basically  understand  the  consequences  of
his  charges?
3.   Is  he  able  to  cooperate  with  his  attorney  by
understand  the  attorney.s  function.   the  judicial  process,  etc,?
Parenthetically,   it  should  be  noted  that  in  years
past,  no  clear  distinction  was  drawn  between  mental  illness
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and  competency  to  stand  tr`ial.     In  recerit  years  this  dis-
tinction  has  been  clarified,   and  thus  it  is  now  possible
for  a  person  who  has  significant  mental  problems  to  be  found
competent  to  stand  trial.
To  better  unders+,and  the  procedure  at  the  for.ensic
unit,   the  various  steps  will  be  outlined.
After  the  individual  is  arrested  and  charged  with  a
crime,   the  question  of  the  accused's  competency  to  stand  trial
may  be  raised  by  the  judge  deems  it  appropriate,   he  signs  the
order  to  commit  the  individual  to  a  mental  health  facility
for  evaluation  and  treatment  for  a  maximum  period  of  sixty  days.
The  individual  is  brought  under  custody  by  the  county
sheriff's  department  to  the  admission  ward  at  Dor.othea  Dix
Hospital  if  the  local  Community  Mental  Health  Center  cannot
provide  the  services  required.     Some  counties  have  no  psychia-
trist  available  full  time;.others,   (Forsyth,   for  example)  do
not  have  the  non-jail  facilities  and  personnel  to  cope  with
specially  disturbed  or  violent  defendants.
After  initial  admission  at  Dix  Hospital,   procedures
are  completed  at  the  main  building  admitting  unit  before  tr`ans-
fer  to  the  Spruill  Building,  which  houses  the  forensic  unit.
The  court  order  is  then  checked  to  determine  if  psychiatric
evaluation  has  been  appropriately  ordered,  according  to  relevant
statutes,
The  shel.iff  leaves  after  turning  over  custody  of  the
client  to  the  staff  in  Spruill.    The  forensic  unit  staff  is  now
responsible  for  custody  of  the  accused  throughout  the  evaluation
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and  treatment  period  and  must  pr.ovide  security  for  the
patient  as  he  is  evaluated  and  treated  by  the  various
facilities  at  Dix,   such  as  x-ray  of  physical  therapy.
After  custody  has  been  accepted  by  the  forensic
unit,  a  psychiatric .aide  completes  cer.tain  aspects  of  the
admission  procedure.     These  include  the  recording  of  the
patient.s  rights  and  the  fact  that  information  gathered
in  the  unit  may  be  revealed  by  court  order  in  his  trial.
Privately  owned  clothing  is  stamped  for  identification  and
dangerous  objects.   particularly  those  of  metal,   are  tempo-
rarily  removed  from  the  patient's  possession.
The  patient  then  receives  a  physical  examination
from  a  physician  and  a  brief  mental  st,atus  examination  from
a  psychiatrist  or  psyc`iiiatric  resident.    His  condition  be-
fore  treatment  or  medication  will  be  impol`tant  later  as  trial
evidence.
All  the  above  happens  on  the  first  day.
Throughout  the  period  spent  in.the  forensic  unit,  a
variety  of  staff  is  available  to  the  client,  including  psy-
chiatrists,  psychologists,  nurses,  a  vocational  rehabilitation
counselor,  recreational  therapists,  psychiatric  aides.   social
workers  and  mental  health  associates.
Twenty-one  days  is  the  average  length  of  stay  in  the
forensic  unit  for  court-ordered  patients.    During  this  time
a  social  history  is  complied  through  interviews  with  the
patient  and  from  information  sources  such  as  family.   school
records,   former  employees,   etc.     In  addition,   a  battery  of
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psychological  tests  is  given  to  the  client  including  aLn
intelligence  test.  a  per.sonality  inventory  and  a  written
test  prepared  by  the  National  Institute  of  Mental  Health
to  be  used  as  a  guide  in  determining  conpetency  to  stand
trial.    Testing  for  ttrain  damage  is  also  done.
All  of  the  above  information  is  complied  and  a
''staffing"  is  held.    The  purpose  of  this  meeting  of  every-
one  involved  in  working  with  the  client  is  to  bring  all  of
the  opinions  and  information  together  and  to  finalize  recom-
mendations.    Attending  this  meeting  are  repres3ntatives  from
all  of  the  various  disciplines  who  have  been  involved  in
testing.   treating  and  counseling.     The  product  of  the  meeting
is  a  report  that  is  sent  to  the  patient.s  attorney  and  the
district  attorney.    A  copy  of  this  report  is  also  sent  to
the  mental  health  cen.ter  in  the  client's  home  county.
At  this  point  the  forensic  unit  has  completed  it's
service  to  the  court-ordered  client  and  the  sheriff.s  depart-
ment  is  called  to  return  the  |]atient .to  the  county  in  which
the  charges  originated.     However,   a  staff  member.rna,y  be  called
to  testify  in  court  concerning  opinio-ris  about  the  client.
Although  the  judge  considers  the  report  from  the  foren-
sic  unit  and  also  possible  testimony.   it  is  his  responsibility
to  reach  the  final  conclusion  and  to  rule  regarding  the  sus-
pect.s  competency  to  stand  trial.     'The  forensic  unit  serves
as  a  source  of  diagnostic  impressions  and  recommendations
about  capacity  to  starid  trial.
In  addition  to  the  question  of  competency,   two  other
~
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considerations  are  raised.
1)  Was  the  suspect  criminally  responsible  at  the
tine  of  the  alleged  crime,   that  is.  did  he  know  the  nature
of  his  actions?
2)  What  kind  of  treatment  or  rehabilitation  does  the
individual  need?
The  first  question  of  criminal  responsibility  at  the
time  of  the  alleged  crime  is  the  most  difficult  to  answer.
The  final  determination  of  an  individual's  responsibility
is  made  by  the  jury,  although  mental  health  staff  members
serve  as  expert  witnesses  and  consultants  to  the  court  on
this  question.     The  reliability  or  accurateness  of  recommen-
dations  about  the  question  is  affected  by  several  factors.
Included  is  information  abailable  to  the  clinician  concerning
the  client's  behavior  in  the  community  and  at  the  scene  of  the
alleged  crime.  details  of  the  alleged  crime.   the  client's
behavior  in  the  local  jail,  and  his  behavior  and  mental  status
during  the  time  of  observation.
If  the  client  is  found  incompetent  to  stand  trial,
he  will  stay, at  the  forensic  unit  until  the  charges  are  dis-
posed  of  or  until  he  becomes  competent.     Prior  to  the  1972
Supreme  Court  decision  of  Jackson  v  Indiana.   an  individual
could  remain  in  a  forensic  unit  indefinitely,   solely  on  the
basis  of  his  incompetency  to  stand  trial.     The  Supreme  Court
has  ruled  that  a  person  may  be  detained  in  a  mental  hospital
because  he  is  incompetent  to  stand  trial  only  for  a  r.easonable
amount  of  time   (1)   to  restore   the  person  to  competency  or   (2)
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to  determine  that  he  is.  in  all  probability,  never  likely
to  become  competent  to  stand  trial.
If  the  latter  is  the  case,   then  the  individual  must
be  committed  under  the  usual  mental  health  statutes  and  meet
criteria  for  civilly  committed  patients.
Since  the  forensic  unit  has  implemented  this  Supreme
Court  decision.   the  census  at  the  forensic  unit  has  -oeen  re-
duced  significantly.
Each  of  the  three  wards  in  the  unit  has  a  fully  ac-
tive  patient  government  program  which  provides  for  patient
input  into  the  everyday  operation  of  the  wards.     Progralns
available  to  the  patient  include  vocational  evaluation,  pre-
vocational  training,   job  placement,   therapeutic  workshop.  art
and  recreational  therapy,   chemotherapy,  and  accredited  aca-
demic  work.
APPENDIX   D
The  Forensic  Population     A  Psychologist's  Data
Highly  revealing  daLta  about  the  characteristics  of
a  forensic  population  are  summarized  in  the  Talbes  in  this
chapter.     They  are  extracted  from  a  "Psychological  Ser.vices
Report"   compiled  by  mimbers  of  the  Dorothea  Dix  Hospital
staff.     The  report  represents  data  aLccumulated  on  416  pa-
tients  admitted  to  the  Fol`ensic  Unit  between  July  1.1974
and  March  30i   1975.
This  data  is  significant  in  assessing  our  local  CliHC's
Capacity  to  treat  forensic  patients  or  in  evaluating  legal-
psychiat.ric  relationships  that  affect  the  mentally  ill  de-
fendant  or  criminal  or  respondant.
We  will  first  overview  the  important  information  the
Tables  convey;   following  that  will  be  a  discussion  of  the  in-
terpretations rclinicians  and  others.  concerned  with  forensic
patients  might  make.
Table  1   shows  that  95%  of  the  forensic  population  is
male.   57o  female.     Over  one-half   (56700  are  white.   with  447o
black.    Twenty-four  percent  of  all  patients  are  under  21  years
old.     The  mean  age  is  29  with  an  average  9th  grade  level  of
school  attendance.
Marital  status  is  depicted  in  Table  2  where  507o  of  fe-
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TABLE   I
1
General  Characteristics  of  the   Population
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divorce  occur  in  9%  of  mal`riages  for  the  female  population
and  17%  of  the  male  population.
In  Table  3  we  see  that  at  least  one-fourth  of  the
forensic  patients  are  employed  in  either  semi-skilled  or  un-
Skilled  jobs.     Only  27o  held  professional  level  positions.    Un-
employment  of  forensic  patients  was  12%  (October  1974)   when
the  North  Carolina  civilian  labor  force  had  a  4.6  unemploy-
ment  rate.
Further  analysis  indicates  that  some  40%  of  forensic
patients  la.ck  marketable  job  skills   (this  includes  the  12%
unemployed  figure).
Table  4  presents  data  on  legal  charges  brought  against
forensic  patients.  nearly  one-half  of  whom  committed  assaul-
tive  offenses  agaLinst  persons  in  the  form  of  murder,   rape,
robbery  and  aggrava.ted  assault.
Table  5  reveals  that  617o  of  assaultive  crimes  are  com-
mitted  by  individuals  under  the  age  of  34.     This  age  group  is
responsible  for  74.87o  of  major  offe.nses  against.  pr`operty.
Sixty-four  percent  of  all  other  crimes.  as  identified  by  the
North  Car.olina  Uniform  Crime  Code  Report,   are   committed  by
the  under-31  age  group.     This  is  in  keeping  with  the  national
crime  statistics  that  show  the  younger  adults  and  adolescents
commit  the  highest  percentage  of  crimes.
Table  6  and  Figure  1   combine  to  show  that  907o  of  for-
ensic  patients  in  the  population  tested  fall  below  the  loo
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-r"'North  Carolina   Inter.im  Manpohtel.  Projections   to   1980."     D8t8   ls
based  ipon  1970  Census   occupational  employment   levels  hThich  have
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auto  theft;   Other.  Offenses   =  all   other  crime   categories   cited   by
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mentally  retarded.   the  majority  of  which  (34.65)   fall  into
the  borderline  range  of  retardation  (68--83  IQ).
A  striking  thing  is  shown  by  Talbe  7  in  that  40%  of
a  sample   (N=125)   tested  for  brain  damage  showed  positive  evi-
dence  of  neurological  handicap.     This  is  far  and  away  above
the  average  for  any  random  sampling  of  the  general  population.
The  psychiatric  diagnoses  of  a  sample  of  137  foren-
sic  patients  tested  over  the  nine-month  period  Covered  by  the
tests  are  presented  in  Table  8.     These  diagnoses  have  t)een
taken  from  the  American  Psychiatric  Association  code  classifi-
cations.    Nearly  one-half  of  the  patient  sample  (43%)  were
diagnosed  Without  Psvchosisi   32%.   Personality  Disturbancei
which  includes  patients  with  alcoholic  and/or  drug  dependencyi
while  16¢  were  diagnosed,   Psychosis.     The  remaining  7%  were
diagnosed  with  a  variety  of  psychiatric  illnesses  such  as  neu-
rosis,  organic-nonpsychotic  and  transitional  situational  dis-
turbance .
Of  137  forensic  pat.ients  presented  previously  in  Table
8,   51%  are  shown  in  Tat)1e  9  to  have  psychotic  profiles  on  the
MMPI,   34¢  revealed  a  personality  disturbance  profile.  while
the  remaining  12%  showed  a  combination  of  neurotic,  normal  or
indeterminate  characteristics.
A  comparison  of  the  Tables   (8  and  9)   shows  that  of  the
51¢  who  presented  themselves  as  psychotic  on  the  MMPI,   only
16¢  of  the  sample  had  been  identified  by  psychiatric  diagnosis.
Of  the  311¢  identified  with  personality  disturbances  on  the  MMPI,
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MMPI  Protocols .for  Sample   of  Forensic   P8tlents#
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Clinical  Assessment   and  Automated   Inter re t a t ion.,
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There  are  considerable  differences  in  the  identification
of  psychosis,  whereas  there  is  marked  similarity  on  the
identification  of  personality  disturbances.
Table  10  .refers  again  to  differences  between  MMPI
psychotic  profiles  and  psychiatric  diagnoses  of  psychosis.
Of  137  valid  MMPI  protocols,   70  had  psychotic  code-types,
but  only  14  of  these  received  a  psychiatric  diagnosis  of
psychosis.     L'his  shows  56  patients  with  psychotic  profiles
on  the  MMPI  but  none  fr'on  psychiatric  diagnosis.     Also,   67
patients  received  a  non-psychotic  indication  from  the  i`iiMPI  a,nd
60  of  these  were  diagnosed  psychotic  bt  a  psychiatrist.     There
appears  to  be  marked  agreement  of  the  identification  of  non-
psychosis,   excluding  7  cases.     Forensic  psychiatrists,   based
on  this  very  limited  study,   tend  to  use  the  lmulpI  to  eliminate
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APPENI)IX    E
Modernizing  Forensic  Services
To  improve  forensic  services  Coinmunity  Mental  Health
Centers  must  follow  the  general  plan  of  mental  health  care  ap-
proved  by  the  State  Department  of  Mental  Health  and  Kept  up-
dated  by  changes  that  accord  with  new  legislation  and  local
needs.     q}he  stress  in  forensic  services  is  now  on  community
mental  health  resources  as  contrasted  with  the  former  near-
total  reliance  on  regional  or  state  facilities.    The  current
focus  is  on  promoting  mental  health  and  less  on  treating  men`.al
illness,
Until  the  past. decade.   the  focus  of  forensic  psychiatry
has  been  the  competency  issue  with  little  emphasis  on  assessing
the  needs  of  offenders  committed  for  treatment.     Consequently,
contact  between  the  mental  health  system  and  the  legal  system
has  been  very  limited.     However.  within  the  last  decade.   court
decisions  such  as  Jackson  vs  Indiana  and  Wyatt  vs  Sticknew
(the  patient's  Rights  and  Right  to  Treatment  Issues)  have  forced
the  mental  health  system  and  legal  system  closer  together  in
terms  of  recognizing  individual  offender  rights.    Cooperation
among  judicial,law  enforcement,   correctional,and  mental  health
systems  is  sorely  needl-d  to  ensure  that  forensic  patients  re-
ceive  the  treatment  they  need  and  maintain  their  civil  rights
120,
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while  in  the  forensic  facility.     The  mental  heaLlth  system
can  no  longer  a.ct  solely  as  a  judicial  agent  where  it  just
confines  people  over  a  long  period  of  time  without  due  pro-
cess  of  law.
These  recent  court  decisions  along  with  recent  chan-
ges  in North  Carolina's  General  Statutes  which  pertain  to  for-
ensic  patients  as  well  as  the  competency  standards  which  have
been  simplified  to  expedi.te  process  of  law  have  all  forced  the
State's  forensic  units  to  assume  a  more  active  role  with  re-
gard  to  the  various  agencies.    These  changes  have  resulted  in
a  reduction  in  the  patient  population  at  the  Dorothea  Dix  Psy-
chiatric  Hospital  from  around  around  two  hundred  and  seventy
to  one  hundred  twenty|  at  Cherry  rsychiatric  Hospital.   the
reduction  is  from  one  hundred  twenty-five  to  eight-four  over
the  last  two  years.
With  these  changes,   competency  is  no  longer  the  cen-
tral  issue  in  forensic  psychiatry.    The  psychiatrist  must  as-
sume  a  much  wider  role  in  the  future  than  strictly  the  court-
room  appearance.     In  fact.  forensic  psychiatry  is  no  longer  an
appropriate  title  for  the  field.    Perhaps,  a  better  term  is
social-legal  psychiatry---an  idea  that  suggests  that  the  cur-
rent  issues  in  forensic  psychiatry  are  no  longer  the  purview
of  the  psychiatrist  alone;  but  represent  an  interidisciplinary
field,
The  focus  of  intervention  must  now  be. seen  in  a  much
more  comprehensive  manner  than  in  the  past,   thus  making  the
competency  evaluation  of  the  defendant  only  a  small  part  of
the  mental  health's  intervention.    The  defendant``s  legal  situ-
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ation  becomes  an  occasion  for  the  community  to  find  effective
ways  of  intervening  in  the  defendant`s  behalf.    A  network  of
professionals  from  the  var.ious  disciplines  needs  .to  be  devel-
oped  in  or`der  to  intercept  admissions  and  channel  them  into
the  appropriate  treatment  program.    Since  mental  health  stres-
ses  the  development  of  community  resources,   the  Cunc  should
be  the  primary  target  and  agent  in  developing  this  network  of
forensic  services  since  ideally,   the  CMHC  is  in  the  position
to  most  effectively  intervene.     The  present  forensic  system
operated  by  the  Division  of  Mental  Health  has  the  following
elemental
1.  Varying  degrees  of  consultation  to  the  judicial,
law  enforcement  and  correctional  systems  at  the  state  and
local  levels.
2.  A  complete  competency  evaluation  program  at  Doro-
thea  Dix  Hospital.
3.  Custody  and  treatment  at  Dorothea  Dix  for  the  fol-
lowing  types  of  personsl     a)   persons  .found  incompetent  to  stand
trial!   b)  persono  found  not  guilty  by  reason  of  insanityi   c)
persons  from  the  other  regional  psychiatric  hospitals  who  are
non-forensic  but  who  provide  management  problems.     Broughton
Hospital  currently  operates  a  high-control  unit  and  refers  to
the  forensic  unit  at  Dorothea  Dix  only  its  most  Severe  cases.
a)  Soine  forensic  patients    are  loc!Jted  in  other  units  of  the
hospitals  that  better  meet  their  needs.     This  is  accomplished
by  joint  agreement  between  the  receiving  unit  and  the  forensic
unito
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Most  nationwide  forensic  systems  have  been  reactive
rather  than  proactive.    The  followinf  factors  have  increased
and  will  continue  to  increase  the  forces  for  change  within
the  mental  health  system.
1.  A  shift  from  treating  mental  illness  to  promoting
mental  health.
2.  A  shift  from  an  institutional  base  to  a  community
t)ase  in  the  delivery  of  services.
3.  The  increased  emphasis  on  due  process  of  law  for
mental  patients.
5.   'The  need  of  patients  and  agencies  in  the  judicial.
law  enforcement,   and  correctional  systems  for  incr.eased  mental
health  services.
6.  The  realization  that  most  patients  in  the  current
forensic    system  could  be  handled  as  well  or  better  in  the
local  programs.
7.  Legislation  passed  by  the  1973  session  of  the  General
Assembly  relating  to  pre-trial  criminal  procedures.    rhe  general
statute  was  amended  with  the  passage  of  Chapter.  15-A  entitled
"Criminal  Procedur.es  Act".   sut)chapter  10,  article  56,   entitled
"incapacity  to  Proceed".
APPENDIX   F
State  Mandat;e  On
Provision  of  Forensic  Services
by  Community  Mental  Health  Centers
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ro:             Local   Program  Directors   and  Area  Board  Chairmen
FROM:         N.    P.    Zarz ar,,,/1..i,
RE :              roRENslc   sERvlcEs
and   the  Regional  Directors
N^KHLEH     P.     Z.`flzAR.     M.D.
DIRECTofl
]n   the   fall   o-f   1973,   after   careful   study  of   t}ie   Cover-nor's   Efficiency   Study
ColTmittee   report,   the   Division  of  Mental   llealth   Scrviccs   cst.ablished   the   state
program  of   forensic   services   under   the   direction  of   a  state   director   and   an
assistant   director  with   four   regional   administrators   or   forensic   specialists
to   serve   the   four  mental   health  centers   and  directed   the   staff  of   forensic
services   to  design  a  progra]n   to   accomplish  this  goal.
At   tliis   point   and   time   in   the   development   and   implementa[ion  of   a   statewide
system  of  community  t)ased   forensic   services,   we   feel   each  local   mental   health
program  should  be   enga8ed`in   the   following   forensic   services:
I).   providing  dir:ct   services,   consultation,   and   education  on  an   agency  and
case  t)asls   to   law  enforcement,   judicial,   and  correctional   systems;
2)     developing   an  evaluation  process   geared   to   the   individual   centers`
capabilities   for  pre-trail   and  pre-sentehce  examinations;
3)     des].8ni.ng  strategy   to   Serve   as   a  "portal  of  entry"   for   all   forensic
referrals   from  the   area;
4}     working   with  other   local   commdiiity   agen.tics   and  or8a``izations,   and
I)ar[icipaing   in   the   dcvclopment  of   a  prosra]n  of  pro-tri&1   diversion
from  the  criminal   process;
5)     participacin8   in   the   development  of  guidelines   and  standards   for   ever-
improving   forensic   services.
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For   yoiir    inror»`.ition,    wl.    .il-c   ciic]o.-,iiii:   ii.]rt   o/    llic    CL.].iiiii`..Il    l'rocl`(]`irc]   ^ct,
wliicli   was    r.'ltil  il`J    ^i)i-i.I     1],1'/74    iii    (lic    sccoii(I    :;c:;.t;i{.ii   ul     lllc    l`J7J    C`!]it:I...JL
^ssc»ilily   {ilid   wliich   bccoiiics   clrcctivc   July   I,197J.      'J.lit!   i"L.ijcul.ir   |joriion   of
[hc.  bill   we   enclose   is   Sub-chapter   10,   ^rticle   56,   "I.iic:l|)i`city   to   ?rocced."
Whit.a  many   local   |`rograms   have   developed  o]`going  rclationsllips   with   the   criminal
justice   system  and   are   delivering  various  kinds  of   forensic   services,  we   feel
it   is   important   that   all   local   program     ha`ie.a  plan   to  t>e   engaged   in  activicics
to   insure   that   the   judiciary,   defense   attorneys,   probation   and  parole,law
enforcement   and  other   agencies   have   the   necessary  help   and   advice   in  acquiring
mental   and  psychiatric  services   for   their  clients.
The   forensic  services   staff   has  been  directed,   and   they  possess   the   necessary
skills,   to   assist   you   in   the  plan.ling   and  carrying  out  of   your   programs.     Please
send   your   area's   plan   [o   your   Regional   Office   by   }4.arch  3o,    1975.
Below  is   a   li.st  of  Regional   Forensic   Specialists   who   are   housed   at   the   Regional
llen[al   !lospitals :
I.like   Rieder      -South  Central   Region             829-2180
Wayne   Breedlove      -North   Central   Region             575-7576
Rod  o'Connor      -Western   Region             704-433-2522            ,
Jack   Allen  `  -Eastern  Region             735-4121
cc:     James   W.   Osberg,   N.D.,   Deputy  Director   of   Mental   Health   Services
P`obert   L.   Rollins,   N.D.,   Director   o£   Forensic   Services
Bill   llales,   MPH.,   Assistant  Director  ofForensic   Services.
Enclosure
-i
APPENDIX   G
Proposed  Forsyth/Stokes  Area
Plan  for  Forensic  Sel`vices
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DEPARTMENT  OF  MENTAL  HEALTH
Dcnnis  P.  M.igovem
A a M I N I S T f] A T a f`•                                                         March   17,1975
MEMORANDUM
TO:            Division  coordinator
F'ROM:        Dr.   George   [Iamilton,
Area  Director
Jr.t#/
r •/I-    c=.`:,..._--:i:-I.i..:I..''-`\
=|.LL=_,_--___)k.- +-= -..-,..--- =1-== -,..- ` -,.,--      I
i:ORSYTH  COUNTY
RE:            Proposed  Forsyth/Stokes   Area  Plan  For  Forensic  Services
I.       All  divisions  of  Forsyth/Stokes  Area  are  currently  providing
direct  services,   consultation,   and  education  on  an  agency  and
case  basis   to   law  enforcement,   judicial,   and  correctional
systems.     Direct  services  are  provided  at   the  clinics   in
Forsyth  and  Stokes   and   at   the  in-patient  unit  'at  Reynolds
Memorial   Hospital.
2.       Ail  divisions  of  F`orsyth/Stokes  Area  are  currently  evaluating
patients   for  pre-trial   and  pre-sentence  examinations  on  reqiiest.
Evaluations  can  t)e   scheduled  on  either  an  in-patient  or  out-
patient  basis.     Sectirity  remains   the  responsibility  of   the  re-
ferring  agency  since  our  in-patient  facility  includes  only  an
unlocked  ward;     All   evaluations   are  performed  under   the   super-
vision  of  a  psychiatrist.  ``7here  required  by  law.
3.       The.Mental   Health  Clinic   in  Forsyth  and  Stokes   Counties   serve
as  "portals  of  entry"  for  their  respective  counties.     All
forensic  referrals   should  be  made   to   the  appropriate  clinic.
4.        The  Area  Depaf tment  of  Mental   Health  stands   ready   to  work  with  other
local   agencies   and   organizations   in  the  development  of  programs  of
pre-trial   diversion  from  the  criminal  process.
5.       The  Area  Department  of  Mental   Health  is  prepared   to  participate  in   the
developTnent  of  guidelines   and   standards   for  ever-improving   forcinsic
services.
CEH/lw
P.S.        Please  discuss   thi.s  with  yoiir   staff  and   let  me  have  any
recommendations  I)y   3/30/75.
Government  Center   .   Winston.Salem.  North  Carolina  27101.   727.2421,
APPENDIX   H
North  Carolina  General  Statutes  122-551
Patients'  Rights
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Cross    Rcrcrences.     -     For    definitions          Editor's   Note.   -   The   1973   amendment
applicable tothispart. see §  122-36. As torights      inserted  ``adult"  near  the  middle  of  t.he  first
or minor patients, see § § 122-55.13.122-55.14.              sentence.
sh2||]2?-:]i.?i.in::trfee£::'trh!8¥]S€ht|j?)Eachadultpatientofatreatmentfaci]ity
(1)  Send  and  receive  sealed  mail,  and  have  access  to  writing  material,
postage, and s`idff assistance when  necessar.v;
(2)  Contact  and  consult  \`'ith  legal  counsel  and  pri`.ate  physicians  of  his
choice at his  expense.
sh9!aEtxaciiptti£%sP:%`#ti%(rd;)gE:I?oYieachadultpatientofatreatmentfacility
(1)M:ii:£onrac%mdcaa:I:::s#el:Ct8ffj:h::#r'€:eb:i#iii;C?a!':ttphr:tiieedoihftakai'#E8
(2)  Receive  visitors  between  the  hours  of  8:00  A.M.  and  9:00  P.M.  for  a
eriod of at least six hours daily, two hours of which shall be after the
Eour of 6:00  P.M.;
(3)  Make visits outside the institution unless such patient was committed
APPENDIX   I
North  Carolina
General  Si;atutes  122-56i58
Voluntal`y/Involuntary  Commitment
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35 HOSPITALS  FOR  THE  MENTALLY  DISORDERED                   §   122-55.3
to a treatment facility under Article 11 of Chapter 122 of the General
Statutes;
(4)Bpeh;sui:a°ifeg%::Ssgas;:Year:ftT:::%C:eesesk:°facilitiesandeqhipmentfor
(5)  Keep and use  his own clothing and personal possessions;
t6,i:;FFwu:;:#c::€p::eth:ncdoenrs:Egroof:]uac#S:Pseorx:;jonw;thpersonsof
(7)  Participate in  religious  worship;
(8)  Keep and spend a reasonable sum  of his own  money;
(9)Rceh¥tearEo°#tvheeh'€]een8:i|esrftlic£:;Se,unlessotherwiseprohibitedby






Resources to prevent passa
no restriction may be place
i§::6i:o;n;s:e:::::)i:tdhtsfi::p::it:e:;S:,ih£]C:e#e:t:ia::ne:ttht§:t:h:e}°prEnte::vri`!]:#\#i:l}chc]oTEi:e:::b¥,I:J;i
Editor's   Note.   -   The   1973   amendment      Resources"  following  "guardian"  in  the  third
inserted "adult"  in  the  introductory language      and      rift.h     `sentences     of     subsection      (d),
in    subseet.ions    (a)    and    a)    and    near    the      substitutc`d``60days"ror``30days''andde]etedI    beginning    of   subsiict,ion    (c),    deleted    "t,he      "detailed"  preceding  "reason"   in   t,he  fourth
patient  and"  prc€eding  "t,he  patient's  next  of      sent,ence  or subsection  (d)  and  added  t,he  last
kin"    and    "and    the    Sceretary    of   I]uman      sentence of subsection (d).
iEe¥c::¥i5:n:;:,::.::cr::ii,;,¥si:o:.:I::,;I;iset,::fi,:::|hi|::o,:n!'fus:jci:i;:,Fn:s;:::'ii:rc#cieer:;:;i,c;`;it!!r reasons  therefor  sh:Ill  be  rccordcd  in  t.he  patient's  hahilit.ation  or  t,rcat,ment
133
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•£Ladn.aE`:.Cr|ttpeantjennottc::'iho°n;%fressut:a:noebdsc°rr`.:::C;:d:£ai!]ab':bne]a°dbesc[rnveE,:r38¥;C.,nntt',¥
treatment record. (1973, c. 475, s.1.)
be§iniii:-£5.3.po¥Saen:.fpca°tie¥:.a(]i87u3?£cS.h4F5e,nst)Tfrorpora)Punishmentshal|not
sh§ii]2h2;::.5t.heD::#att;°Frc°aft,Eel,::yin°c|urdj#
rgg.ardless ?f <?.ge,.dog.ree..of r.etardation or m6nt.al  illness.  Each  patient has the
i°caT:aaitTaernct.aTdEhaacbhii,Pt:::i:i:
right to an  indi`.idualized' \`.ritten  treatment or habilitation  plan-settin
program which will develop or restore his capabilities. (1973, c. 475, s.  1.i forth a
E_ach _patient  shall  have  a  right  to  be  free  from  unnecessary  or  excessive
a::i{;i3ij:0.n_N:;t±e€rcua8t:6nsgffiim::dicdai;i°nTs€ehrae]|:::eE:I;:g£SwErtE:Snhomr3::
6, 7.)
Bditor'§   Note.   -  The   1973   amendment      word  "patently,"  the  amendment  referred  to
rewrote    the    fir-st    paragraph    and    deleted      "]ine6ofthesecond paragr.aph."The reference
"patently"   prciceding   "compc.t,ent"   near  the      u.as plainly to line six of the paragraph as set
middle  or  the  fourt,h  `sent,ent`e  of  the  second      out, in the 1973 Cumulat,i`'c Supplement, rather
paragra|)h.   In  directing   the   delet.ion   of  the       tlian  in  1974  Replacement  Volume  38.
.   §   122-55.7.  Rightto ci`'il remedies. -All
lnc.om|)etiint under (`,h{_i|)t{>r  35 of tlie Giinc.ral `€`t` l,i:`]'::,%e;i]CdcI,)Tto{hr:,S:oardejd`'{]jc,`:,tgc;d,
8:fha:::ti.`:,'iis:cat'i]urncst.`iitg$3-,Cc:{|'+T5e,:i8i?)tsasanyothercitiEL.nofNorthcaro|inato
§§  122-55.8  to  122-55.12:    Reserved for future codification  purposes.




§   122-56 :    Repealed by  Session Laws  1973, c. 723, s. 2.
Editor's Note.-The  repealed  section  was





Under  the  Provisions  of  Art.  4,  Chapter
122,   N.C.G.S.,   effective    May    23,    1973,   a
Minor   May  be   Vountarily  Admitted  to  a
North   Carolina   Treatment   Facility   Upon
His   Parents'   Request   but   Without   His
Consent.-See  opinion  of  Attorne}.  Geileral
to   Mr.   R.   G.   Frye,   Jr.,   43   N.C.A.G.   161
(1973).
Articles  4  and  5A,  c.   122,   N.C.G.S.,  Do
Not   Revoke   the    Authority   Which   G.S.
7A-286(6)  Vests  in  a  District  Court  Judge
Exercising   Juvenile  Jurisdiction   to  Secure
placement  of  a  Juvenile  Needing  Residen-
tial   Care   and   TI.eatment   for   Mental   Im-
pairment  in  an   Appropriate   Facnity.-See
opinion    of    Attorney    General    to    .\{r.    R.
Patterson      Webb,      Di`iision     of      Mental
Health,   Department  of  Human   Resources.
43   N.C.A.C.   163   (1973).
Art§ci:,2s2h-afi6i2e.anp.en:e:,`ttafi°#isj=s(.aisTdheef]::3r€:;Tse.nt}a22;.]3%e(Sds)"aansdu.::fei::etthy:,:
as defined in G.S.122-36(c) .
vo(u:n,'ta:y::d,:;v,o?:r:qso`;pqte:ras:::r:::ata;:if`:I:s::f:aacii,i,tty::suferdti::e:hsi:a;rtT.e|::s:.hae"phear;:n,hseees:::
n]e(adn;nia: d::::g i,?trGe:?;]]ezT?-3f:{ifi]}t.y,»  as   tised  in  this  Article,   shall  mean  any
hospital  or  institution  operated  by  the  State  of  North  Caroliiia  and  designated  for
the admission  of any  person  in  need  of  care  and  treatmeiit  due  to  iiient,il  il!iiess  or
i;e:a;:i;;r:;::r;:::o:i;¥iiis¥sa,§i:ini:o;;b:;i:a:8i;:}rh:e°:Pse'::it:eer§{::i!;;ihdosii:r::i;,'::¥§etE::¥Cga:::::iii:i
t&eroTisnyac'ka:,I,`]CorTa:ai:;ons8pi:anidatR&e:#£,€irtfeorraatd£]iessso°nutohr¥;::i:i:|]:t}T:[tat




ther  ps}.cliiatiic  e\.aluation  by  tlie  treatme]it   facility.  If  tlie  evaluating  ph.\.sjcian  or
3g;'cS,;]:;at:iscse':.:a','ufteitoenrna;':hte''i:c;'t':e:,Ctrsf::i,i:}.,'`:te;I;e:::,is°,:a!,re,:::`'§:ta::e;'iterih::




39                                    I]ospi+ALS  F`OR  Tl]E  MEr\'TAI.LT  DISoRDERED                  §   122-58.1
:#::aecr;i:ot#'s°hra#:to:hbeep::::Ft:d;]]ag°atB:t?eenn:f{:tgc7d3,b¥.tFg3:rs.air:.nioa8V4:;]ab]e.




evidence in an involuntary commitment proceeding. (1973,
§  122-57: Repealed by Session  Laws  1973,  c.  1084.
Revision of Article. - See same catchline
under §  122-56.1.
ARTICLE  5.
Admission  by  Medieal  Certrfecation.
§   122-58:   Repealed by Session La\i7s 1973,.c. 726, s. 2.
Editor'8 Note.  -Session  Lau's  )973, a.  723.
ratified    Miy    23,    1973,    repealed    §    1`?2-56.
renumbered    §   122-57   as   122-59   and   created
three   new   sections   dcsiLJnated   as   §§   ]22-56.
122-57  and  122-58.  The  codiri..r  has  designated
the  three  new  sections  as  §§   122-56.I,  122-56.2
and  122-56.3  and  has  riot  r{.numl>i.ri.d  §  122-57.
Session  Lauts  1973. c.  726,  s. 2. ratifit!d  M:iy  23,
1973, rt`pealed  §§  122-58 and  122-59; the codirier
:5m::iti'i`:Ptr;\:,:finae'`:ice;oTiTi`,;i]i`s+`hnet#'
has construed  this  repeal  to  refer  to  §§  122-58
and  122-59  as they appear  in  Volume  38 of the
Gcincral   St.atutes   and    the    1971    Supplement
thereto.
R(`pc`alt.d   §   122-58   \`.as  amended   by  Session
Lam.a ]973, c. 673, s.15.
Stjited  in  I]atJins v.  R..dc`'eloi)ment Comm.n,
275 N.C. 90,165 S.E.2d 490 (1969).
ARTICLE   5A.




Re`.i§ion  or ArLiclc. - Session  I.a\`'s  1973,      efrt!{tive 60 days after ratirication, re`.ised and
c.    1408,   ratified   April    12,    1974,   and   made       rcu.rote   this   article.   substituting   present   §§
136
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122-58.1    through     ]22-58.]8    for    former    §§
122-58.1 through 122-58.8. No att,empt has been
made to point out the changes affected  by t,he
revision, but where appropriate, t,he historical
citations to the sect.ions of the former Art,icle
have been  added  t,o corresponding sections  in
the Article as revised.
Hovisiom   of   Article   5A   A|tplicable   to
Involuntary Commitment or an  Inebriate. -
See  opinion  of  Attorne}.   Gcncral   to   Dr.   N.P.
Zarcar,   Division   of   Mental   I]ealth   Scrviccs,
Department of Human  Resourceg,  43 N.C.A.G.
177 (1973).
40
There  i8  no  Minimum  Age below  Which  a
Pcrcon May r`'o. I}c lnvolunt.flrily Committed
to   a   Nortb   C&rolim   Trcatm.n.   Facility
under  the  Provisions  or Article `5A.  Chapter.
]22.  N.C.G.S..  F,rrective  September  I.   1973.
-  S..e  o|iinion  or  Attorney  General  to  Mr.  R.
a.  Fr}te, Jr..  43 N.C.A.G.161  ( 1973).
Elibible   VeteraD   May   Be   lnvoluntorily
Committed     u.tidcr     A[.ticle    to    Veteran8'
Administration.  IJospiha].   -   See  o[iinion  of
Attornt.y   General   to  Mr.   Hal   H.   Walker,  43
N.C.A.G.  60 (]973).  S(I..  §  ]22-58.15.
§  122-58.2.  Definit,ions. - As `ised  in t,his Article:
(I)T#a:sE¥!]:y::lj`(i;:i§§#asct}:o°tp::i,r¥g;i:'#:]]t:e:r;Sh:#esfo°tp`j.omvj,tdeed}:£tthh°esj:
(2)  TtE:yw£:gsg`;`j::b;rn!e&;. a]r2d2.`;%];e:ntad] illness" have the same meaning as
(3)"oLf?;¥eeer:::rdcesTaet:th;:£fj:ae;';atT:ia£;n.S(h]egr7j€:'c.$28,ust.yi;:#£f;s.¥');Ce
§  122-58.3.  Afridavit and petition before clerk or magistrate; custody




C°rbn)ty|fa:#ecf::rkko°rr ::gis:::::. finds  reasonable grounds  to believe that the
fma:ista?!}C¥,e]doin;nt:gr;aaftfj.daa#t;iri;tnreunet];,nga:hg%:otuhset:eiT?inns:ffntor!Sotphre°rbs?b|¥
shall  issi-e  an  order  to  a  ]a``J-enf)rcement officer  to  take  t,he  respondent  int,o
custody for examinat,ion b.v a qualified physician.
the  c]crk  or  magistrate  issues  a  custody  order,  he  shall  also  make
iry, as soon  as  may  be and  in  any  manrier deemed  reliable, as t,o whet,hf:r
shalr::#:#: rj:si]|€;8ictnhtis"i'itqhjTr}{bt: t'#::Tj:E. Of G.S.  7A450. A  magistrate
af{fd)a#baerrfo[fcn:n`;ho°rfji:.ifi8:ta|ii[:`zdt.dp?6`'Sa{££rniTL:¥oeaxtehcsit}e]et|sen°oatt:ett}:;:::
i3oa8?%:3:)before the CIcrk or magistrate for this purpose. (1973, c. 726, s.  1; c.
Ph}.sician  Vl'ho  ls  Licens.d  Other Thiin  in       Gcncral  to  Dr.  N.P.  Z:irzar.  Di`'ision  of Mental
North  Carolina  and  \\'ho  ls  Prtlcticing  ``.ilh        litialth  Si.r`.ici`s.  43  N.C.A.G.  400 (1974),  issued
V.terans      ^dministrfltion      ls      "Qu:ilified       uridcrlhisArticlcpriorto its l973re`.ision.
Plrysician".    -    See    opinion    of    At(orne}i
§  122-58.4.  Duties     or     law-nforcemen(     ofricer;     examination     by




l]OSI'lTALS  F`OR  TllE  MI1; NTALLY  DISORDERED                     §   122-58.6
iEq;Is,::ii¥is!#:i:e;s:,::;sf:a:,:,a;vo:i;a,i;e#:,:?i,?i:ccc#,,T:::T#;in,,:onfrta|iiy:ac:a:i,:t;tii,i:t;enrl,i::
tis:!o:ng;ni%t:gge:tnu:p::::#.|!:n:,'ii,iE:ei:c;;;tcii!t:hiiff:#;i:Y!,i;:,cia:;thhp:ra::cl:i¥fj'::tia:I:n:.;e;
jail or other penal facility.                                                        -.
(b)  If the affiant who obtained t,he custody order is a qualified ph.`'sician, the
examination  set  forth  in  subsect.ion  (a)  is  not  rcquircd.  In  t,his  case,  the  law-
enforcement  officer  shall   t,ake  t,he  respondent  diri`ctly   to  a  ment,al   health
facility described in subsection (c).
:E(£Cii;I::;n:y:.a:ire:i!:w:i}j§]i:;;:#Ea:i:ts;aa;it:e:r:!£C:S{d¥tdn;egnc:noitsfs::p:r.::s:#fsao[rbf:oef
inebriate,   or   is   not   imminently   dangerous   t,o   himself  or  others,   the  law-
enforcement officer shall release him, and t.he proceedings shall be terminated.
If the ph}'sician finds t,hat the respondent is mentally ill or an  inebriate, and is




facility  designated  by  t,he Division  of Ment,al  Hcalt,h  Services for custod}'  and
treatment of t.he mentally ill and inebriate, and immediately notify the clerk of
superior coi]rt of his act,ions.
(d)  The  findings of t,he qualified  physician  and  t.he  facts on  which  they  are
based,   shall   be   in   writing,   in   all   cases.   A   copy   of  the   findings   shall   be
transmitt,ed  to the clerk of superior court by the most rcliab]e and cx|)editious
means. If it cannot be reasonably anticipated that the clerk will receive the copy
cWo{ihinun4i:a{e°`i:Sf##gstt;omtehet':i%trk;tby"|%iegigonnce?'(itgh7%,%?}'§;:i:.ni;ScT|o3:Ss:
1.)
§  122-58.5.  Duties  of  clerk  of  superibr  court.   -  Upon   receipt  of  a
qualifjcd  ph}'sician's  finding t,hat  a  respondent  is  mentally  ill  or an  inebriate,
and  imminently  dangerous  t,o  himself  or  others,  the  clerk  of  superior  court
shall,  upon  (]irection  of  a  dist.rict  court  judge,  assign  counsel,  if  necessary,
calendar t.he  mat,t,cr for ht!aring,  and  notify  the  respondent and  counsel  of the
time and place of I,he hi.ai.int;J. Notice must bc Lri\'en at least 48 hours in ad\'ance,





from  u.hicli  t,hc. respondcint  ``'as  sent.  Unless  t.he  rcspondcnt  provides  his own
138
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.:r3!,;s:?i:dtna?t:c:onu;nett:yreij:i':rcnenaf#ri:s3::e:n:t:;c:r::i:.::!#aa?i,:st:udur;bo,tnhh3i:roe:s:Tn:sgei,nfa::ta:ti!n:
:ourt, he may be t,aken int.o custody and :`c.t,urned to the rclcasing facility by any
;£¥,-,e:£rs:¥:':it°efdf!f:rc:EL#t?:g°#:C]J;u.g:J;,.pDe:yos#ne::hs;Pc°hntdheeni;Sa:;nn:eLe:S:
be held.
(b)  The  findings of the  qualified  physician  and  the  fact,s  on  which  they  are




be(g),a8tned6rder  of  the  presiding  judge,  the  solicitor  (dist,rict  attorney)  Shan
represent the I)etitioner.
(c)  The  respondent  shall  be  represented  by counsel  of his choice,  or,  if he  is
indigent  wit,hin  the  meaning  of  G.S.  7A-450,  or  refuses  to  retain  counsel  if
financiall}' able to do so, b}' counsel appointed b}r the court.
(d)  Wit,h t,he consent of the court, counsel  ma}' in \`.riting \\'aive t,he presence
of the respondent.
(e)  Certified   copies   of   reports   and   findings   of   qualified   physicians   and
medical records of the mental ht.alth faci]it}' are admissible in evidence. but t,he
respondent's r:ght t,o confront and cross-examine \\it,ncsses shall not be denied.
(f)  Hcarings  may  be hc]d  in  an  appropriate room  not  used  for t,reat,ment of
Pta;t:e]notcsai:dth\:;The;:tit:::,`tige{:Cj`:;dt.;;i;:i"its;:rh]ctth,eorreinp°tnhdeejp`:d;:,ep:i:h8atiebaet:sd.'if
hearing   shall   not   be   held   in   a.   regular   courtroom,   over   objection   of   the
in the `discrction of a judge, a more suit,able place is available.
shall  be closed  to the public,  unless the respondent request,s
otherwise.
(h)  A cop.`t of all documents admitted and, where applicable, a transcript of
oral  testimon}'  considered  shall  be furnished  b.\.  the clerk to the respondent on
request. If the respondentis indigent,  the transcript shall be pro\.ided at State
e.`(ngnE:. suppert. a  sommitment  order,  the  court  is  required  to  find,  by  clear,
::8dejni'£rnde;:in}?'hnac:::'reo`L;sd::Chei':::itftohreortehsc¥sTdTeLnet::SUE:Biaa`iti.`'r`:::rrdE:a:rf[aacttes'
u.hich support its findings. ( 1973, c. 726, s.I; c.1408, s.I.)
/
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community  facility.  (1973,  c.  1408,  s.  1.)
!r:e§?e!fn::;':1t::i:iEat:,:si.:t;h;n,;c;fat:`ci:sr¥;tii?I;!ejr:?sr;c:ei:o:o;fee.iff:¥3u::ri;t!:i+a;ii,:,!a!




# atE%e%]6urt  finds.  t,hat  the   respondent   is   not  in   nee:   of  conti-nued
:oof;;:f'jf£:j°d|;cobra:£,e°:!E%:;esnhtaiiarbee'itu::;-;]ieudncb?},n€it:°cn,%]r]¥gis::8:gjeorh;c:L'rAt
of the county or original commit,ment and the facility from which the respondent
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§   122-58.12                  NORTH  CAROLINA  MENTAL  I-lEALTl]  LAWS                                              44
!iio::S:e},I:;:His:nrd¥:t::Ci|:tatc!?:n:i:f:3'u¥{}:e::#:;:aeii::r:a:f#¥]eisis'd£!hic:lee;;r§if!e;n:,:::c:i¥|u§;Cie#i
E
eriod. The procedures and standards for the rehearing are the same as for the
rst rehearing. Any recommitment ordered shall be for only such period of time
if;?rnft;:ei:ed:i:fea:c;Tit:y;tcb;:r:dniefesTf:od:€o:uftis!iierg:efb.yt:i£9#:e:f¥€:;Ts:d];;C:::::`;1,C::]°.;
Ac'tual    h'otice    of    R..h.Sting    F{equired        J:i{.ob,  Jr.,  Br()ugh(on  J]osL)ital.14.\..C.A.G.  33
Absentwaiv.r orconsent to.Nonser`rice. -       `1974).
Set. opinion  of Attoi.nc..\.  Gi`neral  to  ^\1r. J.  Laird
lil:;a!in:ii:n::-;::!iice;io;:,,;i:t:£:::i:¥j(::,9i:r:;f:;;h£;ij:o;!n;i:2ioi::tiii:::::;,i!is;:;;s:o:;f#iE%3g!aii,ti;
Bditor's I\'ote. -Pursuant, to Session I.aws      substituted for "solicitors" in subsection (a) as
1973,  c.  47,  s.  2,  "district  attorneys"  has  been      enacted  by  Session  I.aws  1973,  c.  1408, s.  1.
:ge:¥c:¥t:a:u:irB;ij:¥E]|giot:C£°#i:h;::n:is:off§'£¥r.I=:.::¥s€]i;§ehd€:I:8::c::an::§Eio::it'#j
:3:dffi:'=¥Svro°,:,ti:ne;xfc:?,%:;n(3ioti.dnasyi;::.usi'dc`scii;erdreT|c::ic.i:'y,haep::Peparsiian:





45                                     IIOsp]T.ALs  r`oR` TIIE  MENTALLy  DisoRDERED                 §    122-58.18
§¥a§r:e[s:£¥§::iooyn;.:::n:i::£:£S;%o]:§{g:t;h::t;:f,5c{;;:¥,{±£e¥r`g[,i;t§::`;e:,§c;:i,::o£:e:;:;3;:o:n:i;[§
tram_sportation; if a respondent resides outside of the County, t,he city' (or i.oun
as the case _may_be)  in  which  he  is  taken  into custody  has  the dut-y  to prov




ending  a  dist,rict  court  hearing,  and  for'commit,ment  subseTquent  to  such  a





Editor.s Note. -Session I.av`'s 1973. c.1408,
ratified  April  ]2,  1974,  was  made  effect,jve  60
days after ratirication.
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the  community,  and  hc  cannot  b{]  ot,hcr\\.ise  propcrl.y  rc`strained,  he  may  be
#e?o::;jiyb|:o:Ei!:liuzftdi,a:i..t.r.e;`tsc:fi,i,nb,iErri.`,v?,:s?.hn'':!Ltaj:c::a:.v,::sh['iista`.I;roe:
(1963, c.1184, s. 2.)
§  122rfe5.2.  Authorization    for    admission    of   patients   to    PsychiRtric
Training  and  Research  Center  at  North  C8ro]ina  Memorial  Hospital.  -
The Ps.vchiatric Training and  Rcsear('h Ci]nter  at t,he  South  Wing  of the North
Carolina   Memorial   IIospital   at   Chapel   Hill   shall  be   aut.horized   to   rcccive
alleged  mentally  ill  persons hospitali7.cd  for obser\'alion  and  treatment,  in  the
sanle  mannc`r  as  a  State  hospital.  The  clerk  of  the  court  shall  not,  howe\'er,
§::::i:::(Zieg;%,t:.i:2C7&?::r2;"i!Sgf,uct.t5h]C],asp.P6r;°]Vga!3?fc.tT:8E,!rst.C2t.:r°fthclnpatient
§§   ]22-65.3,122-65.4:   Repealed  b}. Session Laws  1973, c.  726, s.  2.
Editor.s  r`'ote.   -   Ri.pc`aled   §   122-65.4   \`.as
amended  b}-Session La``-s  1973, a. 673. s.1!).
§   122-65.5.  Withdrawal  of  petition.   -  The  petitioner   in  proceedings   to
determine  \`'hcther or  not a person  is  a  fit sul)ject  for care  and  t,rcatment in  a
State hospital  may, at any time bcifore the proposed patient has been admitted
to the particular Stat.e hospital,  \`.ithdraw  such  petition  by  filing  ``.ith  t.he clerk
of  the  superior  court,  in  \\.riting  a  motion  t,o  this  effect.  The  clerk  \\ith  the
#:i,tit.enn.`c,?[::nstucofih.e,i.c:ai:I;I,I:f,e£:`t'|::ciparn.sce:sdi3:,:hsohr!iFdbet3..:Eoe`Jas,u::
end. (]945, c.  952,  §. 25;  1947, c.  537, s.16;  1963, c.1184,  s.  2.)
Editor.§ Note.  -The  ]963 act inst.rting this
Article dt.signaled this sec`tion as  §  ]22-66.
ARTICLE   7A.
Chronic .Alcoholies.
§  122-65.6.  Definitions.  -  For  the  purposes  of  this  Article,  t,he  following
definitions shall apply:
(":ccohurrotnt;ocha£:.Oehtoh`;c;;,ih.,.3:'`;'::.::dqFi};npi:]soO\T.n"'ahsoc#:3nbi:ean|cfoohuon|fsE:¥any
(2)  "Chronic   alcoholism"   shall   in.lan   t.he   chronic   and   habitual   use   of
alcoholic   bc`.crages   b}'  a   pc`rson   to  the  extent  that  he  has  lost  t,he
po\`rer of self-colitrol  \`'ith rL`spcct  to the use of s`lch  be\Ji.rages;
(3)  `.Court" shall  incan  eithi.r  t,he district  or superior court division  of the
G..neral  Court of Jiistice. (1967, c.1256,  s.  2;  1973, c.108,  s. 77.)
Editor.§    Note.    -    The    1973    ant.`n`lm.nt       St.1te,  t`xc(.pt  a  justi(..i  or  the  |icace  or  mat.or's
rc\`.rote   siihdi\'ision   (3),   u.hit.h.  form{.rl.\.   rt.ad:        (.ourt."
•..Cour('    shall    iiii.nn    an.\'    trial    t.{iiirt   or   this
§  122-65.7.  Jurisdiction  or  trial  court  o`'er  persons  acquitted  of  public
drunkenness by reason of chronic alcoholism.  -(a)  Any court bcforc \\.hich
a  pi`rson   is   ac(iuittt.d  of  I,`ll)lie  (lruilkcnnt}ss   b.\'  reason  of  (.hr{)nic  al('oho]ism
ma}.  rt`t,{`in j`irisdii.lion  o\'cr  siich  p{`I.son  for |j\]rposcis  of treat,miJnt.  U|jon  such
£Cft:c:i::+o:,:`ea£:::::I;;,:;nt{.re„;t;8#:ra£;,:t:;:::I::t:.:r:C.r{:t{hfrnnac:t:°c::ar:<:[t:;,Zs:u:Ptsb:5;]uttchhje:
authority   of   this   Article.   In   the   c\.{int   that   the  cl`ronic   alcoholic  docs   not
compl}'  ``'ith  or is  not responsi\..` to the act,ion I)ri`sc.ribl`d b}'  the court., the c()`lrt
APPENDIX  J
North  Carolina  Minimum  Standards
for  Forensic  Programming
1try
Subjectl     New  Standards  for  F`orensic  t'rogramming
Froml            Department  of  Human  Resources,   Division  of  Mental
Health
Forl              Community  Mental  Health  Centers  of  all  North  Caro-
lima  Area  I`llental  Health  Programs
Standard  8
The  Community  Mental  Health  Center  shall  facilitate  the  pr`o-
vision  of  appropriate  services  to  the  criminal  justice  sys-
tem  and  the  client  within  this  system.
Factor  li   The  CMIIC  shall  facilitate  the  provision  of  de-
velopmental  or  psychia.trio  services  to  the  crimi-
nal  justice  system  for  their  clients.
Factor  2!   The  CMHC  shall  work  with  the  appropriate   judicial
system  to  develop  and  designate  the  center  as  the
portal  of  entry  for  forensic  clients  into  the  men-
tal  health  system.
Factor  31   The  CMHC  shall  provide   three  broad  categories   of
forensic  service  progr`ammingi     consultation  and
educationi   evaluation  and  recommendationi   and  treat-
ment  services.
a.  Consultation  and  education  services  shall  in-
elude:   1)   consultation  to  those  persons  (at-
torneys,   judges,   etc.)   involved  in  refer.ring
alleged  offenders  to  appropriate  agencies  for
pre-trial  evaluation.   treatment,. or'  reha`oili-
tation.     2)  Consultation  to  those  persons  in-
volved  with  the  juvenile  and  adult  offenders
::::t::ef::md±X::::::a€::#.th;)j#::::%±ofr:;d
training  opportunities  for  other  agencies  re-
lative  to  mental  health  programs.   problems,
resources  and  procedures  for  acquiring  ser-
vices,
b.  Evaluation  and  recommendation  sel`vices  shall
include!     1)   Pre-trial  evaluation  of  competency    .
to  stand  trial;   2)  Evaluation  as  to  treatment
needs  as  an  aid  to  the   judiciary.     3)   Pr'e-sen-
tence  evaluation  and  recommendations  when  re-
quested  by  the  criminal   justice  system.
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c.  Treatment  services  shall  consist  of  the  fol-
:::in!n3:#:::::s;ndl:r3:3g?ti;n:ns::I:::ss:::
vices  either  at  a  local  designated  facility  or
the  Central  Forensic  Unit  at  Dorothea  Dix  Hos-
pitali   3)  Emergency  services  to  locally  incar-
cerated  clients.
Factor  41     The  CMHC  shall  insure  that  all  forensic  services
are  in  compliance  with  limitation  of  security  re-
quired  by  the  cour.t,   law  enforcement  and  correc-tional  authorities.
APPENDIX   K
The  North  Carolina  Mental  Health  Association.   Inc.
Hospital  Evaluation  Interview  Form
I.     While  I  was  in  the  Psvchiatric  Hospital:
A.     I  Feel     hat  The  Doctors.   Social  Workers  and  Other
e)     other
e)     other
"  i}   §iii::Ffifr=¥;;;i:#!:i:j§::i=;;nts with procedures
8.     Mv  Treatment.   Medical  and  rs.vcholog:icall
B-1    :)    #:S  £=:fu:±gL:#::ined
c)    was  not  explained  clearly
:)
was  technically  explained  as  if  I  wer.e  a  doctor
Other
a-2    a)    was  good  for  my  particular  illness
b)     could  have  been  given  in  my  home
c)     was  explained  but  never  carried  out
a)     was  not  helpful  to  me
e)     other
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C.     The  Time   I   Would  Be   In  The  Hospital  Wasl
e)     other
C-2   i)   i:§u¥::;#§e::r:#§:i::i:eated
a)     should  have  been  much  longer
e)     other
D.      _ry_h_?n   I   Needed   Tq_ra|k   With   Some_onel_
D-1    :)    3::i:£:  :£3  £:::£::n£:r]::::::3n::dw::I:dLS:ten
help
c)     I  was  la.ughed  at  by  doctors  and  attendants
:i    :tx::  listened  toi  but  got  no  help
a.     rhe  Physical  SetuD  of  the  Hospital  Made  Mv  Stavi
E-1     a)     very  uncomfor.table  because  of
1.    The  bedsl    hard|  dirty
2.    the  foodl    cold|  monotonous_   unavai+
1able|   tasted t>adLi was  spoiled_
2:    t#: :::5::::u::o¥£::  Its:dh::rfeartoo  coidi
8:
the  lack  of  comfortable  chairs
nothing  to  do...no  crafts
7.    no  reading  materials
8.    noise  &  bothersome  behavior  by  other  patients
9.   ±:i::I £::i:i:i:;!as£:±grfeL=°°rLy Venti-
10.     I  wore  my  own  clothes  but  they  were  not
kept  clean
11.     no  phone
12.     no  writing  paper
13.     no  privacy
14.     other
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a)     comfortable  becausei.
1,     clean
2.     private
2:    3:i:tcomfortable
5.     food  varied,   available  when  needed  and
tasted  good
6.     telephone  available
7.     I  would  wear  my  clothes_they  were  kept
8.   :::#T#te letters
9.     crafts  and  handwork  available
10.     bathrooms  availa.ble  and  clean
11.     com for.table  and  attractive  furniture  in
dayrooms.
I.     Mv  Family  Was§
their  fault
e)     was  not  allowed  to  help  in  treatment
F-3    8) was  forced  on  me  when  I  did  not  want  to  see  them.
was  not  called  when  I  needed  them
a)     was  welcome   to  visit  me  at  anytime
a)     was  never  .helped  to  understand  how  they  could
help  me.
e)     other
F-4   :y
:i   :::i::§h;:§o:i:::i:::S::::::d:3:rstand why  I
became   ill
e)     other
G.     If  I  Become   Ill  Againl
family  feels!
good  about  the  service  I  received  inthe  hospital
would  willingly  return  to  the  hospital
would  never  return  to  the  hospital
feel  the  hospital  made  me  worse
would  return  to  the  hospital  only  if  committed
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G-2     a)  '   I  would  want  to  stay  home  so  I   could  go  to  the
local  mental  health  clinic  f or  help
b)     I  would  not  want  to  be  treated  at  the  local
clinic I
1)   because   they  do  not  have  good  doctors  and
social  workers
;) #!:::i::::::i::i#3:o:3 get there
5)   the  doctors  and  social  workers  tell  my  friends
what  I  tell  them
;)
8)   it  ivould  be  easier  for  my  family  to  be  helped
to  understand  the  treatment  needed  by  me.
9)   the  treatment  would  be   too  slow  because  I
could  get  help  only  once  a  week.
H.     After  Beim=  In  rhe  Hospital  I  Feeli
H-1     :)     =fw±L±e:;V:;  ::t%e#e  treatment  recommended  by
the  doctors  and  social  workers,   I  will  get  better
€)   :::i:::::::1::k:e:H :::t::c£:;Hal  frequentlyb tteri
e)    :3i:°i8°#ilrst  visit  to  the  hospital  and  I  will
never  have  to  go  back
f )    I  feel  that  I  an  cured
the  cost  of  treatment  at  home  is  too  great
my  family  would  not  want  it  known  I  was  getting
help
I  could  have  gotten  well  with  no  help
I  am  well  but  not  because  of  help  given  at  the
hospital.
I.     I  Went  lo  the  HosT)ital  Voluntarily  Bull
I-1    a)     I  wanted  to  leave  and  was  tolds
;i  :  §§§1!:n§:::!e:!gi:::::=:e:Lt:he  hospital
and  could  not  call  my  lawyer
4)   If  I  left  I  could  never  come  back
GliossARY
Chemotherapyl     The  use  of  chemical  medications   to  alleviate




Collaterall     person  related  by  blood,   law  or  special  signifi-
cance  to  a  patient  or  client.
Coping  mechanisns!     automatic  or  instinctive  and/or  consciously
directed  physical  and  mental  responses  to  challenging  situations
in  which  survival  and  well-being  are  at  stake.
Forensicl     of  or  pertaint  to  the  coul`ts;   legal  action;   the  per-
sons  involved  with  such.
Forensic  psychiatryl     any  involvement  of  a  mental  health  pro-
fessional,   e.g.,   psychiatrist,   psychologist.   socia.i  worker.
n'urse.   in  the  evaluation.   testing.  and  treatment  of  a  respon-
dent.   defendant  or  convicted  criminal  to  assist  a  judge  or  jury
or  prison  official  in  determining  the  mental  status  and  capa-
city  to  undergo  trial  or.  incarceration.
Mental  retardationi     refers  to  subnor.mal  genel`al  intellectual
functioning  which  originates  during  the  development  period  and
is  associated  with  the  impairment  of  either  leal`ning  and  social
adjustment  or  materation,   or  both.
MMPII     Minr,eapolis  Multiphasic  Personality  Inventory:     a  564-
question  questionnaire  that  compares  individual  results  against
Character  traits  of  previously  diagnosed  nor.mal  and  abnormal
populations .
Neurosisl     contrasted  to  psychosis.   in  which  one  experiences
neither  gross  distortion    or  misinter`pretation  of  external  re-
ality  nor  gross  personality  dis
is  generally  aware  that  his  men::f7gi::::::i fen:::::::g !:r:::
paired  and  desires  relief  from  the  symptoms
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Personality  disorderl     a  condition  characterized  by  deeply  in-
g:?i:::n:a!:d3E:iI:ypE:::rgsy:fo!::a:i3rn:3::i::es;:;::::ively
Generally.   they  are  life-ling  patterns.   often  recognizable  t)y
the  time  of  adolescence  or  earlier.
Proactivel    basically  opposite  to  reactive;  a  positive,   for-
ward-looking  action  that  prevents  system  or  precess  deterior-
ation.
Protocoll     a  record  of  the  psychological  assessments  of  an
individual  personality
Psychosisl     mental  functioning  is  impaired  in  so  gross  a  man-
ner  that  one  cannot  meet  the  ordinary  demands  of  life.     The  in-
pairment  may  result  from  a  serious  distortion  of  one's  capacity
to  recognize  realityi   alterations  of  mood  may  be  so  profound
that  one  cannot  respond  appropriately  to  exter:ial  or  internal
stimulii   decits  in  perception,   language  and  memory  may  be  so
severe  that  one  loses  the  capacity  to  mentally  grasp  a  situation
Schizophrenial     a  large  category  of  psychotic  disorders  mani-
fested  by  characteristic  disturbances  of  thinking.  mood.  and
behavior.
Transitional  Situational  Disturbancei     any  overwhelming  stress
in  the  external  environment  of  person,   place  or  thing  that  an
individual  cannot  cope  with  in  a  personally  satisfying  manner
and  which  causes  operational  dysfunction  or  psychic  pain.
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